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Abstract

Rotational foam mouldings provide increased buoyancy and mechanical

properties, which are beneficial for lightweight marine structures. For optimal

performance, appropriate material and process parameters must be used.

However, establishing these for large products is challenging. The aim of the

work was to develop processes and procedures to enable the optimisation of

foam structures for large-scale lightweight rotationally moulded multi-layer

products. The main objectives of the work were: to establish the parameters

that control foam, and quantify how much they e�ect the foam; and, to

determine if ultrasound could be used to monitor polymer behaviour during

moulding. Two unique test methods were created to study the evolution of

foams, allowing the analysis of the live behaviour of structures made both with

and without CBAs for the first time. The main conclusions of the work were

that, CBA developed foams could be successfully controlled using PST, heating

rate, polymer rheology, or CBA concentration, in agreement with the literature.

For the first time it is identified that the structures could also be significantly

controlled in terms of foam density range by developing them in a vacuum

environment (0.134-0.291 g/cm3), by polymer particle size (0.227-0.351 g/cm3),

or to a much lesser extent by the cooling rate used (0.313-0.329 g/cm3). The

parameters controlling foams produced without CBAs are studied for the first

time. It is found that they may be e�ectively controlled by minimising the

polymer particle size and maximising the heating rate, achieving a cell density

improvement of 115 %. A novel ultrasonic monitoring method is developed, and

is successfully used to monitor the polymer thickness changes during the
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heating, and the formation of air gaps during the cooling of a moulding. Foam

mouldings are also observed using the method, finding a 16 % reduction in

signal amplitude at CBA decomposition. The processes and procedures created

throughout the work are ready to be exploited in industry, and will enable

foams for large-scale lightweight rotationally moulded multi-layer products to be

optimised.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction to Foaming

Foams can exist in wet, dry and solid state, and can be found almost anywhere,

in homes, in nature, and in technological applications. Foam structures have a

number of interesting properties, covering a wide range of uses, such as

mechanical, rheological and frictional characteristics which enable them to

behave similar to solids, liquids, or gases [1]. In nature, bones have a compact

outer surface with an inner cellular core, and are composed of both mineral

substances and tissues. In hygiene products, the elastic and frictional properties

of wet foams led to their application in body lotions and shaving foams.

Meanwhile in fire fighting foams, properties such as low density, mechanical

resistance and heat stability are desirable. Foam structures are also seen in food

products including bread, whipped cream, cakes and aerated desserts.

Solid foams can be classified as rigid, semi-rigid, semi-flexible or flexible

depending on cellular morphology, composition and other physical

characteristics. Solid foam structures can be open-celled materials, as

demonstrated in Figure 1.1 A, with interconnected pores that would allow a gas

to freely flow between the cells, and both gas and solid can be considered to
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exist in continuous phases [2]. In other cases they can be closed-cell materials,

as shown in Figure 1.1 B, containing cells that are entirely separated from the

surrounding cells by the matrix material [2]. The properties of solid foams are

extremely dependent on the method of preparation and manufacture. In

general, closed-cell foams are fairly rigid, while open-cell foams tend to be more

flexible [2]. Solid dry foams can be produced from plastic, glass, concrete,

ceramics, and metal, and these materials are found in air conditioners,

reinforcements, thermal insulation, and vibration dampening for example. Solid

foams can also be manufactured with a specific range of properties, which is

usually achieved by controlling the degree of crystallinity and the extent of

cross-linking of a polymeric matrix. There are many examples of polymer foams

developed for the consumer market, such as in lightweight running shoes, where

low shoe mass is essential to reduce energy consumption of the athlete.

Figure 1.1: Examples of open (A) & closed (B) cell foam structures.

Polymer foams can be manufactured from a wide variety of plastics by the

introduction of blowing agents, which may be categorised as either physical or

chemical in type [3]. The foam structure is created using blowing agents by the

dispersion of gas throughout the molten resin directly during the moulding

process. They are particularly useful for applications requiring a high strength

to weight ratio, as they can be moulded into a structure consisting of a cellular

rigid foam core with a solid tough skin [3]. Examples of these type of structures
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can be seen in space applications using sandwich-structured composites, as well

as boats, aircraft furniture, and cycle helmets [4]. Structural polymer foams are

also commonly seen in housings for business and domestic appliances. Due to

the integral moulding of the wall panels, it is possible to reduce the number of

component parts needed, such as support brackets [3]. Other structural polymer

foam components include vehicle body panels and furniture. The characteristics

of polymer foams can provide significant advantages in other properties too,

including mechanical sti�ness, impact resistance, and strength, buoyancy,

thermal or sound insulation, dielectric, and permeability [4]. Structural polymer

foam properties may also be further enhanced by including fibres to increase the

mechanical properties of the material [3].

1.2 Introduction to Rotational Moulding

RM, also known as rotocasting or rotomoulding, is a low pressure manufacturing

process used to produce hollow, one-piece plastic parts. At its most basic level, the

process involves ‘forming a coating on the inside surface of a rotating mould’ [5].

Early examples of RM can be found in ancient Egyptian, Grecian, and Chinese

art depicting ceramic pottery processes [5]. The process was also adapted in

the 1600s for the manufacture of hollow chocolate objects, such as eggs. Later

in 1855, a British patent was issued to Peters which described a RM machine

which rotated about two-axes by a pair of bevel gears. The process did not gain

recognition as a plastic moulding method though until the 1940s.

Commercial applications of the RM process for plastics began with vinyl

plastisols to coat the inner surface of a hollow metal mould. Using PVC, typical

products were children’s play balls and toy dolls. The 1950s saw the

introduction of powdered polyethylene grades that were specifically designed for

the process [6]. Polyethylene is the most widely used plastic worldwide in RM

as its’ powder flow, melt flow and thermal stability are well suited to the

process [5].

The RM process o�ers product designers an opportunity to economically
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produce complex stress-free articles with a uniform wall thickness. Examples of

typical rotationally moulded parts include canoes, toys, medical equipment, and

automotive ducts. The process is scalable too, allowing the manufacture of large

products, as demonstrated in Figure 1.2, with products including large bulk

containers (C), tanks (A), automotive parts including bumper’s or chassis

components (D), marine buoys (B), boat hulls (E), and marine safety products

(F).

Figure 1.2: Examples of rotationally moulded products. (A) - (C) re-produced

from [7]. (D) re-produced from [8]. (E) re-produced from [9]. (F) re-produced

from [10].

There are numerous advantages to the RM process. Being a low pressure

moulding process, moulds are simpler and cheaper to produce than other major

polymer moulding processes such as in injection moulding. A more uniform wall

thickness is achievable in RM than in other processes, and both global and local

wall thicknesses can be changed without altering the mould. Di�erent types of

parts of varying sizes and shapes can be moulded at the same time. In addition,

it is possible to manufacture multi-layer and foamed parts, and short productions

runs are economically viable.
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There are of course drawbacks to the RM process. The main challenge being

the lack of suitable materials for RM in comparison to other polymer moulding

processes [11]. Raw material costs are also usually higher as most plastics are

supplied in pellet form, requiring grinding to produce a fine powder suitable for

moulding. The process endures cycle times that are longer than other polymer

manufacturing process, as both the mould and polymer must be heated from

room temperature up to the moulding temperature, and then back to room during

every cycle [11]. RM is also more labour intensive than other moulding processes,

requiring manual loading and de-moulding typically. Although in the last decade,

advances in technology have seen an increase in process e�ciency in RM, adopting

robotic automation equipment, new moulding techniques, and employing industry

4.0 technologies [12, 13].

1.2.1 The Rotational Moulding Process

The basic RM process (see Figure 1.3) consists of four major steps: filling (A),

heating (B), cooling (C), and de-moulding (D). At the start of the process (A), a

hollow metal mould (at room temperature) is filled, also known as charging, with

a predetermined quantity of powdered (or liquid) plastic. The size of the charge

is determined based on the surface area of the mould, the density of the plastic,

and the final thickness required for the moulding [14].

In Stage (B) the mould halves are clamped together, and the mould is moved

into the oven where it begins to rotate as it is heated. Mould rotation speeds are

typically below 20 rev/ min, making the process di�erent to centrifugal casting

[6]. In RM the plastic lies on the bottom of the mould instead. The heating of

the mould raises the temperature of the inside surface of the mould, and when it

becomes hot enough, the plastic powder (or liquid) starts to adhere to it [15]. As

the mould rotation continues, the inner mould surface will pass through the pool

of plastic material repeatedly, until all of the material is adhered to the inner

mould surface.
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of the RM process demonstrating the four major moulding

steps of filling (A), heating (B), cooling (C), and de-moulding (D).

Through adjustment of the speeds of rotation of the perpendicular axes, it

is possible to control the wall thickness of the moulding. Thicker areas of the

moulding will more regularly pass through the powder pool than other parts of

the mould surface. Heat is often provided by a hot air convection oven into which

the mould is moved and rotated, but other methods of heating such as electricity,

infrared, hot oil and open flames can also be used [6, 14].

The rotation speed of the two axes of the machine can be set at di�erent

values, selected depending on the shape of the plastic part being moulded. The

speed ratio is the speed of the major (arm) axis divided by the speed of the minor

(plate) axis. A speed ratio of 4:1 is commonly used to get a uniform wall thickness

part [14]. The optimisation of rotation speed value is usually done through trial

and error, investigating moulded parts to ensure the correct thickness in each

location is achieved. A computer simulation program such as RotoSim® can also
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be used to determine the correct rotation speed though before the mould is set

up on the moulding machine [15].

In Stage (C) heating of the mould is stopped, moving from the oven to the

cooling chamber, where the cooling cycle begins. The mould continues to rotate

at all times. The cooling process is usually assisted by high velocity air, although

a fine water spray can be used to increase the cooling rate after the plastic is

solidified [15]. Water cooling must be used cautiously though as without careful

application moulded parts can become distorted, which is known as warpage.

During cooling the polymer changes from being a viscous liquid to a semi-solid,

and finally a solid part. Once cooled su�ciently, in Stage (D), the mould is moved

from the cooling chamber and the final finished solid part is removed from the

mould so that the process can be repeated.

1.2.2 Unique Aspects of Rotational Moulding

During a RM cycle the polymer powder behaves uniquely to other polymer

moulding processes. Figure 1.4 shows a schematic of the powder behaviour

during a typical moulding, starting at the moment the mould enters the oven.

At point (A), as the mould rotates during the heating cycle, the inner metal

surface becomes hot, and particles of polymer powder become tacky in the pool.

In a process know as sintering, the particles stick to the wall and to each other,

‘building up a loose powdery mass against the mould wall’ [16].

As heating and rotation continues in the oven, the loose powdery mass

coalesces, until the surface passes through the powder pool once again,

depositing more particles over the surface. During the coalescence of the powder

particles during sintering, irregular pockets of gas are trapped, as shown in

Figure 1.4 (B). Through a process known as densification, these gas pockets

‘transform themselves into spheres and under the influence of heat over a period

of time they disappear’ [16]. Sintering and densification occur simultaneously

through the heating cycle until all of the powder pool is deposited on the mould

surface. Once the pool is consumed, densification continues, further diminishing
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and removing the pockets of gas as indicated in Figure 1.4 (C). Also known as

pin-holes (see Figure 1.5), or simply bubbles, the gas pockets do not move

through the melt as the viscosity is too great. The bubbles instead ‘remain

where they are formed and slowly diminish in size over a period of time’ [16].

Figure 1.4: Schematic of the sintering & densification process.

Figure 1.5: Example of pin holes in a rotationally moulded part.
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There are a number of material parameters, such as powder particle size and

shape, and process controls such as oven temperature, the time in the oven and

the rate of cooling that control sintering and densification behaviour [16, 17, 18].

Each variable can e�ect the properties of the final moulding created, for example

[16]:

1. If oven time is too short, or oven temperature is too low, then sintering and

densification will not have time to complete. The final part will have low

strength, low sti�ness, and a lack of toughness.

2. If oven time is too long then degradation of the plastic will occur, resulting

in a brittle part.

Referred to as ’cooking’ time by moulders, the optimum process conditions for

the plastic often is usually established by trial and error. A small cross-section

of the final moulding is analysed; if there are no pin-holes then the part may be

‘overcooked’, and ‘there is a danger that the part has been overheated or heated

for too long and this will result in brittleness’ [16]. Conversely, if there a too

many pin-holes then the part is likely to be ‘undercooked’.

The cooling conditions are equally important to the final part’s properties;

generally in RM cooling is normally from outside of the mould [15].

Unsymmetrical cooling of parts can result in warpage and distortion, changing

the shape and dimensions of the part [19]. During cooling the structure of the

plastic is formed. Changing the cooling rate, therefore, results in a di�erent

material despite the resin remaining the same. Fast cooling results in a tougher

moulding with less sti�ness. Slower cooling improves the strength and sti�ness,

but reduces the impact strength of the part.

1.2.3 Internal Air Temperature Measurement

Although trial and error optimisation is achievable for some mouldings, process

monitoring is necessary for more complex parts. Process monitoring is typically

achieved by tracking the IAT of the mould in RM. Figure 1.6 shows a typical
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IAT trace for a single layer plastic part in addition to the oven temperature and

mould surface temperature variations. The IAT results in particular are ‘unique

to RM and it can be used to provide very close control over the whole cycle’ [14].

Figure 1.6: Typical IAT change during RM cycle showing (A-B) polymer melting,

(C) peak IAT, (D-E) polymer solidification, and de-moulding (D).

Oven temperatures (Figure 1.6) are typically between 250 - 450 °C [6]. At

the start of the cycle the air temperature of the oven increases slowly, eventually

reaching the set temperature. After some time, the temperatures of the mould

and IAT begin to increase in response to the increasing oven temperature.

The IAT temperature increases steadily from the start of the heating cycle.

Up to point A there is no powder sticking the the mould, therefore the rotation

speed of the mould axes is not critical during this period, ‘as the powder is simply

tumbling about in the mould’ [14]. At point A the plastic powder is hot enough to

become ’tacky’ and begin sticking to the mould surface [6]. The rate of increase

in IAT slows at the point, as the melting of the plastic absorbs most of the heat

added to the system. The speed of rotation, and the set ratio, at this point is
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important as the plastic coating is being formed on the inside wall of the mould.

As previously indicated, if the speed is not set correctly, then the wall thickness

distribution will not be correct.

The IAT continues to plateau for several minutes. At point B, the powder pool

is diminished, and has been adhered to the mould wall [6]. Most of the melting of

the plastic has been achieved at this time, so the majority of the thermal energy

being added to the system can be directed towards increasing the IAT again. The

temperature begins to increase again at roughly the same rate as prior to point

A. The plastic has now adhered to the inside wall of the mould.

As indicated in Section 1.2.2, process conditions for e�ective bubble removal

are usually optimised via trial and error. However, it has been demonstrated that

the IAT can be used as a quality control tool to ensure every mould undergoes

the same conditions each time [14]. At the inner metal mould surface the adhered

plastic powder will have started to coalesce and densify. Moving toward the inner

free surface of the plastic there will be a loose powdery mass. At point BC, the

coalescence process is completed as the powder particles join together to form a

uniform melt, which spreads from the mould wall towards the inner, free surface

[6]. It is reported that, ‘the bubbles will have just disappeared when the IAT

reaches a critical value’, approximately 200 °C for PE [14].

At this point the mould is removed from the oven and cooling beings.

Following the removal from the oven the IAT continues to increase, especially if

the moulding is thick. Moulders therefore need to allow for this behaviour,

known as the ‘overshoot’, when determining the optimum processing conditions.

The IAT begins to decrease once cooling starts. The rate of decrease

depends on the cooling type, the part wall thickness, and the mould thickness

and material. Water cooling causes a sharp drop in temperature, whereas air

cooling provides a gradual temperature decrease. During the first stages of

cooling, the IAT decreases at a constant rate. At point D the slope changes,

reflecting the solidification of the plastic, maintaining the IAT temperature as

heat is generated during solidification [6]. During solidification the plastic
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structure is being formed, and the rate of cooling during this time can have a

major e�ect of the final properties of the moulding.

Once the plastic becomes solid, the IAT decreases again, but usually at a

slower rate than previously. With the plastic now solid, the rate of cooling has

less of an e�ect on the morphology of the plastic. Cooling using water is now

possible, with caution, to avoid unsymmetrical cooling resulting in warpage.

At point E there is a slight change in the slope of the IAT graph. This shows

that the part is separating from the mould wall, forming an insulating air layer

between the mould and the plastic. External air cooling is therefore less e�cient,

and the IAT decreases slower. At the demoulding temperature, point F, the part

is removed the mould.

1.3 Foam & Multi-Layer Parts in Rotational

Moulding

For many rotationally moulded components it can be desirable to manufacture

parts from multiple layers of di�erent materials. High barrier fuel tanks are a key

example of this, commonly using an outer layer of polyethylene skin with an inner

layer of nylon. Often using the similar methods and equipment as those needed to

produce multi-layer parts, the RM process can also be adapted to manufacture

foamed products, with interest on this topic continuing to grow annually. As

previously discussed, solid foam plastic products can o�er numerous advantages,

and are generally manufactured with a specific end purpose or function in mind.

In RM, foamed parts can benefit from:

1. improved thermal insulation properties;

2. increase in sti�ness per unit weight;

3. improved buoyancy;

4. better sound/ noise insulation properties;
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5. and ability to reduce material usage.

Foam filled rotationally moulded products can be created by injecting PU

foam into a moulding as a secondary operation, or by use of a CBA during the

moulding. PU foam filling is a thermosetting process in which the foam expands

to fill the cavity of a moulding, see Figure 1.7 (B). PU foam does not adhere

to the rotomoulded PE skin without extra surface treatment steps though, and

‘so the mechanical properties (such as sti�ness) are usually not enhanced by this

type of foaming’ [14]. To achieve improvements in sti�ness per unit weight, it is

therefore necessary to introduce PE foam inside of a solid PE skin (see Figure

1.7 (C) - (D)). This ensures there is su�cient bonding between the solid skin and

the foam layer, and is known as a skin - foam moulding.

Figure 1.7: (A) Example of a complex single skin moulding with ’kiss o�’ and

rib features. (B) a PU foam filled moulding re-produced from [20]. (C) a skin -

foam moulding. (D) a foam filled moulding. (E) a skin - foam - skin moulding.

As the modulus of the foam is much less than the skin layer, the advantage of

adding a foam layer is not immediately obvious. Skin-foam mouldings though are

comparable to adding rib structures to an injection moulded part for example.

Conventional rib structures are di�cult to achieve in RM as the polymer does not
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flow easily enough to create these shapes. In RM, features known as corrugations

and ‘kiss-o�s’ are used instead (see Figure 1.7 (A)). Combined into skin-foam

structures, these features provide good performance in relation to sti�ness per

unit weight, and are common on products such as rotomoulded pallets.

Part sti�ness per unit weight can be further increased when the cross-section

of the part is enhanced with another inner solid layer (see Figure 1.7 (D)), known

as a skin-foam-skin moulding or sandwich structures. Sandwich structures are

good at resisting bending stresses and are very e�cient maximise the sti�ness

per unit weight that they provide.

1.3.1 The Rotational Foam Moulding Process

Polymer foam structures are produced by the dispersion of blowing agent gas

within a molten polymer. There are two types of blowing agents commonly

used in polymer foaming processes, known as PBAs (a gas is injected at high

pressure directly into the plastic melt) and CBAs (a chemical agent is added

to the plastic, which then decomposes during processing, generating a gas) [21].

In RM CBAs are used to create foamed parts. CBAs decompose at a specific

temperature, known as the decomposition temperature, generating a gas in the

process. There are two categories of CBAs; exothermic CBAs, that give o�

heat during decomposition, and endothermic CBAs, that absorb heat during

decomposition.

There are various methods of incorporating additional layers of polymer and

CBA to produce rotationally moulded multi- layer constructions. CBAs are

usually in powder form in RFM, and are blended with the polymer powder

prior to moulding. In its simplest form, each layer of the moulding may be

added manually to the mould. Figure 1.8 shows the steps involved in creating a

skin-foam-skin moulding. The mould is first charged (A) and moved to the oven

(B), where the mould is heated until all of the skin layer powder has adhered to

the mould. The mould is then reversed from the oven (C) and carefully opened

due to the high temperatures. The mould is re-charged (D) with a resin/ CBA
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mixture and returned to the oven to continue heating (E), allowing the resin/

CBA mixture to adhere to the wall of the mould. Additional layers may be

added be repeating this process, reversing the mould from the oven again, as

indicated in steps (E) and (F). For the CBA to be e�ective it is crucial for the

polymer is densified into their liquid layers before the CBA decomposes [22].

Failure to do this results in the generated gas not being trapped in the polymer,

and instead being simply being released into the atmosphere. Therefore, it is

important to ensure this is completed prior to the decomposition of the CBA,

while ensuring proper layup of the second skin layer. Once all layers are added

and adhered, the temperature may be increased above the CBA decomposition

temperature, expanding the foam (G). Following this, the moulding may then

be cooled (H) and de-moulded (I).

Figure 1.8: Schematic of a manual multi-layer RFM process to create a skin -

foam -skin product.

RFM relies on accurate temperature control to ensure repeatability, and makes
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use of the IAT monitoring technique discussed previously in Section 1.2.3. A

comparison of IAT change during the heating cycle for a foamed and non-foamed

moulding is presented in Figures 1.9 and 1.10 respectively. The trace in Figure 1.9

shows (A) the onset of melting and polymer adherence to the mould wall, (B) the

completion of the melting and adherence process, and (C) the peak temperature

reached after removal from the oven. In comparison the trace for the foam sample

in Figure 1.10 shows (A) the completion of the melting and adherence process,

as the onset of melting and polymer adherence is di�cult to establish. At point

(B) the melt temperature has risen quickly, much like the non-foamed moulding,

but shows a gradient change around 150 °C, as a result of the decomposition

of the CBA and the insulating nature of the foam structure developing in the

mould. Finally at point (C) the mould reaches a peak temperature once again

after removal from the oven.

Figure 1.9: Example IAT graph taken from the heating cycle of a single layer

skin non-foamed moulding showing (A-B) polymer melting, and (C) peak IAT.
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Figure 1.10: Example IAT graph taken from the heating cycle of a foam only

moulding showing (A-B) polymer melting, (B-C) onset of CBA decomposition,

and (C) peak IAT.

The IAT trace for a skin - foam moulding created by reversing the mould out

of the oven to add each additional layer is shown in Figure 1.11. The cycle starts

with melting and adherence (AB) behaviour similar to the non-foamed moulding

shown in Figure 1.9, once the outer skin has formed though the mould is removed

from the oven for the CBA and resin mixture to be manually added. This results

in a drop in the IAT. The mould is then returned to the oven and the resin and

CBA is melted and adhered to the wall of the mould. At point (C) the layup of

the polymer and CBA powder is completed. The IAT continues to increase until

the CBA decomposition temperature is reached. At point (D) there is a change

in gradient as the temperature behaviour begins to slow, again responding to the

insulating layer of foam being created. At point (E) the moulding is removed

from the oven and a peak temperature is reached again.
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Figure 1.11: Example IAT graph for the heating cycle of a skin-foam moulding

showing (A-B) skin layer polymer melting, (B-C) addition of polymer/ CBA

mixture, (C-D) melting of the polymer/ CBA mixture, (D-E) onset of CBA

decomposition, and (E) peak IAT.

An example skin-foam-skin moulding IAT trace is shown in Figure 1.12.

Points (A) and (B) correspond to the onset and completion of the melting and

adherence of the first skin layer respectively. The mould is then removed from

the oven and the resin and CBA mixture is added to the mould, which is then

returned to the oven. This time the IAT is increased enough to allow the

melting and adherence of the foam layer (C), but not too high that the CBA

decomposition process would be started. The mould is removed from the oven

again, and the final skin layer powder added, and the mould returned back to

the oven. The IAT increases to point (D), where the final skin layer powder is

completely melted and adhered to the mould wall. The IAT continues to

increase to above the CBA decomposition temperature (E), and again a change

in gradient is noted as the foam structure develops. Finally the moulding is

removed from the oven and a peak temperature is reached at point (F).
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Figure 1.12: Example IAT graph for the heating cycle of a skin-foam-skin

moulding showing (A-B) skin layer polymer melting, (B-C) addition and melting

of polymer/ CBA mixture, (C-D) addition of the 2nd skin layer, (D-E) melting

of the 2nd skin layer, (E-F) onset of CBA decomposition, and (F) peak IAT.

Figure 1.13: Schematic showing automated addition methods for creating

rotationally foamed mouldings.
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In addition to manually dosing the mould with each additional layer, there are

also a number of autonomous methods through which the additional layers can be

introduced during the process, easing the manufacture of multi-layer rotationally

foam moulded structures. Note that di�erent IAT traces to those discussed would

be expected if a di�erent addition technique were used. Figure 1.13 illustrates the

steps involved for making a skin-foam moulding using each method. A description

of the fundamental steps involved in each method is also set out:

• One-step: Foam-in-a-bag: A bag, usually PE, is filled with a resin/ CBA

powder mix and attached to the inside of the mould cavity. The skin layer

is added as normal at the start of the process (A1). During heating the

skin layer adheres to the mould (A2), and at a certain point the bag melts,

releasing the resin/ CBA mix to create the foam layer (A3). The mixture is

melted and adhered to the mould wall (A4), and the temperature increased

further at this point to decompose the CBA and create the foam layer (A5).

• One-step: Foamable Pellets: foamable pellets are created by blending

CBA with a resin and then compounding the mixture below the CBA

decomposition temperature. The extruded resin/ CBA mixture is then

pelletised. The skin layer is added as normal to the mould in addition to

the foamable pellets (B1). Due to the powder particles being smaller, they

melt and adhere to the mould wall (B2). After a certain time the

foamable pellets begin to stick the skin layer (B3), eventually reaching the

decomposition temperature, and creating the foam layer (B4).

• Drop Box: an insulated container that sits alongside the mould. Resin in

powder form is placed as normal in the mould at the start of the process

(C1), whilst a resin/ CBA foam mix is added to the insulated drop box.

After the lay-up of the skin layer (C2), at a specific stage during heating an

air valve is activated and the resin/ CBA foam mix is dropped (C3). The

mixture is melted and adhered to the mould wall (C4), and the temperature

increased further at this point to decompose the CBA and create the foam
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layer (C5). Further additional drop boxes are required for each additional

layer to be added to the mould.

1.4 Research Aim

The quality and cost of rotationally moulded foam products is strongly

dependent upon optimum material selection, and the processing parameters

used to produce the product. Despite the potential though, there are few

commercial examples to date as the selection, control, and optimisation of these

parameters can be challenging. The aim of the work was, therefore, to develop

processes and procedures to enable the optimisation of foam structures for

large-scale lightweight rotationally moulded multi-layer products.

The work was undertaken as part of a major European project, known as

the Renewable Engine programme. The programme facilitated direct knowledge

transfer and technology development within the Advanced Manufacturing and

Renewable Energy sectors. The work was carried out in collaboration with,

Kingspan Environmental Ltd. As the industrial partner for the project, they

were interested in the development of technologies relating to the manufacture

of large-scale lightweight rotationally moulded multi-layer structures for

o�-shore wave energy generation purposes.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

Producing high quality foam structures using the RFM process requires an

in-depth understanding to control both materials and processing parameters

simultaneously. A literature review was conducted to establish the current state

of RFM, determine areas requiring further development, and develop the

approach to take in the experimental work. It was evident initially that the

amount of literature relating to RFM was small. Therefore, it was felt that it

was important to cover existing knowledge from the wider foam research field,

regarding both how they are created, and how and where they are used. Figure

2.1 illustrates the organisation of the review and the major topics covered. The

green strand represents the coverage of the wider research field, discussing both

liquid and solid foam structures, their materials, applications, and study

methods. Polymer foams and the associated manufacturing and study methods

were then investigated. A detailed review the RFM technique was conducted,

indicated by the yellow strand. The design of multi-layer foam structures was

also explored, shown by the red strand, covering wider foam design practices

before focusing on RFM. Finally, process control and monitoring techniques in

other polymer manufacturing processes were evaluated alongside the current

state of the art in RFM, as indicated by the orange strand.
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2.1 Introduction to Foam Generation

As previously indicated in Section 1.1, liquid foams can exist in wet or dry states.

Due to their versatility and wide ranging stability, liquid foam applications span

processes such as cleaning, washing, flotation, fire fighting [23], food production,

beverages, cosmetics [24]. There are two methods of generating liquid foams

structures, known as condensation or dispersion. Dispersion foams are generated

by ‘introducing and mixing gas from an external source into a liquid’, such as when

using a kitchen mixer to whip cream [25]. Condensation foams are created by the

‘generation or release of gas from within the liquid by either chemical or physical

change’, such as when opening a Champagne bottle [25]. The production of foam

structures can be either in batch format in the case of agitating a shampoo when

washing hair, or in a continuous format in the case of foam generation machinery

used in oil production.

Perhaps the most widely relatable applications of dispersion generated foams

come from the cosmetics industry in the form of soap, shaving foam, shampoo,

and toothpaste. Once formed these foams have a tendency to collapse, naturally

wanting to form a detergent/ air interface void of any foam. Amongst other

boosting products, to form stable foam structures surface tension lowering

substances must be used. Cosmetic foams are typically formulated to achieve a

specific goal such as foam stability after generation, which can be short lived in

the case of quick-breaking foams products such as hair conditioners, or longer

term in the case of bubble bath products. Interestingly in this industry, the

foaming element of the product is not always necessary for e�ective

functionality. Instead these products may be designed to do so ‘in accordance

with the wishes of consumers’ [24].

Liquid foams are also used as a processing aid, substituting water in the

dyeing, printing, mercerising, and finishing of textiles. They not only provide

considerable savings in the amount of water, but also in the amount of energy

needed by shortening and/ or removing drying stages. Foams in the textile

industry are prepared in a continuous foam generation process using high shear
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mechanical foamers. Unlike the cosmetics industry, foam stability is expect to

be much higher for longer periods of time, and is reported to be ‘of great

importance in textile applications’ to ensure the uniform application of coatings

for example [25].

The foaming behaviour of beverages such as beer and sparkling wines is an

example of condensation foaming. In these drinks the yeast and sugar undergo

a fermentation process, causing carbon dioxide to be solubilized in the liquid,

developing a pressure in the container [26]. Alcohol is also produced in the

process, which reduces the surface tension of the liquid. Upon opening the bottle,

bubbles form, freeing the gas dissolved in the fluid which then rise through the

liquid. Substances such as surfactants are used to increase the viscosity of the

liquid, allowing the bubbles to rest on the surface of the liquid, forming a layer

of foam [27]. Amongst other parameters such as the temperature of the liquid,

and CO2 concentration in the beverage, the foam formation of beverages largely

depends on the pouring method.

Solid foam structures, on the other hand, ‘generally have a solidifying liquid

foam as a precursor’, which may be then solidified, forming a solid structure

[28]. For example, metal foam structures may be foamed as a liquid metal melt

using an appropriate CBA prior to rapid cooling [29]. Solid foams can provide

exciting possibilities for product designers. Most commercial applications of

metallic foams are open-celled, and can be found in filters, gas flow control

devices, and batteries. For example, metallic foam structures are both

thermally and electrically conductive, and can maintain their mechanical

properties at much higher temperatures than polymer foams [30].

Polymeric foams are another example of a solid foam structure. Polymer

foam can be produced using almost any polymer, either thermoplastic or

thermosetting, by adding a PBA or CBA. Polymeric foams manufactured using

PU, a thermosetting material, are widely used for their insulation abilities, and

are said to be ‘the largest and most versatile family of rigid, thermosetting

foams’ along with polyisocyanurate foams [31]. Most PU foams are prepared by
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mixing the two main components in a one-step process. Part A typically

contains polyols, chain extenders and water, and part B contains isocyanate,

blowing agent, and surfactant [32]. These foams can manufactured using

continuous block or sheet production, moulding, spraying, and pour in place

methods. PU foams are commonly used to insulate the cabinets of refrigerator

and freezer cabinets, and are manufactured using the pour in place method.

Dedicated equipment doses, mixes and dispenses the components into the cavity

where it expands, filling the cavity. Mixing of the components initiates the

polymerisation reaction, which is accelerated by the catalyst, formation of

carbon dioxide, evaporation of the blowing agent, and cell nucleation [32].

As discussed in Section 1.3, PU foaming is also used in RM. The pour in

place technique can be used to fill hollow RMs, and is common in the

manufacture of portable outdoor cool boxes for example. PU foam does not

adhere to the rotomoulded PE skin without extra surface treatment steps

though, therefore the mechanical strength of the product is not improved

[14, 22, 33, 34]. As a result, its use for applications requiring mechanical

strength is limited, and there is little information regarding the optimisation of

PU filled foam mouldings for rotationally moulded products in the literature.

To achieve improvements in sti�ness per unit weight it is necessary to create a

rigid polymer foam core inside of a solid polymer skin, known as a structural

foam moulding. Common thermoplastic materials used for these types of

mouldings include Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS), Polycarbonate, PP

and modified Poly(phenylene oxide) [3]. Examples of structural foam mouldings

include housings domestic appliances, where they can reduce the number of

component parts due to integral moulding of wall panels, support brackets, etc.

Structural foam mouldings are most commonly produced using processes such

as extrusion foam moulding, or injection foam moulding. In recent times

though, the popularity of RFM has been increasing due to ability to produce

large mouldings with relative ease.
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2.2 Overview of Polymer Foam Manufacturing

Processes

The most widely researched production methods in the field of polymer foaming

are injection moulding, extrusion moulding, and batch foaming [2]. Polymer

foams manufactured using these processes will typically fall into one of four

industry wide classifications, and are set out in Table 2.1 [35, 36]. In general,

injection moulding, extrusion moulding and batch foaming processes can

produce foams with nano-cellular structures. For reference, it is said that foams

with cell sizes smaller than 50 µm appear solid to the naked eye [37]. In RFM

though, it is more typical for foams to be produced with a fine-celled structure.

Table 2.1: Foam Classifications [35, 36].

Foam Type Cell Size (µm) Cell Density (cells/cmˆ3)

Conventional >300 <10ˆ6

Fine-celled 10 - 300 10ˆ6 - 10ˆ9

Microcellular 0.1 - 10 10ˆ9 - 10ˆ15

Nanocellular <0.1 >10ˆ15

Polymer foaming processes require the use of blowing agents to provide the

gas necessary to form the polymer foam structure. There are two main types of

blowing agents used, known as PBAs, and CBAs. PBAs are used in gas form,

and are injected at high pressures into the molten polymer, forming the

supersaturated solution. CBAs are a powdery substance which is pre-mixed

with polymer resin prior to moulding. CBAs react to produce gas when they

exceed a certain temperature, known as the decomposition temperature. CBA

reactions can be either exothermic or endothermic. Exothermic blowing agents

release energy once activated, meaning the reaction continues until the CBA is

completely consumed. Whereas, endothermic CBAs require thermal energy to

be continuously applied once activated in order to maintain the reaction.

In the foam extrusion process, CBAs maybe added with the polymer, or PBAs
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maybe injected into the molten polymer. The process forces a liquid containing

a gas through a shaped orifice, known as a die. For most commercial foams, the

foaming of the polymer containing the gas usually occurs outside of the extruder

and die. Figure 2.2 shows the typical layout of the process. The process begins

with the melting of the polymer under pressure. The polymer temperature is

then lowered, and the polymer melt containing the dissolved blowing agent gas is

forced through the die. Once outside of the die, the blowing agent gas evolves into

micro-bubbles, and then grow as the gas di�uses into them. The extrusion process

is the main technique used for producing commercial low-density thermoplastic

foams [38].

Figure 2.2: Diagram showing the key components of the extrusion foaming

process.

Figure 2.3 shows the schematic of an injection foam moulding process. The

injection foam moulding process involves injecting a liquid containing a gas into a

mould cavity, where a foam is created due to the drop in pressure when entering

the mould. Similar to the foam extrusion process, the gas may be either added

as a CBA, which decomposes in the barrel, or as a PBA which is injected into

the melt in the barrel. In both cases, a supersaturated liquid is formed in the

barrel prior to injection into the mould cavity. In injection foam moulding the use

of PBAs usually requires a specialist machine or modifications to be made to a
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conventional machine to allow the PBA to be injected into the melt in the barrel,

forming a supersaturated solution. There are, however, high equipment costs

associated with physical foaming using PBAs, making CBAs a more favourable

alternative.

Figure 2.3: Diagram showing the key components of the injection foam moulding

process.

In batch foaming (Figure 2.4), foam structures are produced by charging a

polymer in a pressure vessel with a PBA at constant pressure [39]. Batch foaming

is mainly ‘applied in the research and development field where new materials are

foamed or the foaming behaviour is studied’ [40]. Once saturated, the polymer

maybe expanded by rapid decompression and cooled within the same vessel, or by

expanded by heating and cooling of the sample in separate stages. In the pressure-

induced method the polymer is saturated with blowing agent in an autoclave, and

then, cell nucleation is achieved by the sudden de-pressurisation of the vessel. In

temperature-induced batch foaming, the saturation process is similar to pressure-

induced foaming, but is completed at a lower temperature. After saturation, the

sample is taken out of the autoclave and put into hot oil bath in order initiate

nucleation and expand the sample.
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Figure 2.4: Diagram showing the key components of the batch foaming process.

The nucleation of bubbles of injection, extrusion and batch foaming processes

are similar, as in all cases the blowing agent gas is dissolved into the polymer melt,

forming a supersaturated solution prior to expansion. In general, the foaming

process for each method will typically comprise of four steps [2, 41, 42]:

1. Saturation: A molten polymer is saturated by the dissolution of gas (from

PBA or CBA) at high pressure.

2. Nucleation: Nuclei, the point at which the cell structure first begins to

develop, are created through a thermodynamic in-stability via a change in

pressure, temperature, or both.

3. Growth: The dissolved gas di�uses and several bubbles appear gradually

by growth of stable nuclei.

4. Stabilisation: Foam growth is limited by imposing rapid cooling and the

foam is solidified.

Forcing the blowing agent gas into a supersaturated solution prior to

nucleation provides two advantages when manufacturing foam structures using

these processes. Firstly, the cell density of the foam is controllable through
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heterogeneous nucleation by the addition of particles known as nucleating

agents, which encourage more cells to form [2]. As result, research in the major

foaming processes is progressing towards nano-cellular sized foam structures,

with improvements in mechanical properties [43, 44]. Secondly, the nucleation

process can be controlled independent of the polymer melt temperature,

providing control of the polymer rheology to resist the formation of coarse cells.

For example, in extrusion and injection foam moulding, to achieve optimal foam

structures the barrel temperature can be lowered before the die exit, controlling

coalescence during bubble growth. The cells are prevented from nucleating

during the temperature drop by the high pressures in the barrel; releasing the

pressure only when the correct temperature has been reached.

2.2.1 Di�erences Between Rotational Foam Moulding &

Extrusion, Injection & Batch Foaming

In contrast to the major polymer foaming processes, the RFM process is

typically carried out under atmospheric conditions. Although mould

pressurisation is possible, the thin mould walls typical of the process do not

usually allow pressures above 2 atmospheres [45]. The lower moulding pressures

rule out the use of PBAs in the RM process, making only CBAs suitable [46].

As a result of the low pressure moulding environment, the nucleation process is

di�erent from the batch, injection and extrusion foaming processes.

Highlighting the importance of this, Pop-Iliev et al states that ‘unlike

PBA-based foaming processes, the nucleation mechanisms with a CBA,

especially under atmospheric pressure, have not yet been completely clarified’ in

the RFM process [46].

As discussed in Section 1.3.1, to create a foam structure in RFM a melt

is formed on the wall by heating. Prior to decomposition, this melt contains

a dispersed CBA in powder form. Throne reports that at the decomposition

temperature there is a unique set of circumstances that make RFM di�erent to

the major foaming processes:
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1. As the mould pressure is low, ‘bubbles are formed as soon as the blowing

agent decomposes’ instead of forming a supersaturated solution [45].

Therefore, there is very limited control over the cell structure formation

during the nucleation stage in RFM.

2. Unlike the high pressure processes, the temperature continues to increase

inside the mould during foaming, ‘thereby acting to destabilize the foam.

The result is a coarser foam’ [45].

3. The temperature of the molten polymer at the mould surface is always

hotter than that at the free surface. This results in early decomposition

occurring at the mould surface. Throne acknowledges that ‘this nonuniform

foaming contributes to low blowing agent e�ciency, gross cell structure and

nonuniform cells across the part wall thickness’ [45].

4. The early decomposed foam at the mould surface must continue to heat

after foaming because the polymer at the interior layer has yet to reach the

decomposition temperature, resulting in coalescence.

5. Even at the end of the heating cycle, cooling to the polymer to stabilise the

foam structure ‘takes several minutes, during which time bubble coalescence

and collapse continues’ [45].

2.3 Experimental Methods for Evaluating Foam

Development

The characteristics of foamed structures can vary considerably from one

application to the next. In liquid foaming ‘the characterisation of any foam

must involve consideration of at least three important factors: its structure, its

foamability and stability, and its overall rheological properties’ [47]. Liquid

foams are typically formulated for a specific task in mind. Foamability and

stability are said to be the two most important factors in formulating a liquid
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foam, and there are numerous methods for evaluating a liquids performance,

typically involving the measurement of foam height/ time. Foam stability tests

can be split into two categories:

A. Dynamic Tests: The height or volume of the foam is measured in a state

of dynamic equilibrium between formation and decay.

B. Static Tests: The rate of foam formation is zero (the gas flow into the liquid

is eliminated) and the foam is allowed to collapse while recording the rate

of collapse.

There are many standardised methods for studying liquid foam stability which

tend to di�er based on the method by which air is dispersed in the foaming

solution [48]. Rieger reports that the evaluation of a liquid foam for the cosmetic

industry is generally conducted using techniques created by laboratory workers,

and are usually for ‘in-house’ purposes [24]. The Ross-Miles test is said to be

the most widely accepted evaluation method, and can be used to assess foam

formation and foam collapse. Figure 2.5 A shows the typical experimental setup

for this test. This test generates a foam by allowing the stream of a test solution

to impinge on another portion of the test solution [48]. The initial foam height

is measured after all the solution has run out of the pipette, and then measured

again after a period of time (usually around 5 minutes) to analyse the rate of

foam decay. Similarly in the brewing industry, the Rudin test (Figure 2.5 B) is a

method used to evaluate the head retention of beer foams. Unlike the Ross-Miles

test where foam is ‘naturally’ generated, in the Rudin test the foam is generated

‘artificially’ by passing gas through a porous frit. A head retention value is given

based on the amount of time that the liquid takes to rise between two given

marks.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of the (A) Ross-Miles, and (B) Rudin liquid foam test

methods.

It is acknowledged that ‘since the rate of deterioration of a wet foam depends

on the kinetics of coalescence, drainage and gas di�usion, it is sometimes

di�cult to separate these events and to resolve the main destabilisation method’

[48]. It is also said to be di�cult to qualitatively compare results between

methods as di�erent parameters are often used [47, 48]. In addition to this,

additional challenges relating to the general setup of the methods have also

been reported. Glassware is commonly used in many of the liquid foam

evaluation methods, allowing measurements to be conducted either manually or

via video recording and subsequent image analysis process [48, 49]. For image

analysis to work successfully though, Pugh reports that ‘adjustments must be

made to ensure good lighting and contrast’ [48]. Other automated methods of

recording the foam height change have been proposed to increase the reliability

of the method including light scattering technologies, electrical conductivity

sensors, and opto-electrical sensors [48, 50]. The accuracy of measurement is

also questioned by some authors due to the wall slip phenomenon. To ensure

reproduce-able results in the Bikermen test (similar to the Rudin test) it is said
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that provisions should be made for the wetting of the glass walls of the column,

otherwise ‘wall e�ects can cause the height of the foam near to the walls to

become higher than in the centre’ [48]. This can be achieved by reducing the

flow rate and using a series of rewetting steps by regenerating the foam

structure multiple times prior to taking any measurements. Similar challenges

are also reported with the measurement of bubble sizes at the glass/ bubble

interface in other liquid foam test methods [51].

In solid foam research there are many methods of evaluating foam

performance, but with varying degrees of technical challenges depending on the

material and the associated melting temperatures. In the metallic foam

industry field, Duarte and Banhart report that ‘monitoring the foaming process

of liquid metals is much more di�cult than doing the same with, for example,

aqueous foams’ [52]. Due to the excessive temperatures and pressures needed to

create metallic foams, along with the associated material challenges of opacity,

electrical conductivity and reactivity, the methods used in liquid foams cannot

be applied. It is common for foam evaluation to be conducted by interrupting a

manufacturing process at given intervals and cooling the samples quickly [29].

By doing this ‘a series of samples which reflect the various stages of foam

evolution’ are obtained. However, this approach can increase the amount of

time needed to conduct an investigation. Duarte and Banhart therefore set out

to establish a characterisation method for measuring the evolution of a single

metallic foam sample during its evolution. They achieved this using a laser

distance sensor placed above the foam sample on a stage, which was heated

within a furnace. It is reported that ‘two foaming experiments will never yield

the same result, even if the initial conditions were ‘identical” [52]. Similar to

the liquid foaming methods, there are challenges associated with obtaining

accurate measurements. In this case, the authors claim an accuracy of 0.1 %

with a resolution of 0.02 % is achievable using the laser sensors, but this was

found to be unnecessary ‘because of the nature of the foam surface which is

uneven, curved and constantly changing due to expanding and coalescing
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bubbles’. The authors also similarly acknowledge that the reproducibility is also

a�ected by ‘friction e�ects between foam and mould’.

In the polymer foam field, it is acknowledged that the final properties of all

polymer foams depend upon the individual properties of the polymer matrix

and the cellular structure. The number of cells (cell density) and size of cells

making up a structure are known to have a significant e�ect on the final

properties and applications of the foam [2]. As previously indicated, the cell

nucleation process is similar for the injection, extrusion, and batch foaming

processes, but the cell growth and stabilisation of each is controlled under

di�erent conditions. For example, in injection foam moulding, the foam growth

takes place in the mould cavity, whereas in extrusion the foam expands after its

exit from the die. Optimisation of foams in these processes, therefore, usually

takes place using the process equipment that would be necessary to

manufacture the final product. Much like metal foaming, polymer foam studies

typically use post moulding characterisation techniques on the solidified sample

to access the e�ciency of foaming. The most common characterisation methods

for the evaluation of foaming performance include [53]:

1. Cell Size: Samples are first cryogenically cooled and fractured. The

fractured surface is then imaged and the cell size and cell density is

obtained using Equation 2.1. A minimum of 50 cells must be measured

according to ASTM D3576.

d =
q

diniq
ni

(2.1)

where d = average diameter, di = diameter of cells, and ni = number of

cells.

2. Cell Density: Samples prepared as discussed for cell size. Cell density is

then calculated from Equation 2.2.
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No =
3

n

A

4 3
2

(2.2)

where No = cell density, n number of cells in area A, and A = area.

3. Foam Density: For rigid moulded cellular materials the density of samples

may be found by weighing the immersed sample in water using a sinker.

Equation 2.3 is used to find the density.

Pf = a

a + w ≠ b
Pwater (2.3)

where a = apparent mass of specimen in the air without a sinker, b =

apparent mass of specimen and sinker completely immersed in water, and

w = apparent mass of the totally immersed sinker.

4. Expansion Ratio by Volume: the VER of foam may be calculated from

Equation 2.4.

Rv = Pp

Pf
(2.4)

where Rv = VER, Pp = density of unexpanded polymer composition, and

Pf = density of foam.

Similar to metal foaming, evaluating the foaming behaviour of polymer

during the moulding process such as injection, extrusion and batch foaming can

be challenging, due to the extreme temperature and pressure conditions and the

rapid foam expansion behaviour. Glass viewing windows may be installed on

processing equipment [54, 55, 56, 57], but it is challenging to study foam

evolution with ‘coupled thermodynamics, multi-phase fluid dynamics, and

rheological processes’ occurring simultaneously [58]. Laboratory methods have
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been established to replicate the high pressure foam moulding processes,

particularly for the study of the cell nucleation and growth stages [58, 59, 60].

In addition to temperature and pressure control equipment, these setups

typically use two sapphire glass windows placed either side of a polymer melt,

with a high speed camera and microscope lens on one side, and a light source to

provide diascopic lighting on the other. In contrast to the global volume changes

evaluated in metal foaming by Duarte and Banhart, in polymer foaming studies

it is possible to observe the behaviour of individual bubbles. This is useful when

evaluating the performance of foams under the influence of additives, such as

the nucleating agents used in high pressure foaming processes [61].

2.3.1 Methods for Creating & Studying Foam in

Rotational Foam Moulding

Much like the foaming experiments discussed in the previous section, ‘bench

based’ experiments have been established for the RM process as they are low

cost, quick and easy to setup, and operate using hot stage optical microscopes.

The laboratory based method was established for the study of sintering and

densification [62, 63], but was adapted for the study of polymer foam [22] and

has continued to be popular for studying the evolution of foamed structures at

atmospheric pressures. An example of a rig for evaluating the sintering and

densification behaviour is shown in Figure 2.6. These methods use only small

amounts of material, and remove the complexity of RM machinery.

Much like other foam evaluation methods, there are challenges involved in

obtaining in-situ results of foam behaviour. The ‘bench based’ experiments

studying foams under RM conditions have been found to be most useful for

studying the cell nucleation and growth stages, as in the later stages the image

has been said to ‘move’ as a result of the increased volume of foam [22]. In

another case, it has been claimed that low CBA concentrations were required to

‘minimise error involved in the two-dimensional image analysis of bubble

morphology by avoiding excessive bubble overlap in the cellular structure’ [64].
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In addition, due to the small sample sizes, the post moulding characterisation

methods discussed previously cannot be used.

Figure 2.6: Example of a lab bench based experiment for studying sintering and

densification.

The evaluation of foam in RM may also be studied using industrial scale

equipment. Figures 2.7 shows and example of an industrial scale RM machine.

This is the most popular method of producing foamed parts, and is reliant on

post moulding assessment using the techniques previously mentioned. Unlike

the ‘bench based’ experiments, using industrial equipment to evaluate the

performance of rotationally moulded foams enables researchers to uses CBA

concentrations that are reflective of those used in industry. Mouldings are fully

representative of what the final product would perform like, and are large

enough to conduct characterisation such as foam density test.

In most cases trials are conducted one variable at a time, and the foam

characterised using methods such as those described previously. Studies

obtaining in-situ data for evaluating foaming performance during its evolution

have not been possible to date due to the complexity of the method. The

process may, however, be interrupted and the moulding quenched to observe

foaming behaviour, similar to the method described for studying metallic foams
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[29]. The creation of multi-layer mouldings is also possible when using

industrial scale equipment [65, 66, 67], and the exploration of cooling techniques

such as internal water cooling may also be conducted [68].

Figure 2.7: Example of an industrial RM machine.

Using industrial processing equipment comes with its own challenges though.

The large, expensive equipment, can have health and safety issues if using manual

addition of layers technique when creating multi-layer products. In industrial

settings, stopping a production machine to evaluate a new foam material also has

a financial impact [69]. This technique also su�ers from long setup times, long

cycle times, and requires large amounts of material.

To overcome these issues, miniaturised equipment such as the rig shown in

Figure 2.8 have been used in some studies [64, 70]. Using miniaturised machinery

has numerous advantages over the industrial scale method, the most obvious

being that it is cheaper to purchase. This method also means that stopping a

machine in a factory to evaluate a materials performance is not necessary. Shorter

setup up times, shorter cycle times, and less material usage are also welcome
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benefits. Although not as e�cient as the ‘bench based’ method, mouldings are

more representative of a final product. It should be noted though that powder

flow behaviour in most studies is di�erent, as miniaturised machines tend to be a

uni-axial motion. In addition, samples are large enough to conduct post-moulding

characterisation tests, but are usually cylindrical and therefore are not flat after

sectioning. However, it possible to observe foam growth via a glass window fitted

to the front of the mould, unlike when moulding using industrial scale equipment

[71, 72].

Figure 2.8: (A) Example of a miniaturised Uni-Axial RM machine. (B) Drawing

of Uni-Axial mould and heating elements. Adapted from [70].
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2.4 The Evolution of a Rotationally Moulded

Foam

The evolution of a rotationally moulded foam may be studied in detail using the

‘bench based’ method described in Section 2.3, or at a global scale using

industrial or a miniaturised version of RM equipment. There are four distinct

stages described in the literature relating to the evolution of rotationally

moulded foams: pre-nucleation, nucleation, growth, and bubble shrinkage/

stabilisation [22, 46, 64]. When optimising a foamed plastic structure it is

generally necessary to minimise cell size, reduce negative foaming behaviours

such as cell coalescence and cell coarsening, and maximise cell density. As

previously discussed in Section 2.2, the nucleation process in RFM is di�erent

to other high pressure foaming process. As a result, an examination of the

literature was conducted to identify the important variables that may be

associated with each stage of a foams development, as well as the relationships

that have been identified between the stages.

2.4.1 Material Preparation

The first step in manufacturing a foamed structure in RM is to combine the

selected polymer powder with a CBA powder. There are three main methods

of incorporating CBA with polymer powder prior to creating a foam moulding.

The simplest and least expensive method is to manually agitate the mixture in a

bucket or bag until fully incorporated. However, the quality of blending cannot be

easily controlled under such random conditions. A step up from manual agitation,

tumble blending, can be found in literature relating to the blending of pigments

with RM polymer powders. To date there has been no exploration into the use of

this type of mixing of CBA and polymer powder mixes. The method requires a

low-intensity mixer which come in the form of cross-flow (Vee mixer) or a double-

cone mixer types [73].

The most commonly acknowledged method requires the use of a high speed
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Table 2.2: Summary of Turbo-Blending Method Settings Reported in Previous

Studies.

Reference
Blending

Speed (RPM)

Blending

Time (mins)

Powder

Temperature (°C)

[74] ‘high speeds’ 5 Not Given

[75] 1400 Not Given 60

[67] 1400 Not Given 60

[76] Not Given Not Given Not Given

[77] Not Given Not Given Not Given

[22] Not Given 60 Not Given

turbo-blender. Again drawing upon literature relating to the mixing of pigments,

high speed turbo blending is said to ‘induce more frictional heating and encourage

better mixing of the pigment and the plastic powder’ [73]. It is said that the

pigment adheres to the tacky surface of the plastic powder, meaning that the

powder bed temperature is important during blending. Liu et al claimed that the

cell nuclei were often governed by blowing agent agglomerates in their experiment,

finding that ‘the density of nuclei is strongly a�ected by the mixing quality of

plastic/blowing agent powders’ [22]. However, there has not been a comprehensive

study of the turbo-blending method for RFM purposes, and there is significant

variation in how the blending process is conducted. Table 2.2 summarises the

descriptions of turbo-blending methods, where it has been provided. Despite

Crawford’s acknowledgement of the importance of creating a tacky surface, in

some cases the powder bed temperature is not even considered.

The third method, known as compounding, requires an extruder to

incorporate the CBA within molten polymer at high pressures and

temperatures below the decomposition temperature [78]. Once extruded the

material may be chopped into pellets to be used as foamable pellets (Section

1.3.1), or for grinding back into a powder again. Compounding is typically only

used where ‘the production volume warrants’ it [73]. However, it is said to
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provide the ‘best blending and homogenization of the pigment and the plastic’ of

all the methods [73]. In disagreement, Emami et al state that dry-blending

methods are better as they provide precise control of the CBA content and

dispersion, and subsequently improve distribution [77]. Because CBAs are heat

sensitive, they also claim that ‘melt blending leads to an unstable mixing system

and causes uncontrollable premature decomposition in the compounding process

due to high heating rates, high shear forces, and the subsequent generated viscous

heat’. The authors do not provide a comparison of blending techniques in their

results however. In contrast, Liu et al compared foams produced using the

compounding and dry mixing techniques. They acknowledged that ‘to achieve a

fine, even cell structure without voids, it is important to have the blowing agent

thoroughly dispersed in the polymer powder prior to charging the mold’ [22].

Contradicting Emami et al, their study concludes that compounding is a

superior mixing method compared to dry blending, with the authors

commenting that ‘the thickness uniformity of foamed parts is significantly

improved by using a melt extrusion blending’.

2.4.2 Pre-nucleation

During the pre-nucleation stage, it is said that the ‘molten polymer will flow,

sinter each other, and wet to the surface agents, resulting in the formation of a

matrix in which the not-yet-formed foaming agents are dispersed’ [22]. As

discussed in Section 1.2.2, polymer sintering is a fundamental process to all

rotationally moulded products, as both foam and non-foam mouldings begin life

in the form of small particles in either powder or pellet form. In the

pre-nucleation stage, sintering and densification are also an inherent part of the

RFM process too. Polymer sintering and densification can be defined as: ‘the

formation of a homogeneous melt from the coalescence of solid particles under

the action of surface tension’ [62]. Non-foamed parts can be compromised

without su�cient bubble removal by densification, as the bubbles have an

adverse e�ect on part sti�ness [79]. Liu et al state that poorly densified polymer
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melts entering the nucleation stage should be avoided when creating foamed

mouldings, as ‘if any big air pockets are entrapped in the polymer during

sintering, huge cells are developed in the final cellular structure because the air

pockets formed behave as nucleating sites for foaming, and prevent the formation

of small cells via the ‘cell coarsening” mechanism [22]. Therefore, to achieve

higher quality foamed structures, ‘it is desirable to prevent the formation of big

air pockets’ prior to the onset of CBA decomposition.

In agreement with Liu et al, Emami et al note that bubbles exist before

CBA decomposition in their study too, as ‘there was not enough time for the

polymer mass to fully densify and for void elimination to be completed’, and that

‘the interstitial regions of the sintered powder were acting as nucleation sites for

the di�used gases generated from the decomposing CBA’ [71]. Subsequently, the

authors also concluded that sintering and and densification is critical as ‘bubbles

formed by primary nucleation were most likely to persist during the entire foaming

process’. Despite a series of studies confirming the importance of optimising the

pre-nucleation stage though, very few attempts have been made to explore how

this might be achieved. In non-foamed RMs it is common to increase the melt

temperature over a long period of time to densify parts e�ectively. This is said

to aid bubble removal in three ways: it degrades the polymer, it reduces the

viscosity of the polymer, and it increases the pressure inside of the bubble [80].

In addition to temperature, a number of other parameters were identified by

Spence and Crawford relating to the formation and/ or removal of bubbles in

non-foamed products, as shown in Table 2.3 [81].

Of those methods established by Spence and Crawford, optimisation of the

pre-nucleation stage has been achieved through experimentation of polymer

viscosity. It is said that ‘the zero shear viscosity seems to be one of the most

important material parameters’ as the polymer must ‘flow and a wet to the

agents well’, thereby preventing the air bubbles being entrapped at the surface

of the agents [22]. RM is a low shear rate process, with values of essentially

zero. The shear rate of a freely expanding polymer foam is also said to be
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Table 2.3: Parameters E�ecting Sintering and Densification Behaviour Identified

by Spence and Crawford [81].

Material Parameters Process Parameters

Powder - particle shape, size and distribution Mould surface

Viscosity of melt Temperature

Additives (for example pigments) Time

Surface tension Atmosphere inside the mould

Vacuum

Pressure

essentially zero [82]. By comparison, the extrusion process is said to have a

shear rate of 10 1/s in the extruder flights and 1000 1/s at the die lips [82]. By

decreasing the zero shear viscosity, it is possible for the melt to ‘easily flow at a

low shear rate, and consequently, the sintering behaviour of plastic powders is

improved’. Emami, Vlachopoulos, and Thompson also conducted a study of

rheology e�ects on foaming behaviour [76, 83]. In agreement with Throne and

Liu et al, they also report ‘the sintering process was significantly a�ected by the

material properties, including particle size, thermal transitions, and the rheology

of the polymer matrix’. Optimisation of the zero-shear viscosity, whilst

beneficial for reducing cell coarsening due to the presences of uneven bubble

sizes, is not a perfect solution though. A balance must achieved as a poor choice

will have an adverse e�ect on the growth stage of foam development. This is

because using a low shear viscosity material implies that the melt strength is

lower. Therefore, if ‘if zero-shear viscosity is too low, cell coalescence may be

problematic’.

Another method of optimising pre-nucleation behaviour is by controlling

time and temperature. This was studied by Pop-Illiev et al when using PP

resins, as sintering with PP is acknowledged to be more di�cult than when

using PE. Similar to Emami et al and Liu et al, Pop-Iliev et al found that ‘the
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early formed air bubbles grow by absorbing the liberated gases from the adjacent

AZ particles’ [84]. To provide longer for densification a CBA with a higher

decomposition temperature was used. A kicker was also added, which lowers the

CBA decomposition temperature, thereby increasing the melt strength during

the growth stage to prevent coalescence. By doing this, Pop-Iliev et al find that

the foaming of PP is more optimal. But, despite the earlier conclusions of Liu et

al, they did not explore other methods of optimising the removal of these voids

by other means.

Powder quality is known to be fundamental to the RM process, and clearly

plays an important role in the pre-nucleation stage of creating a rotationally

foam moulded product too [81]. Typically this is studied using a sieve shaker, in

accordance with ASTM D 1921, or an industry standard such as the on provided

by the Association of Rotational Moulders [85]. Discussion of resin quality in

literature relating to RFM tends to be limited though. In Liu et al’s study, the

powder is said to be received in pellet form and ground to form a powder in house,

but particle size analysis isn’t conducted to be able to discuss the e�ectiveness

of the grinding and allow for comparison with other research [22]. Similarly, in

Pop-Iliev et al’s study the material is used in powder form as received, but no

detail is provided regarding the powder quality to be able to provide comparison

with other studies [84]. In contrast, Emami et al’s studies of foaming include

sieve analysis results in accordance with ASTM D 1921, and show that all resins

have a comparable mean particle size, similar distributions, and peak values [71].

Despite it being know that powder quality has an e�ect on densification, the

particle size was not controlled in e�ort to ensure that there was enough time for

the polymer to fully densify prior to the onset of nucleation.

Pop-Iliev et al studied foaming using compression moulded polymer plates

containing dispersed blowing agent particles [46]. The plates provided for

controlled dispersion of the CBA particles, and were formed under the CBA

decomposition temperature to allow for foaming at a later stage. Although not

acknowledged by the authors, the findings are interesting as high pressures
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(5000 psi) are used to create the plates, which should have eliminated the

a�ects of the sintering and densification from the experiment. This may,

therefore, provide an insight into the behaviour of a foams development where

the pre-nucleation densification has been optimised. Using a hot stage optical

microscope to study the plates, Pop-Iliev et al observe that ‘the CBA particles

became activated, and exactly at the region where the CBA particles were

dispersed densely, many tiny bubbles popped-up but shrunk instantaneously like

in boiling water’ [46]. These ‘pre-nucleated bubbles’ had a short lifespan of 0.05

- 0.5 s, and were thought to be the same dimensions as the CBA particles or

several agglomerated particles. They conclude that during nucleation ‘all the

generated gas first increases the gas concentration in the surrounding melt’,

which might then explain why a correctly densified melt is essential to

optimising a foam structure.

Additional techniques, such as mould pressurisation, for optimising the pre-

nucleation stage have also not been explored in RFM literature. This was noted

by, Emami et al who state that their results only ‘simulate the rotational foam

molding process under atmospheric pressure’, and ‘further studies of the foaming

process at elevated pressure can address the e�ect of processing pressure on the

developing cellular structure and could be a subject for future work’ [64]. As

previously mentioned (Section 2.2, the thin mould walls used in RM mean that the

use of high pressures can be dangerous, and is generally avoided by moulders as a

result. In a recent study, Vetter et al acknowledge that ‘vacuum can be favourable

as it reduces the dangers of burst’ over the use of positive mould pressurisation

[86]. Vetter et al also discussed that the vacuum pressurisation technique ‘could

open up new mold manufacturing considerations as well as possibilities of material

selection’ [86]. Exploring mould pressurisation in RFM then could allow for

the use of more suitable materials for foaming, avoiding the ‘viscosity balance’

identified by Liu et al previously. Spence and Crawford conducted a study of

the use of vacuum for bubble removal from non-foamed mouldings [79]. They

found that ‘the number of voids that formed were significantly reduced’ by simply
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applying a vacuum during the heating cycle, and removing (equalising mould

pressure to the atmospheric pressure) once the polymer powder had completely

melted [79].

2.4.3 Nucleation

Nucleation defines the point at which the foam expansion process begins, which

occurs at the same time as the onset of CBA decomposition in the RFM process.

Classical cell nucleation theory establishes two theories: homogeneous nucleation

and heterogeneous nucleation [64]. Puedo-classical nucleation theory combines

both homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation from micro-voids in the bulk

solution, or pre-existing gas cavities. Cell nucleation theory determines that a

bubble with a radius greater than the critical radius will grow spontaneously,

while a bubble that has a radius smaller than the critical radius will collapse [64].

High pressure foaming systems are reliant on the formation of a

supersaturated solution prior to nucleation (Section 2.2). This provides control

of the nucleation stage via the control of heterogeneous surfaces upon which the

bubbles begin to grow after a pressure or temperature drop. For most blowing

agent and gas combinations the solubility, S, is given by Henry’s law (Equation

2.5. With most combinations solubility increases with increasing temperature.

Although, a nitrogen and PE combination will have decreasing solubility with

increasing temperature [45]. As previously discussed (Section 2.1), in RFM the

mould pressure is low, therefore, ‘bubbles are formed as soon as the blowing

agent decomposes’ instead of forming a supersaturated solution [45]. This

means there is limited control over the nucleation stage in RFM in comparison

to high pressure foaming nucleation.

S = HoP (2.5)

Where Ho = Henry’s Law Constant, and P = System Pressure.
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As discussed in Section 2.4.2, Emami et al suggested that elevated mould

pressures could be a useful topic for future work to ‘address the e�ect of

processing pressure on the developing cellular structure’ [64]. Similarly, Throne

also theorised that increasing the temperature up to the decomposition

temperature slowly ‘under mold cavity pressure’ would be beneficial to the foam

structure created, as ‘even 10 atmospheres would allow better initial bubble

nucleation’ [45]. No studies have reflected on the use of mould pressurisation in

the optimisation of the nucleation for the RFM process however.

Emami et al acknowledge that ‘despite the valuable insights on bubble

nucleation o�ered by past researchers, only a limited number of publications

have focused on identifying the nucleation phenomenon in nonpressurized plastic

foaming such as RM’ [76]. There are suggestions made in the literature

regarding steps that could be taken to optimise the nucleation process. Firstly,

in order to nucleate bubbles and create a foam structure, good or bad, the

polymer must be at least fully sintered following the pre-nucleation stage,

otherwise ‘blowing agent gas will escape through tortuosities to the mold cavity

and no foaming will be achieved’ [45].

Secondly, Throne states that a uniform polymer temperature should achieved

across the melt prior to decomposition, as the surface touching the mould wall

during heating is warmer than the inner free surface [45]. The rate of temperature

increase should be minimised to ensure all the polymer is decomposed at the same

time. By doing this, cell coarsening during the growth stage can be avoided. In

addition, it is reported that blowing agent decomposition is a�ected by changes

in heating rate too, but in many cases only one process temperature is studied

in the nucleation studies relating to RFM [87]. To date, there has not been a

detailed study of the e�ects of heating rate on the nucleation process. Liu et al

states that the samples in their experiment were ‘heated from 100 °C to 250 °C

at a rate of 10 °C’, but do not analyse the e�ect of heating rate [22]. Emami et

al published a series of results describing nucleation behaviour using a hot stage

optical microscope, but in all cases ‘experiments were done isothermally at 190 °C’
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[71, 76, 76, 77]. In other studies there is a lack of detail regarding the temperature

control of the samples, providing only that the samples were ‘heated at a desired

rate and temperature profile’ [46, 88]. In agreement with Throne, Pop-Iliev et al

produced foamed mouldings using a miniaturised machine whilst changing the

oven temperature and compared the cross-sections under a microscope. They

found that ‘too high a temperature gradient yielded samples with very course

structures, especially at, or near, the interface of the internal mold wall surface

and the polymer’ [89]. They highlight that at the same time, too low of an

oven temperature ‘is not practical in production because of prolonged cycle times’.

These results were not repeated using the hot stage microscope method though,

so the real-time changes in bubble behaviour could not be observed. Emami et

al later used a cell growth model to analyse the e�ect of the size of bubbles at

the end of the nucleation stage, on the growth stage of a foam. The simulation

results suggested that ‘nucleation of small size bubbles is an important factor to

minimize the formation of coarse bubbles and has a remarkable influence on the

average bubble size in the final cellular structure’ [77].

Viscosity has been said to have a strong a�ect the nucleation of rotationally

moulded foams. The lifespan of the tiny collapsing bubbles increasing the gas

concentration is said to be very short, and ‘comparable to a small explosion’

[88] in Pop-Iliev et al’s study. The authors suggest viscosity might play a role,

commenting that the volume of these bubbles did not change for the short period

of time ‘because of the resistance of the bubble volume changes that was caused by

the viscoelastic response of the surrounding polymer melt acting on the bubble wall’

[88]. In agreement with Pop-iliev et al [88], Emami and colleagues also analysed

the e�ect of viscosity on the nucleation behaviour finding that ‘low viscosity and

low melt elasticity for a gas-laden matrix positively influenced bubble nucleation

and allowed a greater number of bubbles to survive and grow larger than the critical

nucleus’. In an e�ort to theoretically predict the influence of viscous forces on

the rate of nucleation, Emami et al developed a modified version of the Kagan

model for viscous systems. This model was found to agree with the trends found
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experimentally for the impact of viscosity on the nucleation rate ‘rather well’,

highlighting that ‘higher viscosity could impede the number of nuclei generated

in the foaming system’ [76]. They conclude that due to the lower number of

nucleated bubbles, there is a higher availability of gas in the polymer matrix.

As a result, foams produced using higher viscosity materials were reported to

have larger average bubble sizes. In a discussion of potential future work, Emami

stated that incorporating the nonlinear viscoelastic characteristics of the polymer

matrix in the nucleation model ‘would provide more insights on the significance of

di�erent rheological aspects of polymer matrix in the foaming process’ [90]. They

also suggested that results from this ‘could be utilized to develop guidelines for the

selection of the polymer materials for customized foam applications’, this remains

unexplored to date though [90].

As indicated in Section 2.3, the hot stage microscope method used to study

nucleation is limited by the need to use lower amounts of CBA to avoid bubble

overlap during the later growth stage. No authors have reported on the influence

of increased CBA amounts in the nucleation stage of foam development to date.

Pop-Iliev et al claimed that RFM was ‘not governed by the characteristics of

the blowing agent such as particle size, the mixing quality, and the decomposition

temperature, but by the characteristics of the LLDPE powders such as the polymer

powder size and the sintering behaviour’ [22]. In disagreement though, during

CBA nucleation Pop-Iliev et al observed that the size of the CBA particles, some

of which were observed to be agglomerated in their study, influenced the ‘bubble-

generation ability’ [88]. Many studies openly state that their nucleation stage

observations began with bubbles still present in the melt, as a result of poor

optimisation of the pre-nucleation stage (Section 2.4.2). For example, Pop-Iliev

et al’s study finds that ‘while some particles formed new bubbles, some of them

only increased the concentration of gas in the polymer matrix’, which aided the

growth of the bubbles from inadequate densification [88]. Likewise, Emami et al

state ‘there was not enough time for the polymer mass to fully densify and for

void elimination to be completed’ [71]. The observations during nucleation are
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a�ected by the presence of those voids, and the studies, therefore, describe the

non-optimised nucleation behaviour. There is a lack of detail provided in the

literature regarding the polymer powder quality, meaning the bubbles present in

the melt prior to nucleation cannot be assumed to be similar between studies

(discussed in Section 2.4.2). This makes the literature di�cult to compare, as

there are a number of factors that have not been controlled during pre-nucleation,

meaning the bubbles present prior to the start of nucleation might be coarse, fine,

or a combination of both for example.

Similar to Pop-Iliev et al, Emami et al split the nucleation phase in to two

stages, which they call primary and secondary nucleation [76]. During primary

nucleation, ‘the interstitial voids remaining from the sintering process, as well as

agglomerated blowing agent particles acted as nucleation sites’. This was followed

by secondary nucleation ‘which formed a new generation of bubbles within the

polymer melt’ [76]. This second series of bubbles was found to occur over a short

period of time, in regions that had not already seen foaming action, and therefore

a ‘more homogenous bed of molten polymer was available for nucleation’. They

report that the primary stage is the most important in controlling the final cell

structure, as the secondary stage bubbles disappeared over time. The authors

did not attempt to optimise the nucleation behaviour though.

Pop-Iliev et al studied the nucleation mechanism using compression moulded

plates containing CBAs, which although not discussed by the author, should be

reflective of nucleation behaviour of an optimised pre-nucleation stage, as they

should be free of the voids usually caused by sintering and densification, due to

the high pressures used during their manufacture. The authors describe that

nucleation begins ‘when the gas concentration in certain regions of the polymer

melt reached a saturation state’ [46]. Similar to Emami et al’s observations

though, a second stage of bubbles is identified, which is claimed to occur when

gas molecules in the bubbles would not di�use to the surrounding melt, instead

supporting the growth of the nucleated bubbles. As time progressed, the gas

from newly decomposed CBA particles close to larger bubbles would ‘serve as a
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bust to the growth of the surviving bubbles’. However, ‘a certain amount of gas

continued to form tiny bubbles within the polymer melt, especially at areas where

the gas concentration was low’. As indicated though, the authors do not

acknowledge how their study using compression moulded is di�erent to the

nucleation behaviour studied using powder samples. Conclusions are therefore

not drawn regarding how these findings might aid in developing an optimised

nucleation stage.

2.4.4 Bubble Growth

The cell growth mechanism in a RFM was described by Liu et al as ‘entirely

di�erent from that in a PBA process’ [22]. In RFM, from the moment of

nucleation, ‘the pressure in the nucleated cells will be increased because of the

continually generated gas’. With the pressure of the polymer matrix maintained

at almost atmospheric pressures, a pressure di�erence is created which ‘is the

main driving force for the cell growth of the nuclei’.

During cell growth there are two natural cell deteriorating mechanisms that

could occur, known as cell coalescence and cell coarsening, as shown in Figure 2.9.

Both mechanisms have a negative e�ect on the resulting foam structure, reducing

the cell density and increasing cell size. Cell coarsening occurs when two cells

of di�erent size are adjacent, leading to the gas di�using from the small cell to

the larger one because of the pressure di�erence in the cells [22]. Therefore,

it is essential to ensure nucleation of uniform sized bubbles. Once nucleated

though, cell coalescence behaviour becomes dominant, and during cell growth

when adjacent cell walls eventually contact each other, sharing a common wall,

and is the major concern when optimising the foam growth stage. The thickness

of the shared wall decreases as the cells continue to grow, decreasing the strength

of the cell wall, leading to the eventual coalescence of the cells.
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Figure 2.9: Diagrams showing (A) cell coalescence behaviour, and (B) cell

coarsening behaviour.

Cell coalescence is reported to occur ‘primarily because of the weak melt

strength of the molten polymer’ [22]. Since the melt strength increases as

temperature decreases, it is reported that processing temperatures should be

minimised ‘in order to minimize the degree of cell coalescence’ [22]. During cell

coarsening the authors found that ‘the small cells adjacent the big cells became

smaller with time’, whilst ‘larger cells grew larger, and eventually, the smaller

cells around the larger cells collapsed’ [22]. Liu et al conclude that cell growth is

primarily a�ected by the time allowed for the cells to grow, the temperature of

the system, the amount of gas generated, the hydrostatic pressure or the stresses

applied to the polymer matrix, and the viscoelastic properties of the polymer

matrix [22]. Pop-Iliev et al studied the growth behaviour of PP foams with an

AZ blowing agent at atmospheric pressures. PP foams are ‘known to have a

weak melt strength, which is not favourable for foaming’, and demonstrate the
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importance of melt strength for the suppression of cell coalescence [89]. Similar

to Liu et al, the study found that cells with similar sizes coalesced, resulting in

‘severe deterioration of the cell nuclei density’ [89]. The authors suggest that

lowering the blowing agent decomposition temperature using a kicker would be

desirable, thereby increasing the melt strength as foaming would occur at a

lower temperature [89]. Emami et al also studied the growth stage, and found

that bubble growth and coarsening occurred simultaneously, ‘dynamically

competing against one another during the span of the foaming process’ [64]. Cell

size di�erences existed from the nucleation process, and in agreement with Liu

et al [22], the study finds that the larger first generation bubbles grew through

coarsening and cell coalescence. In agreement with Pop-Iliev et al [89], Emami’s

results also conclude that ‘owing to the control of the coalescence mechanism

processing temperature can be used as an e�ective tool for controlling the

cellular network and hence the physical properties of the molded foam’ [64].

Popular polymer resin types in the literature include, LLDPE [22, 46, 89,

91, 92], Ziegler-Natta catalysed LLDPE [67, 74, 75], Metallocene catalysed PE

[67, 74, 75], and PP [78, 84, 93]. As discussed in Section 2.4.2, the sintering

ability of the polymer requires a high zero shear viscosity, however, at the growth

stage it is reported that ‘to maintain high melt flow strength, the MFR should

not be too high. Otherwise, cell coalescence and cell coarsening will occur’ [78].

In agreement with the results of Pop-Iliev et al, Emami et al also find improved

foaming stability due to ‘the increased melt strength and higher degree of strain-

induced hardening’ of the material used [76]. It was acknowledged that this was

a result of increased resistance to deformation and aided stabilisation of the cells,

meaning the growing bubbles stayed intact longer as there was more capacity to

withstand the stretching forces during the bubble growth stage.

Polymers that exhibit strain-hardening behaviour, or increasing melt

strength through chain branching have been found to be successful means of

suppressing cell coalescence behaviour. When bubbles expand, D’Agostino et al

state the surrounding polymer shell is required to stretch. Due to this
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stretching action, the bubble growth stage was theorised to be mainly controlled

by elongational viscosity and melt-strength of the material [74]. One method of

increasing elongational viscosity is to use coupling agents, which was found to

improve the foaming performance of the material. It is found that the

introduction of the agent increases the total number of expanded bubbles for all

resins tested. This is thought to be as a result of modifying the stretching

properties of the microsphere shell materials being studied. Further

investigation in this area is needed though, with the authors concluding that ‘it

remains unclear how some of these rheological changes are a�ecting bubble

growth. In addition, the e�ect of coupling agent on sintering, melting point and

crystallinity of the matrix polymers are topics for future research’ [74].

Similarly, Marcilla et al used cross-linking agents to improve the stability of

polymer foam structures. Their study showed promising results, with the

authors finding that ‘despite the very low crosslinking degree attained with these

two crosslinking agents, it has been proved that they are e�cient in suppressing

cell coalescence and cell coarsening’ [91]. The cell size distribution results show

that cross-linked foams kept their average cell size even at the highest oven

residence time, meaning that it is possible to use ‘a higher processing time to

guarantee that the foam is fully expanded and, simultaneously to avoid a coarse

foam structure’ [94]. Cross-linking agents and their application in optimising

rotationally foam moulded structures have received very little attention since

this study though.

As discussed in Section 2.3.1, using the hot stage microscope method to

study the foam growth stage, it necessary to reduce CBA concentrations to

below those used in industry to produce an actual foamed moulding. This

prevents bubbles from overlapping during the growth stage, which is said to

make the images of foam development di�cult to study. As a result though, it

is not known how increasing the CBA content a�ects the growth stage, where

there is an increased quantity of bubbles expanding to share the same space. A
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number of variables have been found to be advantageous in controlling the

growth stage of a rotationally moulded foam though.

2.4.5 Bubble Stabilisation

Bubble stabilisation is the final stage in the production of a rotationally moulded

foam structure, and takes place during the cooling cycle. Observing the change

of bubble diameter, it has been shown that ‘the typical curve of bubble lifetime

consists of two characteristic parts and a peak’ [46]. The second part of the

curve, which ‘monotonically decreased’, demonstrated shrinkage behaviour of the

bubbles, demonstrating that the foam structure continues to evolve until the

moment of re-crystallisation, at which point the structure is ‘frozen’ and stable.

It is reported that a much longer cooling time is required for foam processing than

for normal rotomoulding because of the insulative properties of the foam structure

developed [22]. This additional time allows for the bubbles to grow, decreasing

the quality of the foam structure through cell coarsening and coalescence. As a

result, it is recommended that the foam structure is cooled quickly.

In RM cooling is typically through the use of external cooling fans, although

internal fan cooling may also be used in some cases. Other lesser used

techniques exist, such as internal and external water misting, which can be used

to rapidly cool mouldings, shortening the cycle time. There are challenges

associated with rapid cooling though, as due to the thermal gradient that is

created from uneven cooling, the part may shrink and warp. Very little is

known about the optimisation of cooling for the stabilisation of foam structures.

Pritchard et al presented results demonstrating the use of internal water of

foamed mouldings, finding an improvement of 25-45 % on the cycle time of a

skin - foam structure depending on the CBA content used [68]. The study does

not report on the e�ects of cooling upon the cell structure however, and

skin-foam-skin structures are not discussed. Liu and Yang also studied the use

of external water cooling, stating that all molded parts (including foamed and

non-foamed parts) exhibited larger shrinkage with water cooling than with
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external fan cooling. [92]. In both cases the water spray cooling is only from

one side, either internally or externally. Tan et al acknowledges however that

‘combined external–internal cooling is considered to give more symmetrical

cooling resulting in more uniform part shrinkage and, as a consequence, reduced

warpage’ of single layer non-foamed mouldings [95]. A study of balanced water

cooling for foamed mouldings has not been completed to date though.

2.4.6 Modelling the Evolution of Rotationally Moulded

Foams

The evolution of foams is comprised of four stages: pre-nucleation, nucleation,

growth, and stabilisation. The early pre-nucleation stage is dominated by powder

flow and sintering e�ects, the modelling of which has been considered by [96]

and [62]. Proceeding this, Kontopoulou and Vlachopoulos combined the bubble

dissolution model with open pores models to analyse the densification of a three-

dimensional powder bed [63, 97]. Their method considered viscosity, surface

tension, mould pressure, and powder properties amongst other variables, and

was found to ‘successfully to make predictions of the densification process, starting

from the point where closed pores form’.

The onset of CBA decomposition, from the start of the nucleation stage,

can be modelled using classical Cell Nucleation theory [2]. Pop-Iliev et al [88]

developed two simplified models, based on Newtonian and viscoelastic behaviour.

These models assumed that a single bubble was growing in an infinite isothermal

non-pressurised melt. In reality bubbles may already exist if densification was

not completed prior to CBA decomposition [22], and bubbles will form and grow

in close proximity during and after decomposition. In addition, foams are not

produced in isothermal conditions. Temperature modelling in RM can be split

into two types: front tracking models [98, 99, 100, 101], or fixed domain models

[102, 103, 104] which are said to provide the most reliable results [15]. However,

there is lack of knowledge regarding heat transfer during the RFM process. This
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would be a particularly important consideration for thick foams, multi-layer skin-

foam structures, or for mouldings using endothermic CBAs [45].

Emami, Thompson, and Vlachopoulos developed a bubble growth model ‘to

describe the nonisothermal bubble growth phenomena that occur in nonpressurized

foaming systems’ [76]. This model approximated the di�usion-induced growth of

a bubble surrounded by a thin film of Newtonian liquid to simulate cases where

large numbers of bubbles grow in close proximity. Their model was said to be

limited to predicting ‘the bubble growth behaviour before the interactions among

bubbles become significant’ [76]. Cell coalescence and cell coarsening behaviours,

which create non-uniform cells within the developing structure, are therefore not

simulated. From experimental studies, it has been found that foams su�er from

a reduction in height during the cooling phase [71]. Leung et al attempted to

include this behaviour in their model, focusing on the influence of the bubbles

critical radius, to more accurately represent the collapsing behaviour of foams

[35]. From their work, the authors find that ‘lower di�usivity, a higher solubility,

and a lower surface tension’ are important for increasing the lifespan of bubbles

in ‘pressure free foaming processes’.

The experimental results regarding foam height change gathered by [71] also

highlight another challenge for the RFM field. Although simple predictive

equations (Section 2.6) have been developed for foam density and foam

thickness based on the volume expansion ratio [22], this is not reflected by the

models developed to date.

2.5 Optimisation of Rotational Foam Moulded

Structures

Following the review of the foam evolution process, it was evident that there

were a number of variables identified by previous researchers that may be used

to control the behaviour of rotationally moulded foams. It was felt that it was

important to gather and tabulate these strategies with regard to the resin, CBA,
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and process parameters to get a broader overview of how one might optimise

a foam structure. Table 2.4 therefore, provides an overview of how changing

a certain parameter might have an e�ect on the foam structure developed. In

as far as possible, these findings have been reported such that the parameters

broadly show the optimisation path for each e�ect, for example increasing strain

hardening could be beneficial as lower cell sizes have been reported. It can be seen

that in most cases more than one study has identified a particular relationship,

and that the findings are usually in agreement with each other.

The methods used to optimise foam structures in high pressure foaming

processes tend to be more advanced than the methods used in RFM. Recent

studies using ‘computational intelligence techniques aimed at the modelling of

the non-linear characteristics and conflicting objectives’ of both foaming and

non foaming polymer processes have been presented [105, 106]. Bringing

polymer foaming into the industry 4.0 age, it is claimed that by providing data

such as by taking images of moulded foam parts, and implementing machine

control, these techniques can be used to automatically optimise machine

parameters by changing current settings to the recommended one after running

an analysis [106]. In RFM it is still common for studies to be completed where

only one variable is changed at any one time. In high pressure foaming

literature, studies have been conducted using the DOE method, which enables

the study of multiple variables at one time [107]. This type of study can shorten

the number of experimental runs that are required to complete a study, while

models can be developed from the results that can be used to predict how a

change in two or more variables may have an e�ect upon the foam structure.

Examples can be found in thermoforming [108], injection moulding [109, 110],

and extrusion processes [111, 112]. Once a study has been conducted, using this

technique it is possible to develop simple models that can predict how a foams

density might change based on process temperature change, for example,

without having to run another trial. The DOE method has yet to be applied in

RFM literature though.
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2.6 Chemical Blowing Agents in Rotational

Foam Moulding

It is said that ‘selecting an appropriate chemical blowing agent is very crucial as

the final foam structure depends greatly on the properties of the blowing agent’

[87]. CBAs may be either endothermic or exothermic, and ‘both types of blowing

agent are used in the RM industry, but their appears to be little scientific basis

underpinning the preference for one or the other’ [75]. Exothermic CBAs are said

to be better suited to foaming in the RM process. Endothermic CBAs absorb

energy during decomposition, due to the temperature gradient that exists in the

melt during the heating cycle, unless all of the CBA decomposes at the same time,

poor foaming occurs [89]. Closer to the mould the foam begins to expand with

the CBA absorbing heat, the foam insulates the inner layers as it expands, which

with an endothermic blowing agent require more energy in order to decompose.

Therefore, it has been found that ‘the gas release stops quickly after termination

of heat supply and the initial layer of foam will cut the heat flow and terminate

the foaming process’ [87].

The ‘decomposition temperature, decomposition rate, and the amount of gas

generated are the critical parameters’ of CBAs [87]. A balance between these three

parameters must be found in order to achieve control over the foam structure.

It is acknowledged that high activation temperatures and high gas yields are not

appropriate properties for CBAs, and may lead to a poor foaming performance.

CBAs are typically thermally characterised using DSC [67, 75, 84] and TGA [22,

67, 84], giving information of reaction type, rate and reactivity. It is claimed that

higher decomposition rates are more favourable, as when comparing endothermic

and exothermic CBAs, ‘exothermic blowing agents cause more reduction in foam

density’ [87]. Blends of exothermic and endothermic CBAs have been reported

to be useful in high pressure foaming processes such as extrusion, boosting the

expansion of endothermic CBAs and taking advantage of ‘their cooling, stabilizing
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e�ect, and faster degassing characteristic’ [116]. To date though, blends of CBAs

have not be explored for RFM purposes.

Heck reported that ‘for most molding and extrusion applications, the general

rule of thumb is to select a CFA [chemical foaming agent] that has a

decomposition, or gas release, temperature closely matching the processing

temperature used for the polymer’ [116]. As discussed in Section 2.4.2, RFM is

reliant on sintering and densification being completed before decomposition,

making the selection of a CBA more challenging. Kickers, additives that may be

used to lower the CBA temperatures, have been employed successfully in RFM

research in the past to help with this [84]. In addition, it should be noted that

CBA decomposition rates are also found to be sensitive to heating rate rates

[22, 46, 87].

Due to their explosive nature CBAs are challenging to ship, often must be

purchased in large quantities, and come with safety concerns in some cases,

making them di�cult to study. As a result, only a narrow range of CBAs have

been used in past studies. Table 2.5 highlights the range of CBAs used by

previous researchers and their reaction type, demonstrating that CEL-OT has

received the most attention. Exothermic GEN-OB has proven to be a well

suited CBA for RFM purposes, with Emami et al claiming that ‘OB blowing

agent o�ers the broadest operating window and the best foaming performance

and, in particular, Genitron OB was selected as the most suitable blowing agent

for producing metallocene foams by rotational molding’ [87]. In general,

exothermic blowing agents are found to result in greater density reduction than

endothermic blowing agents. This is claimed to be due to ‘the better heat flow

parameters, lower permeability, and di�using behaviour of N2 compared to CO2.

It was concluded that producing low density foams’ [87].

In order to make a foamed product with a certain thickness, an optimum

amount of CBA is required. The amount of gas generated during decomposition

must be known, in order to calculate this amount. The gas yield is often also

given on a CBAs material data sheet, but may also be predicted experimentally
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Table 2.5: Types of CBAs used in Previous Studies.

Reference CBA Commercial Name Reaction Type

[22] Sodium Bicarbonate Endothermic

[92] Hydrocerol (based on citric acid) Endothermic

[75] Hydrocerol BIH Endothermic

[91] Unicell D200A Tramaco Exothermic

[115] AZ Exothermic

[87] Genitron OB Exothermic

[93] Celogen AZ Exothermic

[78, 84] Celogen AZ-3990 Exothermic

[22, 46, 67, 75, 89] Celogen OT Exothermic

[117], or calculated theoretically if the components are known [118]. Equation

2.6 allows for the correction of the gas yield data, which is presented at room

temperature conditions typically, to the decomposition temperature instead [87].

„ = „ST P ◊ Vc

Vroom
= „ST P ◊ Tc

Troom
(2.6)

Where Vroom, Vc, Troom, and Tc refer to gas volume at room temp,

crystallisation temp, absolute room temp and absolute crystallisation temp.

The volume expansion ratio (VER) may be then calculated if the

concentration of CBA is known using Equation 2.7 [22]. Alternatively, the

weight percentage of CBA required to produce a moulding of a given thickness

may then be calculated using Equation 2.8 [22, 87]. Finally, the density of the

foam may be predicted if the desired VER is known using Equation 2.9 [69].

V ER = 1 + mCBA

mresin
◊ flresin ◊ „ (2.7)
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Where mCBA is the mass of CBA, mresin is the mass of resin, flresin is the resin

density, and „ is the CBA gas yield.

%CBA = mcba

mresin
= V ER ≠ 1

flresin ◊ „
(2.8)

Where mCBA is the mass of CBA, mresin is the mass of resin, flresin is the resin

density.

flfoam = flresin

V ER
(2.9)

Where flfoam is the foam density, and flresin is the resin density.

2.7 Foaming without Chemical Blowing Agents

in Rotational Moulding

Up until recently, RM has been reliant on CBAs to produce foamed mouldings.

Bubble expansion behaviour, similar to that of a foamed product, was identified

in Spence and Crawford’s studies. Observing the bubbles produced by sintering

and undergoing densification after applying a vacuum from the start of the

heating cycle instead, they found that ‘the bubbles that did form increased in

size as the polymer temperature increased’ [79]. This study, however, was

focused on removing the bubbles from the molten polymer, hence there was no

further exploration of this foaming behaviour.

Recently though, in agreement with Spence and Crawford’s observations,

Werner et al demonstrated that the naturally entrapped air formed during the

sintering and densification stages of a RM could be exploited as a type of PBA

[119]. There are a number of advantages to the technique claimed by Werner et

al, the first being the removal of CBAs from the foaming process. This is

important as ‘the use of CBAs in general can be harmful to health and the

environment’ [119]. Unlike sintering and densification studies, visual techniques
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using hot stage optical microscopes were not used to study the foaming e�ect.

Instead, a limited preliminary study using only one HDPE powder with an MFI

of 4.0 g/10min was presented, with the foam structure created during the

cooling stage by pulling a vacuum on the mould. Typically the air inclusions in

rotationally moulded parts are a cycle time restricting factor in the standard

RM process, usually requiring long holding times at elevated temperatures to

remove them [120]. However, by establishing these bubbles during sintering, and

then pulling a vacuum on the mould, ‘the air bubbles act like PBAs, which

expand due to the decrease in pressure’. It is concluded from the short study

that ‘vacuum assisted RFM shows great potential in respect to a complete

avoidance of blowing agents [119].

The hinderance of insulating foam to the cooling process is well acknowledged

by other authors, due to the insulating nature of the developed foam and the use

of external cooling in the process [119]. The work presented by Werner et al shows

numerous advantages for the environment and the process in general. The work

did not report on the e�ect of cycle time, however as the foam is created towards

the end of the cooling process, one might expect a more optimal cooling cycle time

to result in comparison to a foam created using CBAs. Despite the promising

results, there is a significant lack of knowledge for this technique available in the

literature to date, and more studies are needed to optimise the technique further.

2.8 Rotationally Moulded Multi-Layer Foam

Structures

2.8.1 Design of Multi-Layer Foam Structures

The mechanics of sandwich beam structures forms a large and largely isolated

part of the foam research field [121]. The design of these structures requires the

foam properties to be optimised ‘to compliment the properties of the surface

skin materials’ [121]. In the boat building industry, high density Polyvinyl
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Chloride foams with Glass Reinforced Plastic skins are used due to their high

compressive strength and impact toughness characteristics. In the construction

industry, thermal properties are required, so lower density foams are used

instead with aluminium skins. Multi-layer foam structures are typically

produced in two forms. In the sports industry, for products such as hip

protectors and helmets, a single outer shell featuring a single or double

curvature is used with a foam core, which is generally not bonded to the outer

shell. Sandwich panels, on the other hand, comprise of two flat skins bonded to

a foam core.

The design of most sandwich panels typically focuses on optimising bending

and torsional sti�ness characteristics. For any improvement in mechanical

properties to be gained, the skin must be bonded to the foam core, often

requiring separate adhesive layers to be added. The analysis of sandwich

structures in their most basic form assumes that the bonded skins and core

bend to a common radius of curvature. Euler beam theory, which applies to the

study of long slender beams where end e�ects are neglected, can be used to

study and optimise the sti�ness of sandwich panels. In the beam, the

longitudinal strain varies linearly with distance from a neutral surface, whilst

the longitudinal stress is distributed, as shown in Figure 2.10. The bending

sti�ness, Equation 2.10, may be then obtained by integration across the beam

cross-section of the internal moments [121].

Figure 2.10: Distribution of stress and strains in a sandwich beam.
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[EI]sandwich = ESIS + ECIC (2.10)

In RM, the sti�ness of a product may be increased by simply doubling the wall

thickness of the moulding, thereby increasing the second moment of area, which

will provide an 8 fold improvement [122]. Doubling the thickness though increases

the cost, weight, and also the moulding cycle time of the part. Separating the

skins with a foam core, thereby creating a sandwich structure, is a more e�cient

means of increasing part sti�ness as this increases the second moment of area

whilst reducing its total weight. To date, very little work has been conducted on

the design optimisation of skin - foam or skin - foam - skin rotationally moulded

structures, despite how useful this would be for encouraging more designers to

consider using the RFM technique.

Crawford discussed the selection of skin and foam thicknesses to help answer

whether it is ‘best to use thick skins with a thin foam core, thin skins with a

thick foam core, or equal skins and core thickness’ when optimising the sti�ness

of a part [33, 122]. They presented some simple design calculations to aid in

estimating the sti�ening a�ect when using foam in RM, simplifying the mould

geometry to an equivalent I beam cross-section, where the ‘rib’ of the beam

represents the foam core. The second moment of area for a skin - foam and

skin - foam - skin structure were established, and it was found that ‘the use

of a foam layer between two solid skins is much better than using a single solid

layer with a single foam layer’ [122], ruling out the use of skin - foam structures

for applications requiring sti�ness. When identifying the skin and core ratio’s,

Crawford establishes two methods: constant sti�ness for minimum weight; or

minimum weight for constant sti�ness. Crawford’s work was purely theoretical

though, and has not been repeated experimentally. Although useful design tools,

the appropriate materials and process parameters must still be selected to achieve

the required foam density/ thickness. As already highlighted in Section 2.6, to

date this is done through calculation of CBA content to produce a foam of a
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certain thickness, followed by trial and error experimentation to find the optimal

processing parameters.

Saifullah studied the impact response of skin - foam -skin mouldings,

providing consideration for unequal skin thicknesses that was not given in

Crawford’s study. In agreement with Crawford, Saifullah found that ‘an

increase in both skin and core layer thickness is found to able to increase the

bending sti�ness and resistance of the sandwich structure during the low velocity

impact events’ [123]. It is concluded that skin thickness contributes more to

enhancing the impact resistance of the sandwich samples than the foam core

does. Interestingly, it is said that using a ‘thicker [outer] skin layer increases

impact resistance by providing a better accommodation for more crushing and

consolidation in core layer and enhances bending or displacement capability of

the sandwich structure compared to thicker core layer’. However, no links were

drawn with the earlier work by Crawford on the optimisation of skin and foam

thicknesses. Instead, it is suggested that further work should consider the

‘development of a mathematical model to analyse the low velocity impact

properties of rotationally moulded sandwich samples’.

2.8.2 Manufacture of Multi-Layer Foam Structures

Automated multi-layer addition techniques, such as the drop box, sinterable

pellet, or foam - in - a - bag methods (discussed in Section 1.3.1) must be

optimised in order to produce an optimised foam structure. Information is

scarce for each layer addition technique in the literature, and each method

requires its own set of process variables to be optimised to create a controlled

foam structure. A reliable and optimised method for completing the layer

additions in the moulding of multi-layer rotational foam moulded structures has

yet to be reported. In addition, the majority of previous studies have focused on

simpler skin - foam structures, which are are not suitable for applications

demanding high sti�ness. Only one study has attempted to optimise the skin -

foam - skin layup process, but this was using the manual addition technique.
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Studying the interface between skin and foam layers, they conclude that ‘by

adding a second material while loose material is still present in the system, a

blend develops in the inner part area’ [65]. They claim that by adding the

second layer a roughening of the interface occurs due to the deformation of the

melt layer. However, despite providing steps for the optimisation of the

separation of these layers, the study is not repeated with the optimised

conditions.

Mould rotation speed is a popular topic when studying the development of

multi-layer foam structures in RFM. As indicated in Section 1.2.3, the speed of

rotation of the two axes of a RM machine can be changed to distribute more

material in certain regions of the mould. In most cases there is a bias of speeds

between the major and minor axes, known as the speed ratio (Equation 2.11).

Crawford and Kearns state that ‘the thickness of the coating of the plastic on the

mould wall depends on how regularly each point on the mould surface dips into

the powder pool’ [124].

SpeedRatio = MajorAxis(rpm)
MinorAxis(rpm) ≠ MajorAxis(rpm) (2.11)

Rotation speed and ratio e�ects has only been reported for multi-layer

experiments using the foam-in-a-bag and foamable pellet addition techniques

(Section 1.3.1). In all cases, the results are only for skin-foam structures. For

the foam-in-a-bag method it is found that high rotation speeds improve the

thickness distribution of a PE foam layer [92, 113]. Comparing PE foamable

pellet mouldings to their foam-in-a-bag results, Liu and Yang comment the

creation of foamed parts by pellets ‘saves the cost of powder grinding, but is

counteracted by severe nonuniform part thickness’ [92]. Their suggestion is

again to use a higher rotation speed as it ‘can improve the thickness distribution

of rotationally molded parts’ [92].

In addition to rotation parameters, the foam in a bag method requires not

only the optimisation of the foam structure, but a bag that must also melt at
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the correct temperature, dropping the second layer into the mould. Similarly to

Archer et al, the e�ect of temperature on the developed foam structure is also

studied by Liu and Yang, who identified the oven temperature ‘as a processing

parameter capable of influencing the existence of bubbles in a rotomoulded part’

[92]. They comment that ‘the densities of both powdered-foam and pellet-foam

parts decrease with (increasing) oven temperatures’ [92]. An optimum value is

found though, as ‘the density increases slightly as the oven temperature is higher

than the optimum temperature’ [113]. Liu and Yang, and Liu and Tsai used the

foam in a bag method in two studies, and identified that the foam material is

dropped at 100 °C. This temperature though was acknowledged to be before the

lay up of the first layer has been completed [92, 113]. It is not explained how or

why this temperature was selected, and is disagreement with other studies that

suggest each layer must be fully formed before adding the next. Much like the

drop box method, there has not been a study using this method to create a skin

- foam - skin construction to date.

A series of studies were conducted by Pop-Iliev and colleagues using the

foamable pellet method. They acknowledge that ‘although this advanced concept

eliminates the need for process interruptions and the use of drop boxes or plastic

bags, it requires an appropriate processing strategy’ to ensure the adhesion of the

resin (skin and foam) always takes place prior to the activation of the CBA [89].

An initial study highlights the challenges of processing of foams using PP

pellets due to ‘the relatively narrow window between the melting temperature of

PP and the decomposition temperature of the suitable CBA’ [78]. The work

produced a unique series of mouldings demonstrating the changes occurring

inside the mould during the experiment. A detailed examination of the

mouldings was completed, and the work establishes strategies for obtaining a

desirable sequence of events when using the foamable pellet technique for PP

resins [78]. In agreement with Liu and Yang, and Liu and Tsai, it is was

demonstrated that ‘an increased mould rotation speed can be utilized to improve

the uniformity of the skin layer’ when manufacturing a PP skin layer with a PP
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foam core using the foamable pellet method, which has received the most

attention in the literature to date [93]. Analysing the skin - foam layer

separation, they found that ‘boosted mechanical agitation from the increase of

mold rotational speed causes a deeper contrast between the degree of heating for

skin and that of heating for foam material’ [93]. This meant that ‘the PP skin

formation process becomes completely separated from the PP foam formation

which occurs with a desired delay’ [93]. Although the authors conclude that

‘further processing strategy refinement is necessary’, claiming that ‘further

research is required to model and optimize the size of the foamable pellets’

[89, 93]. The sinterable pellet technique also has not been developed further for

skin - foam - skin constructions to date.

The drop box method is perhaps the simplest device to control, as one only

has a valve to open at the correct point in the cycle to drop the next layer, but it

has received very little attention to date. Archer et al compared the moulding of

a metallocene catalysed skin - foam product with an equivalent moulding using

Ziegler-Natta catalysed material [67]. Their observations highlight the complexity

of balancing material and processing condition variables, finding that ‘as the

processing temperatures increase, less pinholes are observed in the skin but the

cell size in the foam is larger’ [67]. It is also established that ‘the average cell

size generally increases as the drop box temperature increases’ [67]. The drop box

method has not received any further investigation since Archer’s publication, no

studies to date have used the method to create and optimise skin - foam - skin

constructions.

Pop-Iliev and colleagues also observed the e�ect of heating rate on the foam

structures created using the sinterable pellet method. They report that coarse

bubbles formed around the outer edge of the specimen, and state that ‘it was

believed that the coarse-bubbled layer encircling the periphery of the sample

created an insulative e�ect that retarded the heat transfer towards the rest of the

polymer melt’. Believing this to be a result of heating rate, they reduced the

oven temperature, therefore reducing the temperature gradient through the
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material to avoid unnecessary overheating. After doing this, ‘the foaming results

revealed that the strategy of using a reduced oven temperature worked very well

for the low-viscosity PP resins’. An optimised strategy is required though as

‘when the oven temperature is decreased, the required processing time will be

increased, which may adversely a�ect the cell coalescence phenomenon’ [78].

In the last decade there has been a shift in the RM industry towards

electronically heated robotically controlled moulds, which o�er up to 6

individually controllable axes. It has been acknowledged that this new

technology ‘opens a new potential for improving product quality, namely

wall-thickness uniformity’ for rotationally moulded products [96]. Crawford and

Kearns noted that in some cases it is also necessary to reverse the direction of

rotation for non-foamed mouldings, to ensure all areas of complicated moulds

have access to the powder pool. In addition, the also comment that ‘future

machine designs that include the possibility of continuous rotational speed

changes may use this fact more strategically’ [124]. To date, the technique of

reversing the direction of a rotationally foam moulded product has not been

studied, and motion paths continue to use only two axes. In addition to

complex motion paths depositing more material in certain regions of the mould,

electronically heated tools also have the ability to control the heating rate and

temperature independently in individual zones. It’s application to RFMs

remains unexplored yet, but could o�er potential for controlling the thickness

and quality of foamed mouldings in localised regions.

2.9 Process Monitoring in the Rotational

Moulding Process

To aid in understanding what is happening to the plastic during a moulding,

Crawford and Nugent developed a temperature monitoring system ‘to take

recordings from inside the mould as it rotates in the oven’ [125]. The setup used

a ‘special data logging device’ which was housed in an insulated jacket,
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protecting the logger from the extreme oven environment [125]. Temperature

data was obtained for the oven air temperature, mould outside and inside

(melt) surfaces, as well as the IAT. After extensive trials, it was demonstrated

that ‘the inner IAT profile represents a ’fingerprint’ of optimum process

conditions independent of machine process variables’, as described in Sections

1.2.3 and 1.3.1 [125]. Work subsequently began on developing a wireless

temperature monitoring system, providing real-time process data for precise

machine control for rotational moulders, known as ROTOLOG ®.

Since the wireless temperature logging technique was established, monitoring

of the IAT has become standard practice in research work, providing certainty

that each moulding has undergone the expected processing conditions. Despite

these advantages though, there are still few commercial moulders who use

temperature monitoring on a regular basis, typically using it for establishing the

oven and cooling timings of new moulds instead. Since 1992, the process

monitoring tools in the RM process in general have remained largely unchanged.

Although the interpretation of temperature data is usually more than su�cient

even for complicated non-foamed mouldings, it does not provide for precise

monitoring of foamed mouldings. Gonzalez-Nunez et al demonstrated this when

conducting a detailed examination regarding IAT profiles taken during foamed

mouldings [126]. They obtained the derivatives of those temperature profiles ‘to

better determine the di�erent transitions occurring in a complete molding cycle’

[126]. The first derivative indicated whether the IAT is increasing (positive) or

decreasing (negative) with time. The second derivative illustrated the inflexion

points, which present as concave curve upwards or downwards. Despite being

able to extract slope and inflexion changes more readily than interpreting an

IAT trace alone, no further information regarding the foam behaviour in the

mould was obtained than could already be read from the original IAT traces.

Applying even the most common of polymer process monitoring techniques

to the RM process can be challenging. Crawford and Nugent explain that ‘unlike

other plastic processing methods such as injection moulding or extrusion, where
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feedback is based on recordings from within the melt, this has not been possible

with RM due to the complex bi-axial rotation of the mould’ [125]. When coupled

with the extreme oven environment, adapting sensors for the process has proven

to be challenging to date. However, in the last decade there has been a shift

towards the use of electronically heated robotically controlled RM machines [13].

In addition, manufacturing technology continues to become increasingly more

advanced, with a general move towards industry 4.0 in the RM process. For full

control of a polymer process it is said that there are three levels of data required:

machine parameters, in-mould parameters and part quality control [127]. Each

level requires its own set of automation and digitalization technologies to be

developed to perform process control at each level. These technologies are made

up of on-machine and in-mold sensors. When combined with artificial intelligence

methods, such as machine learning, big data, neural networks, this data and the

subsequent automated interpretation, enable the machine to make smart decisions

regarding the manufacture of the next component. The industry 4.0 transition

in RM, therefore, requires a great deal of data for process control.

Although the in-line temperature data is of value for process monitoring and

control, it is said that ‘the most accurate processing data comes from the mold

where plastic parts are formed. Therefore, in-mold process control is of vital

importance’ [127]. In-mold process parameters are detected by sensors, of which

there are many di�erent kinds available. A general classification of the common

in-mold temperature (green), pressure (orange) sensors used in polymer

processing is provided in Figure 2.11, along with other less common sensor

types (blue) [127, 128]. Process monitoring in other polymer processes is

generally more advanced than those applied to RM. The new electronically

heated tools now present a unique opportunity to bring RM into a new

cyber-physical era, simplifying the adaptation and installation of in-mould

sensor technologies used in other processes.
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The move towards electronically heated tools is also increasing the

complexity of the mouldings that may be created. This opens new markets for

the industry, such as the manufacture of automotive and aerospace components.

As opposed to the tanks and bulk containers typically manufactured by

rotational moulders, due to increased safety requirements, these new industries

place more demands on the quality of the parts produced. The manufacture of

hydrogen fuel tanks liners is one such new market being explored by rotational

moulders using electronic tooling. The safety of these products is critical, and

repeatability of the moulding process is essential to ensure correct curing,

minimise warpage, and control wall thickness variation, which may vary in

di�erent regions to control the burst mechanism if over pressurised [129]. Using

only temperature monitoring equipment many of these demands require trial

and error optimisation and post moulding inspection to ensure the part is up to

specification. A move towards industry 4.0 control systems though would see

the robot automatically optimise each run to ensure repeatability.

Similarly, electronically heated tools for foam and multi-layer mouldings

adds a new level of complexity, allowing for the creation of di�erent foam

thicknesses in di�erent local regions of a moulding. Adding more layers via

automated hopper systems is also much safer using the robotically controlled

system, meaning more layers could be added with ease. It is likely that the

attractive mechanical and thermal characteristics of foam sandwich sections will

be used to even greater advantage in the future. However, this is only possible

with an increase in the process data available regarding the state of the

polymer, such as the foam thickness, which cannot be obtained using

temperature monitoring alone.

2.9.1 In-Process Image Capture and Analysis

Visual inspection is said to be the most widely used non-destructive test method

used as it is simple, easy to apply, quick to carry out, and typically low in cost.

The basic principle involves the illumination of a test specimen with light (usually
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in the visible spectrum). The specimen is the examined by eye or by use of an

optical aid. Although the equipment required for visual inspection is simple,

it is said that ‘adequate illumination is absolutely essential’ [130]. There are

a number of optical aids that may be used for visual inspection. At the most

basic level, microscopes may be used to capture details regarding structure of

foam cross-sections [53]. More complex aids such as borescopes, endoscopes, and

flexible fibre optic borescope may be used in other testing situations, such as the

inspection of a pipe, or by a surgeon in a medical procedure [130].

As indicated in Section 2.3, the behaviour of liquid foams during the growth

stage may be studied and described through visually observations during their

creation. This is done by producing foams (either wet or dry) in glass columns,

and recording data such as the maximum height or decay. For simplicity,

recording of the measurements is usually completed manually, with experiments

lasting only a few minutes. Foam height changes are then extracted using

digital image analysis tools.

Visual inspection has found uses in many plastic manufacturing processes,

and exciting applications can be found, such as the use of digital image

correlation technique to track the displacement of a speckle pattern during the

blowing of a injection moulded bottle preform, providing information regarding

strain changes [131]. Visual inspection is also used in the polymer processing

field as a tool for observing foam development. The technique usually relies on

the transparency of certain thermoplastics when molten, which make them

‘suitable for visualizing the bubbles formation’ [56]. Bench top based

experiments are used to simplify the complex moulding environment of an

industrial process. In general these feature, small closed environments where the

polymer contained between two sheets of sapphire glass are typically used,

allowing light to be passed through the melt, known as diascopic illumination

[58, 59, 60, 61]. Studies may also be conducted on industrial scale equipment,

such as in injection foam moulding research where a series of mirrors and a glass

panel may be fitted into a mould to study foaming behaviour [54, 55, 56, 57].
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Following the foaming experiments, the captured images are ‘analyzed using

image processing software to extract the required information of foaming

behaviour et each desired time interval’. Unlike liquid foam experiments, due to

the nature of high pressure foaming processes, cameras capable of high capture

rates are usually required. In bench top based experiments, fame rates are

reported between 30 frames per second [56] and 100 frames per second [60].

Meanwhile, for experiments using industrial scale equipment though, such as

evaluating the polymer flow front through a glass window on an injection foam

moulding machine, capture rates as high as 200 frames per second have been

reported [54]. To date most polymer foaming processes are controlled and

optimised through trial and error experimentation. However, building upon the

increased digitisation of polymer manufacturing processes, Deng et al predict

that ‘this technology will also be the trend of regulating foaming quality in the

future’ [61].

Examples of image capture methods used in RM literature can be found in

the study of the sintering and densification process [63, 132]. These studies use

modified hot stage microscopes to observe bubble formation through sintering,

and their subsequent removal during densification, throughout the melting of a

plastic powder bed. Changes observed in these experiments are usually slow

and are conducted at atmospheric pressure, as a result capture rates of two

frames per minute are more typical of these experiments [63]. A similar method

may be used for the study of the RFM process using bench top based studies

too [22, 46, 71, 77, 83, 88]. As previously mentioned, visual inspection processes

are reliant on ‘adequate illumination’ [130]. However, very few authors discuss

the challenges associated with their bench based experimental methods in RM

literature, as a result the data that is extracted from the studies using image

analysis software is limited. Boyd et al conducted a study of automated image

analysis techniques for characterising bubble sizes from sintering and

densification studies. They highlight that ‘analysis of microscopy images is

generally a daunting manual process due to di�culties in detecting bubbles, even
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when aided by software packages’ [132]. They add that ‘research on foams in

rotational molding reflects this limited amount of information being collected by

image analysis’. The authors perform an evaluation of lighting types in their

sintering and densification study, finding that a reflected lighting configuration

with an intense but di�used lighting gave the best images with high contrast

between bubble and background. To date though there has not been a

discussion regarding the optimum illumination in the bench based RFM

literature. Capture rates, or image analysis method details, are also not

discussed by authors using the bench based RFM study technique. Image

analysis challenges must be overcome if visual inspection techniques are to be

used as a tool for controlling the RM process in an cyber-physical machine, this

is impossible without discussion though. Despite the lack of discussion, Boyd et

al suggest that data of this type should, however, be possible ‘with advances in

machine vision and improved available programming software packages’ [132].

Examples of live recordings of polymer behaviour in the RM process are scarce

in the literature. Syler et al published a series of live videos recorded using a

camera from the inside a rotational mould in 1999 [133]. Commenting on the

findings, Syler et al state that ‘the tape touches on many features of RM and

gives the viewer a cross section of what it looks like in the normally dark, heated

confines of a mold, once the clamps are locked down and the mold moves into

the oven’ [133]. The video demonstrates the e�ects of resin properties, mold

release e�ects, powder behaviour, and melt behaviour around an insert, among

other unique aspects of the RM process. However, although di�erences could be

observed, the image quality is poor by todays standards, digital image analysis

was not used to quantify the results, and foam mouldings were not attempted.

Bush et al presented the first application of image recording to capture and

analyse foaming behaviour in the RM process [72]. Using an experimental setup

that was similar to the foam column method used in the liquid foam studies, the

study focused on a specific foaming technique called Rotofoam, a unique method

used to create a low density PE skin with a PS foam core. The setup e�ectively
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miniaturised the RM process, featuring a glass mould that was mounted within a

‘kinetic rig’ to provide a uni-axial motion. Measurements of the foams rise were

captured via a camera, and the data extracted after the experiment [72]. Despite

the uniqueness of the experimental method for studying foam development in RM

conditions, featuring biaxial motion, heated provided by an oven, and atmospheric

pressure used though, the authors do not comment on the methods creation,

its success, or suggest how it might be used for foaming with materials more

commonly used in RFM. The foam height di�erences are successfully captured

and plotted in a comparison of mouldings with and without ‘foam control agent in

the form of hydrated powders from which water vapour is evolved’. Their results

show that ‘the final height was virtually the same in both cases’, and that the

final foam densities were similar for both mouldings as expected.

In 2014 Emami et al demonstrated that a glass window on a simplified uni-

axial rotational mould could be used to observe the growth of a foam during

is creation. The authors acknowledge that their results are ‘the first time that

such an observation has been reported in the open literature’ and shows thickness

change of a single foam during its creation [71]. The results for the foam were

manually recored through the moulding process via the glass window. Despite the

limited study, the results of foam thickness change were compared the with the

results of the total bubble projected area of an identical foam studied o�ine. It

was concluded that the total bubble projected area and ‘foam thickness followed

the same trend of change over time’ and provided ‘a true picture of the actual

rotational foam molding process’ [71].

Referring to RMs ‘modern age’, in 2017 Nugent stated that the ‘next step

forward may be to introduce camera based systems, first tested in the 1980’s, for

monitoring transitions and troubleshooting problem areas from inside the mould’

[134]. Despite the advancement of camera technology in general, there has been

no return to image capture for the RM process. In addition to simply recording

foaming behaviour, the visual inspection technique has exciting potential for the

future control of the RFM process. Adaptation of the RM process should now be
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easier to study with shift towards electronically heated moulds, as this removes

the need to design camera systems to operate inside of oven environments. In

addition, innovations in computer technology, data recording and transmission

technology, and digital image analysis software have also progressed.

2.9.2 Ultrasound Process Monitoring

Ultrasound testing is a non destructive testing method which can be used with

most materials including metals and polymers. Ultrasonic waves are defined as

high frequency (typically above 20,000 Hz) mechanical waves. A sound wave

may be transmitted through any material that behaves in an elastic manner,

propagating e�ectively in most structural materials, but are dissipated or reflected

by flaws in the material. This makes the method useful for tasks such as weld

inspection, where it is used to provided quantitative information regarding the

thickness of the material, depth of an indicated flaw, and the size of the flaw

[135].

Ultrasonic sound waves may be classified as longitudinal, transverse, or

surface waves, based on the mode of vibration of the particles of the medium

with respect to the direction of propagation of the waves. Longitudinal waves

are the most common form of sound transmission, with oscillations occurring in

the longitudinal direction. Longitudinal waves are the most widely used mode

as they are easy to generate and receive, and may be propagated in solids,

liquids, and gases. Transverse waves on the other hand can only propagate in

solids, as the distance between the atoms in gases and liquids are too large,

meaning that the attraction between them is not su�cient to allow one atom to

move another atom more than a fraction of its own movement. Figure 2.12

shows examples of both longitudinal and transverse ultrasound wave types.
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Figure 2.12: Diagrams showing (A) longitudinal, and (B) transverse ultrasonic

wave types.

For longitudinal waves, in a single time period T, the wave travels through

wave length distance ⁄ in the direction of propagation. Therefore the wave

velocity (C), the time delay between one particle causing the next particle to

vibrate, can be expressed using Equation 2.12.

C = ⁄

T
(2.12)

The measurement of wall thickness is, therefore, based on the materials

acoustic velocity, and can be calculated using Equation 2.13.

⁄ = CT (2.13)

Basic ultrasound data can be viewed on an oscilloscope, where the X axis

represents the time of flight and the Y axis is the signal amplitude. This is known

as an A-scan, and is most commonly used for material thickness and flaw detection

type tests. Examples of A-scan ultrasound testing have already been introduced

to the RM process as a quality control tool for checking the wall thickness, degree

of cure, and warpage (axiality and circularity) of mouldings [136, 137]. There are

also commercially available ultrasound tools made specifically for the RM process
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for monitoring polymer thickness, simplifying the data interpretation to only a

single thickness measurement on a screen [138].

There are a number of inspection methods for performing ultrasonic testing,

the two most popular being pulse- echo and through transmission. Figure 2.13

shows examples of both of these inspection methods in practice, along with a

representative A-scan graph. In both cases, a couplant is required to pass the

sound wave from the face of the transducer to the face of the material being tested.

In pulse-echo mode, the same transducer is used to propagate the wave and receive

the returning reflections, and is widely used for the inspection of components.

After the initial propagation of the wave, the time elapsed until the receipt of the

reflected signal is a measurement of the time taken for a longitudinal ultrasonic

wave to pass from the transducer, through the material where it reflects o� the

back wall, and returns back through the material to the transducer. Through-

transmission mode, on the other hand, uses two transducers on either side of

the material to be tested. The wave is passed from one transducer and received

with the other, and is commonly employed for highly attenuating materials. By

overlaying the signal from each transducer it is possible to analyse the change in

amplitude of the signal passing from one transducer to the other, which reduces

in intensity in the presence of a flaw.

As the data provided by an A-scan is one dimensional, additional sketches

and calculations are required to analyse a flaw. Ultrasound may also be used

as a process monitoring tool, but displaying and interpreting ultrasound waves

can be di�cult using only A-scan graphs of a manufacturing process from a

single location. Edwards and Thomas presented a method to ease the display of

ultrasound data, making changes easier to interpret for non-specialists such as

machine operators. The method was named an M-mode plot, and featured single

A-scan graphs stacked one on top of another to form a plot representing process

time in the y-axis instead of amplitude. The amplitude of the signal is instead

shown using changes in colour [139]. The M-mode plots were used to observe

the orientation of a polymer injected into a cavity during injection moulding,
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the authors commented that ‘M-mode images demonstrates the ability to “look”

inside the mold and extract detailed information about the progress of the molding

process’.

Figure 2.13: Schematic of the (A) pulse-echo inspection method, and (B) the

through-transmission inspection method.

One of the major challenges in adapting the ultrasound technique for

monitoring polymer processes is temperature, as most commercially available

transducers have a low acceptable operating temperature [140]. This is because

exposing the piezo-ceramic inside the transducer to high temperatures will

depolarise it (known as the Curie temperature), and adhesives will begin to fail

due to thermal expansion [141, 142]. As a result, their are numerous techniques

in the literature for overcoming the challenges of the low operating temperature.

One such technique is to use threaded steel rods with piezoelectric ceramic

materials mounted on top, separating the piezoelectric crystal from the high

temperature region being monitored [140]. High temperature piezoelectric

sensors may also be sprayed on to the surface to be monitored, in a technique
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know as the sol-gel process [143, 144, 145, 146, 147], or bu�er-rods used [148],

shielding the sensitive sensors from high temperatures. In recent years

commercial solutions have become available driven by demand in the refining,

oil and gas, nuclear, and processing industries. These devices allow ultrasound

measurements at high operating temperatures (-55 °C to +550 °C) to be taken

with ease, as their design removes the need for cooling cycles (such as water

cooling or blowing air over the transducer) or temperature shielding to be used

[149].

Most polymer processes are conducted at high speeds, requiring high

frequency sampling of ultrasound signals to achieve an adequate accuracy of

measurements. This level of sampling requires the handling and and analysis of

large amounts of data in real-time if the end goal is to provide feedback for

machine control purposes for example. One such use of ultrasonic monitoring

applies to the analysis of time of flight data for temperature monitoring

purposes, as the speed of sound in materials is sensitive to changes in

temperature. As a result, ultrasound probes can be used to non-destructively

monitor polymer melt temperatures in processes such as injection moulding and

extrusion. It is reported ultrasonic temperature monitoring can be ‘comparable

to that of a commercial thermocouple’, but while providing a faster response

rate and giving additional information, such as the temperature gradient

through the melt, or showing the presence of unmelted granules of polymer at

low barrel temperatures [150, 151, 152]. At present, temperature monitoring of

polymer melts in RM and RFM is reliant on threaded thermocouples placed at

discrete depths to obtain melt temperature gradient information. By using

ultrasound though it could be possible to non-destructively monitor the melt

temperature gradient, which could be used to optimise the even cooling of parts

to avoid warpage for example.

Time of flight data is also used in the analysis of material thicknesses, with

interfaces between di�erent materials providing a corresponding reflection, it is

possible to detect the thickness of multi-layer materials. Franca et al
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demonstrated this for the co-extrusion blow-moulding process, identifying not

only layer thicknesses of a PE and PS bottle moulding, but also separation of

the layers by the disappearance of reflections, due to poor bonding under

incorrect processing conditions [153]. The accurate measurement of these

thicknesses, and the adhesion qualities requires ‘precise identification of the

interface echo’ though, meaning it was necessary to use a Wiener filter to

‘reduce the spurious signals’. Filtering of large sets of ultrasound results in

real-time can be challenging to achieve, but the authors claim that this type of

filtering was ‘quite suitable due to its fast processing time’.

The gas assisted injection moulding process involves the partial filling of an

injection moulding tool cavity with a molten polymer, followed by the injection

of gas to complete the filling of the mould and provide packing pressure during

cooling. Brown et al used a transducer in pulse-echo mode to monitor the

reflections at the steel-polymer and polymer-gas boundaries [154]. This setup

was similar to the that required for RM, where hollow parts are monitored in

pulse-echo using a transducer mounted on the outer surface of the mould. Using

a peak detection algorithm, the ultrasonic transit time was automatically

measured. This transit time was then compared with the manually measured

wall thickness which is destructively obtained using a Vernier calliper. Their

findings demonstrate that ultrasonic monitoring could identify part wall

thickness changes from machine variations during start-up (a di�erence of 0.09

mm in thickness), at a time when repeatability of the process is typically poor.

They comment that the result ‘illuminate[s] the importance of in situ process

monitoring’, adding that the technique could be further developed to ‘measure

wall thickness in situ before mold opening, or detect trends of changing wall

thickness due to changing set process variables or poor machine repeatability’.

A number of studies have been conducted using ultrasonic inspection for the

injection moulding process, finding it to be useful for diagnosing issues such as

short shot, or the presence of flash [155]. Shrinkage behaviour and the resulting

air gap formation is another substantial topic discussed in the literature, as the
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air gap formation results in ine�ective cooling. Zhao et al use the echo signal

reflected at the ultrasound insert/ polymer or air interfaces depending on

whether the polymer melt exists at the probe location or not. They comment

that this important as the signal ‘can be obtained regardless of the thickness of

the melt’ [156]. Plotting the amplitude change of this reflection, its possible to

observe the arrival of the melt in the cavity, the solidification of the part, and

the shrinkage away from the mould wall during cooling due to the formation of

an air interface once again. In agreement, Wang et al found similar results

relating to the formation of air gaps as a result of shrinkage have been obtained,

finding it to be a useful tool for monitoring and controlling part quality [157].

Demonstrating the flexibility of the ultrasonic technique, similar results relating

to shrinkage and air gap formation have also been obtained for the

micro-injection moulding process, which is acknowledged to be ‘much more

sensitive to process fluctuations and material consistency where a small change

in the environment or a slight material impurity can produce a substandard

product’ [158, 159].

Ultrasonic inspection techniques may also be used to monitor the development

of polymer foam structures, although there are very few examples in the literature.

Sahnoune and colleagues used the through transmission inspection method to

monitor foams produced using PBAs in a twin screw extruder. In an initial study

they report that the ‘sound velocity and attenuation are very sensitive quantities

not only to the presence of bubbles but also to the composition of the mixture and

the dynamics of the phase separation’ [160]. They conclude that method could be

extended and refined for other processes, enabling researchers to ’fully understand

the di�erent phenomena controlling the physical properties of polymer/ blowing

agent mixtures’. In agreement, they later conclude that both the sound velocity

and the attenuation provide ‘important information about the state of the blowing

agent within the polymer matrix’. In particular, the attenuation of the signal

during the early stages of foaming can be used to study the foaming power of

the gas and to probe bubble growth. Although, they note that further work
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is required to relate cell diameter changes to the ultrasonic data. The authors

add that the ultrasonic method is particularly useful for monitoring foams as ‘this

information is otherwise unavailable or di�cult to obtain using other experimental

techniques’. It is also said that ‘a systematic use of the ultrasonic technique

could undoubtedly reduce experimentation time and the number of trial and error

validation tests when developing new polymer foam formulations or optimising

an existing process’. Despite these strong initial results though, the ultrasonic

method for polymer foam monitoring has received very little attention since.

As RMs increase in complexity into multi-layer and foamed structures, and

the applications where rotationally moulded products are used changes, the

need for increased process data increases too. In some cases the mouldings

created will have to meet increasing more demanding safety standards, requiring

stringent tolerances to be maintained repeatably. Attention is already turning

to ultrasound testing in RM; for example, Motaharinejad presented an

automated ultrasound system for accessing the thickness of a hydrogen tank

liner after moulding [161]. In an adaptation of the RM process, Corrigan et al

presented a technique for monitoring the cure of thermosetting resins during a

simplified uni-axial reactive RM cycle using laboratory sized equipment [162].

The results show that monitoring the noise reduction of the ultrasonic data

through the curing process can quantify when the moulding is reaching the

de-moulding point, and provides an insight into how useful ultrasound

monitoring could be to the RM and RFM processes for optimising cooling rates

to minimise warpage for example.

As indicated in Section 2.9, process monitoring techniques have lagged

behind other polymer processes due to the extreme oven environment and the

complexity of the motion. As a result, no work has been published covering the

use of ultrasound as an in-process monitoring technique to date for either RM

or RFM. RM in comparison to the injection moulding and extrusion processes is

a slow manufacturing method, with a typical moulding cycle taking around 30

minutes to complete, so high speed data capture is less of a challenge. At the
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same time, new developments in wireless data transmission technology and high

temperature transducer designs should also relieve some of the challenges of

applying the technology to the process. The work on in-process monitoring of

the injection and extrusion processes clearly demonstrates, however, the benefits

for ultrasound sensing, capturing data that would usually not be obtainable,

such as foam development, in a non-intrusive manner.

2.10 Summary of Findings from Literature

Review

Foam structures can be found in either liquid or solid form, and can have wide

ranging properties, making them suitable for numerous end applications. Solid

foams can be manufactured in a wide range of materials including metals and

ceramics as well as polymers. Solid foams generally begin life as a liquid precursor,

which after foaming, is solidified to form a solid structure. Polymer foaming is a

large topic within the field of solid foam research, and covers both thermoplastic

and thermosetting materials. Thermosetting foams have many applications, such

as those requiring hard foams as an insulation for buildings, or softer materials

such as those used in seating. Thermoplastic foams similarly have a number of

applications, and are typically produced using one of three polymer processes:

injection foam moulding, extrusion foam moulding, or batch foaming. These

processes use high pressures to develop a supersaturated polymer melt using

either a CBA or a PBA, which is then foamed by a sudden pressure drop. It has

been highlighted that RFM is di�erent to other foaming processes, due to the low

pressures used, meaning that a supersaturated solution cannot be formed. Due

to these unique moulding conditions, there is a limited body of relevant literature

for the RFM process.

There are a number of limitations to the methods presented for studying

polymer foam development in RFM, making them unfavourable for use as a tool

for optimising a foam structures. Studying foam structures in RFM can be done
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using equipment reflective of that used in industry, and producing mouldings

representative of those that would be produced at an industrial scale. However,

this equipment is time consuming to conduct experiments with, expensive to

purchase, uses large amounts of material, and su�ers from long cycle times.

Miniaturised versions of RM equipment have also been used, reducing the

amount of material used, but this still su�ers from extended cycle times.

Capturing and observing data regarding foam growth with either method is

challenging due to the complexity of the movement of the machinery, and the

extreme oven environments typical of the RM process. Laboratory bench based

experiments making use of hot stage optical microscopes overcome some of

these problems, while making it possible to observe foaming behaviour in

real-time. This method is also more e�cient, saving both time and material

costs, but only limited, non-process reflective concentrations of CBA maybe

used to avoid obscuring images, and samples are small, limiting the

post-moulding characterisation that can be conducted.

The main stages of a rotationally moulded foam are reported to be

pre-nucleation, nucleation, bubble growth, and stabilisation. There are a

number of controllable variables that have been identified in the literature that

are claimed to be important for controlling foam structures manufactured in the

RFM process. These variables can be split into process and material categories.

Relationships between each stage of a foams evolution have been discussed in

the literature, which are useful to consider when selecting material and process

settings. Despite research attention, there are still large gaps in the knowledge

relating to the optimisation of each stage of a foams development:

1. Pre-nucleation: Sintering and densification must be completed prior to

CBA decomposition, as the gas developed at the start of nucleation tends

to target the existing bubbles first. This could be controlled using

appropriate rheology, however, a material with properties that make it

suitable for sintering and densification may also result in a poor foam

structure. Polymer particle size can also be used to control densification,
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but powder quality e�ects are not studied, and tend to be not controlled

or reported in the literature. Polymer must be fully sintered prior to onset

of CBA decomposition to avoid gas loss. Densification can be controlled

via other means, such as mould pressurisation or polymer particle size,

but this has not been studied for the optimisation of rotationally moulded

foam structures yet.

2. Nucleation: Bubbles grow spontaneously when their radius is greater

than the critical radius. Due to non-optimised pre-nucleation behaviour,

bubbles are usually still present in the melt prior to the onset of CBA

decomposition in previous studies. Therefore, the gas initially targets

these bubbles at the onset of CBA decomposition. There is a lack of

control of powder quality in previous works too, meaning it cannot be

assumed that the bubbles present from pre-nucleation are uniform, and

the studies are not comparable. It is claimed to be important to control

heating rate to ensure uniform decomposition of CBA by preventing the

formation of a large temperature gradient, yet both the reporting and the

analysis of the e�ect of heating rate in the past studies is limited. The

CBA should also be well dispersed and not agglomerated, yet no study

has approached the optimisation of the mixing process, and there is a lack

of detail regarding mixing conditions used in the studies. Additionally, low

polymer viscosity and melt elasticity has been found to aid nucleation, but

with a focus on optimising for sintering and densification during

pre-nucleation, materials for optimal nucleation when densification and

sintering are controlled by other means (such as applying vacuum

pressure) has not been explored.

3. Bubble Growth: As a result of lack of optimisation in pre-nuleaction,

followed subsequently by non-optimal nucleation, uniform bubble sizes

cannot be achieved and cell coarsening occurs. In addition, coalescence is

reported as a result of the weak melt strength provided by the materials

selected for optimising the pre-nucleation stage. It is suggested that the
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CBA decomposition temperature should be lowered, increasing polymer

viscosity at decomposition. Lowering the CBA decomposition temperature

will result in less time for the polymer to sinter and densify though, but

no studies have attempted to use other techniques to optimise this further

to avoid cell coalescence.

4. Stabilisation: Freezing the cell structure quickly is beneficial not only for

shortening the process cycle time, but for preventing cell coalescence too

by limiting the amount of time available for the foam structure to continue

growing. There have been very few studies on the optimal cooling of foamed

structures to date though.

RFM literature has used a one - variable - at - a - time type analysis to study

foam structures to date. In high pressure foaming research though, DOE methods

have been demonstrated as a useful technique for developing specific models for

a certain combination of process and material factor settings. DOE methods said

to be useful for reducing the number of runs needed to complete a study, and can

be used to find interactions between variables too.

The RFM process is reliant on the use of CBAs due to the low mould pressures

used in the process. CBAs are di�cult to work with in the small quantities

required for academic research though as they di�cult to ship, making them

expensive to purchase. CBA products are receiving increasing attention from

policy makers due to their environmental e�ects, and a number of CBA products

are no longer available. A new vacuum foaming process demonstrated that it

was possible to use the natural bubbles created by the sintering and densification

process or RM as a natural PBA. Very little is known about this technique, but

it shows promising results if it could be optimised to perform alongside CBA

developed foams.

In addition to selecting material and process settings, it is important that

the design of foamed parts is optimised too. Multi-layer foam structures are

suitable for a number of circumstances, and due to the nature of the RM

process, could be massive in size. There are very few tools available to aid
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designers of rotationally foam moulded parts, despite a large body of literature

being available for sandwich panel design optimisation in general. The

introduction of electronically heated and robotically controlled machinery to the

RM process o�ers a huge advantage to the manufacture of rotationally foam

moulded parts, simplifying to method of adding additional layers by simply

using a hopper system. Additionally, mouldings of increasing the complexity

could be produced with the advanced temperature control systems and complex

rotation paths. To date though the capability of this technology for RFM

purposes remains unexplored.

The shift to electronically heated tools, and the result increase in complexity

of mouldings, presents new challenges for the industry. Process monitoring in

RM and RFM is limited to the monitoring of the mould IAT, which provides

very little information regarding the foam structure being developed. This

means that it is challenging to optimise and control foam structures in

real-time, leading to optimisation based on foam cross-sections, which must be

analysed in a post-moulding process such as under a microscope. Electronically

heated tools remove the challenges of shielding electronic sensors from an

extreme oven environment, while wireless data transmission systems have

improved in capability too. Cameras have been used in the past to see inside a

rotational mould, but this has not been explored since the 1990s, and

technology has advanced considerably since then. In other polymer

manufacturing processes ultrasound has been applied for in-process monitoring

of polymer melts. Ultrasound is already used in RM for identifying moulding

thicknesses once de-moulded, analysing the warpage and shrinkage of

mouldings, and for the monitoring of a thermosetting material in the reactive

RM process, but has not been yet explored as an in-process monitoring tool for

either RM or RFM.
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2.11 Research Objectives

Based on the findings of the literature review, the following objectives were

established for the work:

1. Develop a rapid method for monitoring the development of foam structures

produced using CBAs.

2. Establish the parameters that control foams produced using CBAs, and

quantify how much the parameters determine the foam structure.

3. Determine if the ultrasonic inspection technique can be used to detect

polymer behaviour under RM conditions. If results are positive, create a

system for monitoring changes during the RM process and demonstrate its

application.

4. Develop methods to monitor the way in which bubbles behave within

polymer melts using pressure.

5. Establish the parameters that control foams produced without CBAs, and

quantify how much the parameters determine the structure of the foams.

6. Prove through validation that the procedures to control and monitor foams

can be transferred to the industrial process.
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Development of Experimental

Methods

Prior to beginning any fundamental studies, a series of experimental methods were

developed making use of modern technologies and extracting ideas and solutions

from the methods used in other foam research fields. The steps taken to develop

these methods are discussed in greater detail to provide an accurate account of the

process, and highlight the challenges involved in studying and monitoring polymer

foam behaviour. The methods were developed in accordance with the objectives

established in Section 2.11. These methods were seen to be a major contribution

to the research, and provided new procedures for studying the development of

foamed structures:

1. For objective one, a rapid method for monitoring the development of foam

structures produced using CBAs was created.

2. For objective four, two methods were developed:

(a) A ‘bench-based’ method for monitoring the e�ects of pressure on

bubbles within polymer melts.
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(b) A method of monitoring the development of foamed mouldings

produced without CBAs using industrial scale moulding equipment.

3. For objective three, a method for monitoring the development of

rotationally moulded products using ultrasound.

3.1 Rapid Method for Observing Foam Growth

A number of challenges were identified from the literature review (discussed in

Section 2.3) relating to the methods used for studying polymer foaming behaviour

under conditions reflective of those seen in the the RFM process (Section 2.2.1).

In developing a new experimental method there were a number of essential criteria

that had to be met to overcome these challenges:

1. Enables observation of the sample during the development of the foam;

2. Minimises cycle time and allows for multiple samples to be made under the

same conditions;

3. Provides a controllable, repeatable, and uniform heating method;

4. Allows for recovery of the sample at the end of the experiment for post-

moulding characterisation;

5. Uses variable settings (such as CBA concentration) that are reflective of

those used in the industrial process;

6. Is scalable to minimise material wastage;

Consideration was first given to the apparatus used in the study of foams by

hot stage microscopy. A pre-existing apparatus featuring a camera mounted on

a movable arm, a hot plate, and a light ring were trialled. An aluminium dish

was used to contain the polymer and CBA mixture. Figure 3.1 A shows a typical

experimental study using this apparatus. The method was simple to setup, and

samples could be recovered at the end of the experiment. However, the heating
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method was found to be non-uniform, causing the foam to expanded unevenly, as

shown in Figure 3.1 B. Additionally, the images captured during the experiment

were found to provide inadequate measurable features. As shown in Figure 3.1 C

only the cells closest to the surface could be observed from this angle.

Figure 3.1: (A) Diagram of hot stage microscope setup for foam manufacture,

(B) image demonstrating un-even sample heating behaviour, (C) image captured

after CBA decomposition using a camera mounted above the sample.

Drawing upon the foam height column technique used in liquid foam research,

it was thought that repositioning the camera would provide more useful data

about the foaming behaviour, providing results at a global level instead. Using an

aluminium mould with glass windows on the top and side walls, the camera system

was repositioned from above the sample in the previous case, to view the side

window of the mould instead, as shown in Figure 3.2 A. Illumination was provided

by the same light ring, placed above the top window of the mould to illuminate

the inside of the mould, or from the outside of the mould lighting the side window

instead. The setup gave a unique view of the foam height change during expansion

throughout the experiment, as shown in Figure 3.3 A and 3.4. The closed mould

also provided an opportunity to observe the pressure e�ects on the foam, as shown

in Figure 3.4. Once expanded, the foam responded dynamically to increasing and
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decreasing pressure. The technique was slow to setup, however, and su�ered from

similar issues relating to uneven foam growth (see Figure 3.3) B. Also, due to the

size of the mould a large amount of material was needed, and de-moulding di�cult

as the foam tended to stick to the metal surface, even when using a mould release

agent. In addition, due to the clamping mechanism used to hold the glass in-place,

it had a tendency to crack due to thermal expansion.

Figure 3.2: Diagram of setup for foam manufacture using a pressure chamber

with a side mounted window.

Figure 3.3: (A) View of foam sample at start of the experiment, (B) foam sample

produced in the pressure chamber showing un-even heating e�ect.
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Figure 3.4: Example of the sample behaviour during heating and CBA

decomposition, and demonstrating the dynamic e�ect of vacuum pressure on the

sample height.

It was thought that a laboratory oven might provide a more uniform heat

application than the hot plate methods. Following the success of the new camera

orientation, test tubes were purchased to provide a vertical space for the foam

to grow during the experiment. The glass test tubes were held on an aluminium
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stand in the oven, as shown in Figure 3.5. It was found that the oven trials

still su�ered from variable foam thicknesses as a result of uneven air circulation

between the samples, as demonstrated in Figure 3.6. In addition, observation

opportunities were limited by the enclosed oven environment, and opening the

oven door a�ected the heating of the sample. De-moulding using glass test tubes

was found to be challenging, as samples would stick without the use of mould

release agent. When using the release agent samples de-moulded easily, but the

glass had to be thoroughly cleaned prior to the application of the agent. In

most cases the glass tubes could be cleaned with a light detergent and manual

agitation, however, cellulose thinner was found to be necessary for cleaning the

glass surface of polymer residue if a deeper cleaning was required.

Figure 3.5: Test tube samples loaded into an oven, demonstrating the rack used

to hold the tubes during heating.
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Figure 3.6: Example of variation of foam heights produced in an oven.

Having completed a number of trials, it was still thought that a better

solution could be found elsewhere. The glass test tube provided an excellent

vessel for containing the foam, and the height change had been found to be

useful for evaluating the performance of the foamed sample. Despite this

though, the heating methods were not adequate and were hindering the

experiment from being repeatable. It was identified that heated oil baths were

used as a technique for the uniform re-heating of pre-forms in the injection

stretch blow moulding research field [163]. Here the samples must have uniform

temperature to ensure a uniform expansion during blowing. It was decided to

test this as a technique for creating polymer foam structures. A stirred oil bath

was filled with silicone oil with a temperature range of 0 - 250 °C to heat a test

tube, as shown in Figure 3.7. Repeatable results were observed regardless of the
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boiling tube position in the bath, due to its inbuilt circulation system, and the

oil facilitated even heating of the specimen, expanding the foam uniformly as

shown in Figure 3.8. It was noted at this time that the technique was also

scalable, allowing for numerous samples to made in one run with multiple test

tubes.

Figure 3.7: Test tube submerged in heated oil bath.

Figure 3.8: Test tube removed from oil bath for cooling.
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Due to the wall construction of the commercially available oil baths, only a

view of the top the developing foam could be obtained. This meant that the foam

height change during the creation of the sample could not be captured without a

major redesign of the heated oil bath. A suitable solution was found by replacing

the container of the oil bath with a pyrex jug containing the silicone oil, as shown

in Figure 3.9. This provided a side view of the foam growth during heating in the

same manner as the side window seen previously (Figure 3.3 A). The sample was

contained inside a wider glass vessel, providing suitable conditions for observing

the foam height change during the experiment when submerged in the oil. The

jug was placed on a stirrer hot plate with a digital controller, heating the oil

evenly using a magnetic stir bar, providing a uniform heating method. After

heating, the glass vessel could be cooled, and using the mould release agent as

discussed earlier, the sample could be released and removed from the vessel. This

demonstrated that the oil bath and tube size were both scalable, in the same

manner as the oil baths trialled previously, to make samples large enough for

cross-sectioning, and allowing multiple samples to be heated at once if desired.

Figure 3.9: Pyrex jug containing high temperature oil on hot plate, providing a

side elevation view of the sample in the oil bath.
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Once the heating and moulding method were established, it was important

to create a repeatable method of monitoring the temperature of the polymer,

providing a link between the foam observations and the thermal characteristics

of the CBA and resins used. During heating, the coolest region of the foamed

sample is at the centre. A shielded thermocouple was used to reduce the risk of the

temperature data being a�ected by the foaming of the sample, reading an average

of the temperature at the tip of the thermocouple. The location and stability of

the thermocouple had to be controlled due to the temperature gradient in the

samples. This was achieved using guide rings to hold the shielded thermocouple

concentric with the test tube wall, as shown in Figure 3.10 A. A plate extended

over the upper edge of the test tube to control the height of the thermocouple.

Figure 3.10 B shows the thermocouple in place in a test tube that is ready to

place into the oil bath. Prior to beginning the experiment it was important to

ensure that the thermocouple was straight. In addition, the powder in the tube

had to be agitated to flatten the polymer around the thermocouple after placing

it into the tube. This was because the powder does not flow to fill the gap once

disturbed, giving false readings of air temperature until the polymer is molten

enough to flow and fill the gap.

Figure 3.10: (A) Thermocouple during sample de-moulding with guides attached,

(B) thermocouple in test tube after sample preparation.
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Using a camera it was possible to capture the foaming behaviour of the

samples, allowing the height change data to be extracted at a later stage using

an image analysis technique. As indicated in the literature review, image

analysis techniques rely on adequate and repeatable lighting conditions to

maintain accuracy. This can be challenging in the real world though as these

conditions may be di�cult to control. For example, the use of poor quality

backgrounds could prevent the image analysis process from being successfully

completed, requiring screens to be strategically placed behind the sample

without hindering access to the oil bath. In another example, as the image

analysis software (MIPAR) recipe used relied on colour to threshold the ROI,

changes in lighting conditions could mean that a new recipe has to be created

for changes in conditions throughout the day. Light panels were purchased to

illuminate the experiment in a controlled manner, however reflections on the

glass surface could not be avoided when working in workshop conditions. To

this end, ensuring for example that the same florescent light strips are turned

on in the room was important to maintain repeatability of the reflection

locations, allowing for the recipe to correctly ignore these regions in MIPAR at

a later stage. Polymer powder also has a tendency to stick to the glass surface

when poured into the test tubes, causing MIPAR to overestimate the white

region of the sample. Therefore, careful pouring using a funnel must be used,

and movement of the sample prior to heating should be minimised. Figure 3.11

demonstrates some of these challenging image flaws that had to be minimised in

the images captured.
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Figure 3.11: Example images captured during the development of the method

showing challenging features to be avoided: (A) reflections and labelling on

glassware obscuring the image and noisy background, (B) polymer powder on

the glass surface and noisy background, (C) poor lighting conditions and noisy

background. Image (D) demonstrates a ‘good’ setup for comparison.

After the observing the dynamic e�ect of mould pressure on a developed foam

structure using the glass window mould, a solution was sought to study the e�ect

of mould pressure using the glass test tube setup. This was attempted by using
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pre-existing test tube bungs, which were modified to allow a thermocouple, a

pressure inlet, and a pressure gauge outlet hose to pass through the bung. Under

vacuum the bung stayed in place and a similar dynamic foam height change could

be observed. The system was top heavy though, and tended to want to pull the

bung out the test tube naturally. Also, under the smallest amount of positive

pressure the bung would blow o�. Plastic plates were made to hold the bung in

place, using the lip of the test tube as a fixing point as shown in Figure 3.12.

The clamp was held in place using small nuts and bolts through the sides in an

e�ort to evenly distribute the clamping force. A rubber sheet was placed around

the flat surface of the test tube to allow for thermal expansion and to protect the

glass from the clamping force. The system worked, allowing both negative and

positive pressure e�ects to be observed. However, the glass was easy to crack due

to the stress being placed on it by the bung and bolts at the top. The system was

also very cumbersome to load into the oil as the hoses were rigid, placing extra

force onto the clamp, which in some cases was enough to crack the test tube. Due

to health and safety concerns very few trials were attempted using this system. A

clear plastic safety shield was placed around the entire experiment to ensure hot

oil would not be expelled should the glass tube crack in the oil bath, as shown

in Figure 3.13. This made moving the samples into and out of the oil bath even

more di�cult. Despite the promising results, it was felt that without a major

redesign, the system could not be made adequately safe for further studies to be

conducted, and was not pursued further.
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Figure 3.12: (A) One half of 3D printed bung clamp, (B) one half of bung clamp

prepared for assembly showing air hose connections and test tube in place and

ready to attach the second half of the clamp.

Figure 3.13: Experimental setup for performing pressure experiments in test tubes

in the (A) closed, and (B) open positions, demonstrating the perspex safety shield

in place.
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Once de-moulded, it was hoped that the samples could be cross-sectioned to

conduct visual observations using a microscope, and to allow density

measurements to be taken. A number of specific regions of the sample were

found to be a�ected by the conditions within which the samples were produced,

and these therefore had to be avoided when conducting post-moulding

characterisation. As shown in Figure 3.14 A, samples often collapsed in the

centre which was thought to be a result of stress concentrations formed in the

centre of the sample. Additionally, oblong shaped cells orientated in the vertical

axes were observed in the region closest to the glass wall. This was due to the

foam expanding vertically and adhering to the test tube wall during growth.

The region closest to the glass could therefore not be used in post moulding

characterisation. An example of this wall e�ect is shown in Figure 3.14 B.

Avoiding these areas to ensure the repeatability of the results, the location from

which samples were taken was controlled in the work. The orientation of the

samples was dependent on the size of sample needed for each test. For example,

large sections for density measurements could only be obtained using lateral

cross-sections (Figure 3.14 A) placed close to the wall, but away from the region

influenced by the wall e�ect, and away from the centre due to the collapse

behaviour. On the other hand, transverse samples were useful for identifying

bubble size uniformity in relation to the heating gradient e�ect during

formation of the sample, as shown in Figure 3.14 C.
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Figure 3.14: (A) Lateral cross-section showing foam collapse at the centre, (B)

cross-section of foam demonstrating the wall e�ect and the tendency for the

elongation of cells close to the glass wall, (C) transverse sample cross-sections

slices of various thickness.

In addition to the location of the cross-sections, the method by which the

samples were obtained was also considered. Thought was given to the quality of

the cut surface, the repeatability of the method, and the speed. The simplest

method used a sharp blade to cut the foam, this worked well but controlling the

location of the cuts using jigs proved challenging due to the size of the blades.

When preparing a large amount of samples it was common to get blisters as

wearing gloves using the small blades for long periods of time was uncomfortable.

An automated Struers ACCUTOM cutting machine was also tested, but this

proved to be slow and would require samples to be cast in resin to provide a flat

hard clamping surface to mount the sample in the machine. Very thin thicknesses

could be achieved using this method though. A kitchen meat slicer was tested

next, incorporating the automated cutting nature of the Struers ACCUTOM

machine in a more manual setup. Unlike simply using a blade, the depth of cut
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could be controlled, but this machine created wedge shaped samples which were

not ideal for post moulding characterisation. Large amounts of force were needed

to push the samples through the blade, and in the end the machine motor failed

as a result. Finally, it was found that a fine toothed saw blade was comfortable

to use for long periods of time, and could be jigged more easily to maintain the

cutting location due to the longer length of the blade. Cutting using the fine

toothed saw could be completed with speed in comparison to using sharp blades

alone, and became the chosen method of preparing the samples. The final cross-

section layout and cutting method, along with further details of the equipment,

method, and experimental programme relating to the rapid foam observation

method developed in this Section are continued in Section 4.6.

3.2 Method for Studying Sintering and

Densification in Pressurised Conditions

To explore if it was possible to optimise pre-nucleation behaviour of foams using

mould pressurisation, experiments needed to be conducted in a pressurised

environment. The study of bubble behaviour in polymer melts is commonly

studied using ‘lab bench’ based experiential rigs (Section 2.3.1). Therefore, the

apparatus used for studying the behaviour of bubbles in a pressure mould

environment was largely based on the experimental methods discussed by

previous authors [63, 97, 132]. The technique was modified to include a pressure

chamber to allow the control of mould pressure. The pressure chamber

consisted of a cylindrical aluminium chamber measuring 80 mm in height and

160 mm in diameter. The chamber was enclosed at both ends with high

temperature silicone seals, and featured a series of holes for the connection of

pressure fittings and thermocouples in the lid. Figure 3.15 shows the design of

this chamber. The lid of the pressure chamber featured a borosilicate glass

viewing window, which was sealed with further high temperature silicone seals.

The glass viewing window provided an observation point from above the
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polymer melt, and allowed for monitoring of the changes during the experiment.

Further details of the pressure chamber design are provided in Appendix A.

Figure 3.15: (A) Schematic of pressure chamber, (B) image of pressure chamber

in open position with sample prepared on glass slide.

Both positive and negative pressure e�ects on the densifying bubbles could

be studied using the pressure chamber. Positive pressure was provided by a pre

- existing workshop air supply up to a maximum of 8 Bar. Vacuum pressure

was provided by a Leybold SCROLLVAC Plus pump, with a pumping speed

of 20 m3/h and an ultimate pressure of 0.03 mbar. The pressure chamber was

heated by placing it on top of a digitally controlled hotplate. A USB camera was

mounted directly above the glass viewing window to capture the polymer melt

changes during the experiment. Illumination was provided by a light ring placed

around the camera lens above the glass window, and light was provided by a

Schott ColdVision light source. Figure 3.16 shows the layout of the equipment

for the work.
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Figure 3.16: Diagram of the experimental setup for studying the e�ect of mould

pressure on polymer melts.

Figure 3.17 shows example frames captured from the initial development

work, demonstrating the type of results that could be obtained using the

pressure chamber. In the example a vacuum was being used to cause densifying

bubbles in a polymer melt to enlarge creating a naturally foamed structure.

Figure 3.17: Frames from the initial development work showing a vacuum being

used to create a foam structure, and subsequently releasing the vacuum and

collapsing the structure.
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Large samples could be produced using aluminium tins to contain the polymer

powder in the pressure chamber. It was decided to minimise the samples size

though, reducing material usage and speeding up the cooling process which was

not of interest in the work in this case. Thin glass slides typically used with

microscopes were found to be a suitable, smooth, reusable surface to produce the

samples on, allowing ease of removal from the chamber and de-moulding. A small

metal ring was used to control the height and shape of the polymer powder bed

prior to starting the experiment, as shown in Figure 3.18.

Figure 3.18: Images showing a glass slide being prepared for a study: (1) empty

glass slide, (2) metal ring placed at centre of slide, (3) powder placed into ring

and scraped flat with sharp edge across surface of ring, (4) ring removed, (5) glass

slide placed into pressure chamber.

During the development of the method, the background of the image was
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found to have an e�ect on the ease of image analysis. To provide a controllable

background in the images the glass slides were painted on back face using a

high temperature paint. Figure 3.19 demonstrates the e�ect of changing the

background colour of the glass slides on the ease of bubbles detection. It was

found that a silver background performed best, being as featureless as possible,

and creating a high contrast between bubble and background to ensure optimal

image analysis.

Figure 3.19: Images showing (A) the painted glass slides, and (B) the e�ect of

background colour on the bubble visibility in the captured frames.

During preliminary testing it was noted that the speed and ease of result

analysis was dependent on the quality of the images captured, much like the test
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tube method discussed previously. The challenges with achieving this began with

ensuring the minimisation of reflections. During the experiment the polymer

melt flattens, meaning that the location of the reflections changed with time, and

covered di�erent bubbles during the experiment at di�erent times. Figure 3.20

demonstrates the e�ect of not using a di�using filter (A) and the reduction of the

intensity of the reflections when using the filter (B), thereby avoiding the need for

a complex recipe to analyse the results. The description of the final apparatus,

method, the image analysis process, along with the experimental programme are

continued in Sections 4.7 and 4.7.2.

Figure 3.20: Comparison of (A) non-filtered illumination showing reflections on

sample surface, and (B) di�used lighting reducing the reflection intensity.

3.3 Development of Instrumentation for the

Rotational Moulding Process

The shift towards electronically heated robotically controlled RM equipment

presented a unique opportunity to explore and apply new instrumentation

techniques to the process. The use of sensors in the RM process has been

limited to date by the extreme oven environment associated with the process

(discussed in Section 2.9). The move to electronically heated moulds,

demonstrated in Figure 3.21, meant that sensors would not have to be exposed

to the extreme heat, and modern wireless data transmission technologies could

be used without hinderance. Two process monitoring techniques were identified
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in the literature review that were considered for development as tools for

monitoring the RM process. The first method, ultrasound (discussed in Section

2.9.2), had been shown to be useful for monitoring the changes of polymer melts

during processing in the injection moulding and extrusion processes. The

second method, visual imaging (discussed in Section 2.9.1), had seen previous

attempts at its application to observing the RM process in the 1990s, but had

not been reattempted using modern technology since [133].

Figure 3.21: Robotic RM cell showing an electronically heated mould fitted to

the large robot.

3.3.1 Ultrasound In-Process Monitoring

As there is very little published information regarding the use of ultrasound for

the RM process, a preliminary investigation using existing technology was first

conducted. In the early stages of the work, guidance was kindly provided by

Dr. Elaine Brown at the University of Bradford, and Dr. Charles Macleod at
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the University of Strathclyde and their colleagues at each respective University.

Making use of their equipment a collection of simple experiments were conducted

to explore how the technology might be adapted and applied to the RM process.

The time spent at both facilities provided a better understanding of the challenges

related to applying ultrasound to the RM process, which proved to be invaluable

when purchasing equipment for the project. From the literature search, a number

of challenges relating to the application of the ultrasonic inspection technique to

the RM process could already be pre-empted:

• The velocity of sound waves propagating in polymers changes with

temperature, with velocities for High Density PE found to change non

linearly between 2500 m/ s and 1000 m/ s at 50 °C to 250 °C [154].

• Mould pressures in RM are low, so the acoustic coupling between polymer

and mould surfaces will be weak [153].

• Acoustic coupling between the polymer and the mould will change

throughout the cycle, with the polymer moving away from the mould

surface during cooling as a result of shrinkage and warpage

[154, 155, 156, 158, 159].

• The polymer melt will contain bubbles during the early stages of the

process due to sintering and densification, which will scatter the sound

waves, reducing the signal amplitude [160].

• The metal moulds will expand and contract during the cycle due to thermal

expansion. This will e�ect the sound coupling of the transducer to the

mould, and by extension the returning signal amplitude, if mounting system

does not compensate for the expansion/ contraction.

The work was split into two stages, initially is was important to determine

appropriate transducers for use in the RM process. Following this, a series of

short experiments were completed in an e�ort to identify what changes in the
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ultrasound traces might be expected from data captured from a moulding in the

future, providing a starting point for data interpretation.

Preliminary Exploration of the Ultrasonic Inspection Method

Due to the nature of the process, and the hollow nature of the mouldings created,

the pulse-echo method was thought to be the most suitable to pursue for the

RM process. In order to monitor changes relating to the polymer melt, it was

thought that developing a thru-transmission system would require a complex

mechanism to move a transducer inside the mould, compensating for the polymer

thickness change to remain constantly in contact with the melt surface. Therefore,

the pulse-echo technique was selected for development, requiring only a single

transducer to be mounted to the external surface of a mould.

The exploration stage began with a study conducted at room temperature to

identify how ultrasound data might change during a moulding. 10 mm thick

aluminium plates representing a mould wall were initially heated with PE-1

polymer powder dispersed on top, gradually increasing the amount of polymer

to create a series of plates of varying thickness. Samples were also produced to

show the e�ect of an increased degree of sintering behaviour present initially,

with a thin sample replicating the early stages of the heating cycle. The plates

produced are shown in Figure 3.22.
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Figure 3.22: 10 mm thick aluminium plates created with increasing degree of

sintering (B-D) and polymer melt thickness (E-G). Plate (A) was a clean reference

sample with no polymer added.

A-Scan readings were captured using an Olympus C305 probe with a 2.25

MHz frequency and a 0.75 inch diameter element. The readings were captured in

pulse-echo mode from the back of the aluminium plate using a generic ultrasound

couplant suitable for room temperature tests. The A-Scan results are shown in

Figure 3.23. Trace (A) is a scan conducted on a reference sample with no polymer

present, showing the repeated reflections of the back wall of the aluminium plate,

i.e. the surface upon which the polymer is present in the other samples. Figure

3.24 shows the change in amplitude of the selected back wall echo’s for each

sample. Comparing sample (A) where the is no polymer present with the other

samples, it can be seen that in most cases there is a decrease in signal amplitude

of the aluminium plate back wall echo with the introduction of polymer on the

surface of the plate. It was anticipated that as the polymer thickness increased

the signal amplitude would incrementally reduce, however, this was not found to

be the case. It is thought that the bonding between polymer and aluminium plate

was poor in some cases, and the presence of an air gap consequently increased

amplitude of the aluminium plate echo. During the experiment it was also noted

that changes in the force applied to transducer also a�ect the amplitude of this
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echo too. Nevertheless, the initial result indicated that the e�ect of the polymer

build up on the aluminium plate could be detected to some extent.

Figure 3.23: Graph showing the A-Scan results for aluminium plates with

increasing degree of sintering (B-D) and polymer melt thickness (E-G). Plate

(A) was a clean reference sample with no polymer added.

Figure 3.24: Graph showing the change in amplitude for aluminium plates with

increasing degree of sintering (B-D) and polymer melt thickness (E-G). Plate (A)

was a clean reference sample with no polymer added.
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The next step was to begin introducing higher temperatures (<100 °C) to

identify if the same result could be repeated with a molten material thickness

change. It was thought that the pouring of a molten candle wax, and its

solidification on the surface of the same metal plate, might enable the

identification of data changes at lower temperatures that would be similar to

those for a molten polymer layup on the mould wall during RM. An Olympus

C305 probe with a 2.25 MHz frequency and a 0.75 inch diameter element was

used in this study. Figure 3.25 provides a diagram of the experimental setup for

this study. As sound does not travel well through viscous liquids, it was thought

that the information from this study could be used to identify the small data

changes that might be found when studying molten polymers instead.

Figure 3.25: Diagram showing the apparatus setup for monitoring the layup and

solidification of a candle wax on a 10 mm thick aluminium plate. step (1) shows

heating of the sample, and (2) shows the pouring of the wax on to the plate

surface.

Similar to the room temperature plate study, during the candle wax

experiment only the back wall reflection of the metal plate showed any
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identifiable change. The first A-Scan result of the experiment is shown in Figure

3.26, showing the multiple repeating echo’s of the back wall of the aluminium

plate. Knowing that the presence of polymer could be seen as a change in

amplitude, a similar result was expected for the candle wax experiment. In

Figure 3.27 the amplitude change of the first 3 echo’s with respect to process

time is displayed. Again a decrease in signal amplitude of the back wall

reflection of all three echos of the plate back wall was found (at 125 seconds),

thought to be a result of the molten wax absorbing some of the sound energy of

the wave as it was poured onto the plate surface. A steady return of the back

wall echo amplitude is then found up until 400 seconds into the experiment,

when the solidified wax is removed from the plate. It is noted that time before

the experiment, up until 125 seconds, and after 400 seconds when the

experiment has ended, that there is a steady decrease in the signal amplitude.

It is thought that this is related to the pressure placed on the plate when

placing and removing it from on top of the ultrasound transducer, highlighting

the importance of maintaining a controllable coupling with the surface to be

monitored when conducting amplitude measurements.

Figure 3.26: The first A-scan of the candle wax experiment showing the repeating

echo’s of the aluminium plate back wall.
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Figure 3.27: Plot showing the change in amplitude of the first three echo’s with

respect to process time in the candle wax experiment.

The same trend may also be identified in the B-Scan display of the results,

shown in Figure 3.28. Here the change in amplitude is shown as a change in

colour, making it easier to identify changes in the data quickly. A prominent

colour change may be noticed at the same time the molten wax is poured onto

the surface of the aluminium plate (at 125 seconds).

Figure 3.28: B-Scan result showing change in amplitude during monitoring of the

layup and solidification of a candle wax on a 10 mm thick aluminium plate.

Due to the temperature limitations of many commercially available
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transducers, it is important to shield them from excessive temperatures when

using them for prolonged periods of time. This is especially important for

in-process monitoring of polymer processes, where high temperatures are held

for several minutes in the case of a typical RM heating cycle. Wave guides are a

common method of separating the face of the transducer from the hot surface

being monitored, although specifically designed high temperature transducers

may able be obtained commercially. Figure 3.29 shows a selection of the high

temperature transducers and wave guides available at the University of

Bradford. These transducers were used to begin studies of polymer melts at

temperatures closer to those found in the RM process (>100 °C). All of the

wave guides had a standard thread at the end of the guide, allowing them to be

attached to an extruder barrel using the same port that would be usually used

for a pressure transducer.

Figure 3.29: High temperature transducers options at the University of Bradford.

(A) a fingertip style dual element probe and threaded steel blanking plug used

as a waveguide, (B) short high temperature transducer with steel waveguide,

(C) short acoustically matched pair of high temperature transducers and steel

waveguides, (D) acoustically matched pair of high temperature transducers with

a long steel waveguide.
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A hot plate was modified to allow ultrasound readings to be taken using

high temperature transducers, allowing a molten polymer to be studied with the

ultrasonic technique. The modifications allowed a transducer with a wave guide

to be threaded through the centre of the hotplate, protruding from the heated

surface. To achieve this, a hole was drilled through the centre of a hot plate and

a machined adaptor welded into the hole, further details of the modifications are

provided in Appendix A. An aluminium tin with a hole drilled through it could

be pressed over the end of the wave guide and filled with polymer powder. During

heating using the hot plate the melting polymer was in direct contact with the

end of the waveguide. This setup therefore allowed for direct monitoring of the

sintering and densifying polymer powder bed from the reflection at the end of

the wave guide. Ultrasound traces were manually recorded at regular intervals

throughout the experiment. Figure 3.30 shows the experimental setup along with

an image showing an empty tin in place over the waveguide prior to beginning

the experiment.

Figure 3.30: Images showing (A) diagram of the experimental setup for

monitoring a melting polymer powder bed using ultrasound, and (B) an empty

sample tin in place over the end of the waveguide.

One of the long transducers (Figure 3.29 D) was used in the study, as it

performed well during the initial setup of the experiment in pulse-echo mode.

Figure 3.31 highlights the echo from the end of the waveguide, which was used

to analyse the change in amplitude relating to the melting of the polymer during

the study. Three experimental runs were conducted, the first with an empty tin,
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the second with 5g of PE (full shot weight), and the third with 2.5g of PE (half

shot weight). The same echo was analysed in all three cases.

Figure 3.31: A-Scan taken at the start of the full shot weight study.

Figure 3.32 shows a comparison of the B-Scan plots from the empty tin and

full shot weight experiments. A noticeable shift in the time of flight relating to

the waveguide back wall echo is found, which is thought to be due to thermal

expansion and contraction of the waveguide during study. It can also be seen that

change in amplitude from these plots is less noticeable than those captured for the

candle wax study. It is thought this was related to low signal to noise strength,

which could be improved by adjusting settings such as the gain on the pulser-

receiver controlling the transducer. Alternatively, digital filtering of the results

and adjustments to the colour display used to plot the amplitude results could

also be used. Due to time restraints when visiting the University of Bradford

to conduct the experiment though, it was not possible to explore these options

further.
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Figure 3.32: Comparison of (A) empty tin and (B) full shot weight B-scan plots.

Despite the B-Scan amplitude changes being challenging to identify, changes

in the signal amplitude are still found when tracking the echo identified in Figure

3.31. Figure 3.33 shows the amplitude change relating to this echo with respect

to process time for each experiment. A decrease in amplitude of this echo is found

when the polymer is present at both shot weights in comparison to the empty

tin results. However, it was not possible to capture an incremental reduction in
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amplitude relating to an increase in polymer thickness. Unlike the candle wax

experiment, the mechanical coupling between the transducer and the waveguide

were maintained constant between experiments, as they were manufactured as

one sealed device. It is thought, therefore, that the coupling between the polymer

and waveguide were not maintained consistently, causing the thicker sample to

produce a higher amplitude reading. To ascertain if this is the case, further

studies using a small amount of pressure to maintain contact between the polymer

and the waveguide would be beneficial, reflecting the conditions of a RM using

pressurisation.

Figure 3.33: Change in amplitude of the waveguide echo with respect to process

time.

One occasion where there was a considerable change in signal amplitude

relating to the wave guide back wall reflection was at the end of the experiment.

It was observed that in both the half and full shot weight trails, when the

polymer was no longer in contact with the surface of the wave guide, the

dampening e�ect of the polymer was removed and the signal amplitude

returned. The results of these amplitude changes for both before and after

de-moulding for each shot weight are shown in Figure 3.34. This result suggests
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that the de-moulding behaviour might be observable too if an air gap were to

form at the transducer location during a RM.

Figure 3.34: Change in amplitude of the waveguide echo for before and after

de-moulding.

Transducers designed to operate at high temperatures can be expensive to

purchase, often in the region of £1000s. Standard commercially available

transducers though, such as those used for weld flaw detection can be purchased

for £100s. Another temperature control technique was trialled, involving the

intermittent placement of the transducer on the hot surface to obtain a reading,

and then removing to allow cooling in an air stream before the next reading is

taken. As cycle times are much longer than other polymer processes, a device

like this would allow the cheaper transducers to be utilised for RM process

monitoring, where high speed signal sampling is not necessary. An automated

device was created to trial this, as shown in Figure 3.35, but repeatable results

could not be obtained as small changes in the force applied to the transducer

resulted in a large change the signal amplitude. In the results obtained during

the exploration of the ultrasound technique, it was di�cult to obtain an echo

that had passed through the polymer or wax for the purposes of monitoring the
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time of flight. The automated device was therefore considered to be an

unacceptable solution, as the preliminary results indicated that analysis of the

signal amplitude would be a useful means of monitoring the RM process,

meaning that the polymer response could be not be interpreted.

Figure 3.35: Images showing (A) a diagram of the automated mechanism for

placing and removing an ultrasound transducer from a hot mould surface, and

(B) the manufactured mechanism during assembly.

Selection and Purchase of Ultrasound Transducers for the Work

The next stage of the development considered the selection of an ultrasound

transducer suitable for the transition to monitoring mouldings using industrial

scale RM equipment. It was identified from the preliminary testing that the

amplitude of either a reflection from the end of waveguide or from the back wall

of an aluminium plate, simulating the surface upon which the polymer lays up

in a mould, is sensitive to the presence of polymer. The initial trials indicated

that in order to monitor the amplitude changes successfully, the coupling

between the transducer and mould, or waveguide, would need to be maintained

throughout a RM cycle. In addition, the coupling between the polymer and the

mould or waveguide surfaces should be free of air gaps. It appeared that the

amplitude reduction of the echo signal is sensitive to thickness changes,
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decreasing in intensity as the thickness of polymer increased, but this e�ect was

often lost due to changes in coupling between surfaces in the preliminary tests.

Due to their lower cost, a number of standard transducers could be

purchased, allowing multiple options of specifications to be explored prior to

selecting a final probe. Consideration was given to the sound characteristics of

the transducers selected. The region in which ultrasonic waves are propagated

by the transducer is known as the sound beam. The sound beam at the region

close to the transducer face is where there are the largest fluctuations in

intensity of the sound beam, which is referred to as the near field. When

observing flaws in the near field, careful interpretation of the signal must be

used as the amplitude of the flaw can vary considerable [135]. Attention must

be given to the frequency of the transducer selected. As sound waves pass

through materials, the sound pressure it weakened by scattering and adsorption.

Scattering is caused inhomogeneities in the materials being inspected. Examples

of flaws that might occur when monitoring the RM process could include

inclusions in the mould wall material or waveguide, and will often reduce the

amplitude of the echo and creates numerous echos with di�erent transit times

too. Adsorption on the other hand is a direct conversion of sound energy into

heat, and usually increases with increasing frequency [135]. Adsorption weakens

the transmitted energy or the resulting echo from the back wall, and can be

counteracted by increasing the transmitter voltage, or by increasing the

amplification, or by making use of lower absorption at lower frequencies. Using

lower frequency probes will minimise the attenuation, maximising the

penetration of the sound wave as the longer wavelength is less e�ected by

scattering. However, lower frequency probes also have a lower resolution.

Equation 3.1 was used to calculate the near field length, N, of the transducer

options when considering their purchase.

N = D2

4⁄
= D2F

4‹
(3.1)

Where D is the diameter of the transducer, ⁄ is the wavelength of sound in
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the material, F is the frequency of the probe, and ‹ is the speed of sound in the

material.

A summary of the transducers purchased for the work, their characteristics,

and the calculated near field lengths based on a wavelength in aluminium of 6420

m/s is included in Table 3.1. Figure 3.36 shows the variety of the transducer

designs that were purchased for the work. To observe the e�ect of near field length

the V110 and V109 probes were obtained. The C305 option was purchased for

comparison with the results obtained from the University of Strathclyde. Until

this point in the preliminary work it had not been possible to experiment with

the frequency e�ect of the transducer used, therefore, the lower frequency option

of the C305 probe was also purchased.

Table 3.1: Summary of Purchased Low Operating Temperature Ultrasound

Transducers.

Transducer

Name

Operating

Frequency (MHz)

Element

Diameter (mm)

Near Field

Length (mm)

Olympus C308 5 19 70.29

Olympus V110 5 10 19.47

Olympus V109 5 13 32.90

Olympus C305 2.5 19 35.14

Testing using the V109 and V110 transducers demonstrated the e�ect of

changing the element size on the results obtained during inspection. PE sheets

were produced in varying thicknesses using a hot plate, and their thickness

measured using a vernier. Conducting an A-Scan on the plates using the two

transducers, the results (Figure 3.37) indicate that increasing the element size

increases the size of the back wall echo of the PE sheet samples, with V109 (13

mm diameter) providing the largest amplitude of back wall echo. The V110

transducer (10 mm diameter) with a smaller element size produces more detail

regarding the thinner sample sizes though, making the echo peaks easier to

separate and measure.
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Figure 3.36: Image showing the selection of transducers purchased for the work.

Figure 3.37: Comparison of the e�ect of element diameter on the detail captured

from A-Scans through PE sheets of varying thickness. (A) is the results for the

V109 transducer and (B) is the results for the V110 transducer.
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Transducers with higher frequencies produce a higher resolution image, but do

not penetrate as well. Figure 3.38 shows the A-Scans obtained with two probes of

the same element diameter with two di�erent frequencies. At the C308 (5 MHz)

probe results show that the sound wave travels back and forth numerous times

through the material, creating multiple reflections. The initial bang hides the

thickness data of the thinner samples, due to the transducer continuing to ring for

a long period of time, covering the echos for the thinner plates. In comparison,

the C305 (2.5 MHz) probe shows distinct echos for the thinner samples. The

wave energy appears to be quickly attenuated though, meaning that the second

reflection amplitude is much smaller by comparison, especially for the thicker

samples.

Due to the higher sound energy of the C305 transducer, it was thought that

this would be a good choice for developing a waveguide system for use in

monitoring the RM process. PEEK has been explored as a waveguide material

for other processes, as it has a high operating temperature of >300 °C, making

it ideal for high temperature monitoring applications [151]. A 50 mm long

length of PEEK rod was used to separate the transducer from the PE sheets,

and the experiment was repeated. Figure 3.39 (A) shows the e�ect of adding

the delay line, extending the time until first echo is received from the end of the

PEEK rod, separating it from the ringing of the initial bang. As a result, in

Figure 3.39 (B), it can be seen that by separating the PE sheets from the

transducer face with the PEEK rod, more detail could be detected in the

thinner samples than was obtained initially in Figure 3.38 (A).
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Figure 3.38: Comparison of the frequency e�ect on the detail captured from A-

scans through PE sheets of varying thickness. (A) is the results for the C308

transducer, and (B) is the results for the C305 transducer.
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Figure 3.39: Graphs showing the e�ect of (A) using the C308 probe with a 50

mm long peek rod as a waveguide, and (B) a zoomed plot of the e�ect of polymer

plate thickness when using the peek rod.
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Although the initial trials using PEEK were successful, it was decided to

invest in a purpose built high temperature probe that could be placed directly

on the surface of the mould, meaning that coupling could be mechanically

maintained. This avoided the lengthy design and prototyping process required

to produce a custom designed PEEK wave guide, as in order to operate

e�ectively this may need to be acoustically optimised for the selected transducer

[142]. The high temperature probe, in comparison, had a pre-made mounting

system using a welded threaded and nuts to hold it in place. The Ionix

HotSense probe purchased, shown in Figure 3.36, had an element diameter of 10

mm and a frequency of 3.3 MHz. It was thought that this was a good balance

between the thin sample thickness performance of the V110 probe, but

providing a little less sound energy than the C308 probe. Further details

regarding the high temperature transducer are continued in Section 4.8.2.

3.3.2 In-Process Imaging System for Vacuum Foaming

After observing the early results during the development of the pressure chamber

for monitoring polymer melts in a pressurised environment, discussed in Section

3.2, it was thought that it would be possible to develop this technique further to

monitor the development of larger scale vacuum foamed mouldings. A group of

inserts were created to fit the electronically heated mould discussed previously

(Figure 3.21), replacing the original inserts designed for the creation of mouldings

at atmospheric pressure. The electronically heated mould had a channel around

the split line already for a high temperature seal to be added, which would be

necessary to be able to pull a vacuum inside the mould. The first insert, shown in

Figure 3.40, featured a glass viewing window, a mounting for a USB camera, and

a fibre optic light rod, providing episcopic illumination of the window. Much like

the pressure chamber (Section 3.2) and window mould (Section 3.1) discussed in

the development of previous methods, thermal expansion had to be considered

in the design, to prevent cracking of the glass window. The same components
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for the window attachment were taken from the pressure chamber design where

possible, allowing interchangeable components for ease of manufacture.

Figure 3.40: Images showing (A) the window insert created for monitoring the

industrial scale vacuum foaming process, and (B) the window insert illuminated

in the episcopic mode.

The second insert, shown in Figure 3.41, provided a fitting for the same

lighting rod to illuminate the inside of the mould, in a diascopic illumination

setup. This second insert also provided a thermocouple for monitoring the IAT

of the mould, and a pressure inlet/ outlet.
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Figure 3.41: Image showing the pressure insert used to provide the vacuum outlet

point, and demonstrating the diascopic illumination mode.

Figure 3.42 shows the inserts in place on the mould. Silicone seals were

placed around the inserts, providing sealing between them and the mould surface.

Additional details of the manufactured inserts are provided in Appendix A.

Figure 3.42: Image showing both the window and pressure inserts in place on the

electronically heated mould.
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During initial testing a number of issues were found. The first was that the

electronically heated mould did not seal in a number of places, meaning a vacuum

environment could not be created using the Leybold SCROLLVAC Plus vacuum

pump. To resolve this a high temperature moulding compound, usually used

for making cores in a moulding, was manually pressed around the mould flange

to provide seal. This material had to be replaced after every moulding though,

leading to long cycle times. The flow rate when a seal was achieved was very

low, as the slip-ring system on the robot only provided for an 8 mm diameter

air-line, taking several minutes to achieve a maximum vacuum pressure of -50

kPa. Heat transfer between the glass and aluminium body of the insert was also

poor, due to the large amount of metal and glass used in the design. This meant

that polymer would only adhere to the glass window, which was necessary to be

able to view the bubbles in the melt, if the whole insert was pre-heated to 150

°C on a hotplate prior to beginning the experiment. Finally, it was found that

the lighting performed best in the episcopic setup. In the diascopic illumination

setup, the light source and lighting rod was not intense enough to illuminate

the interior of the mould su�ciently. Interestingly, when the insert was not pre-

heated, a unique view inside the mould was obtained as the polymer tended to

pass over the glass surface without adhering. If the internal mould illumination

was improved, and the correct lens obtained, it could be possible use the same

device to monitor the polymer behaviour on the mould wall on the opposite side

to the camera insert under pressurised conditions. Figure 3.43 shows example

frames of a moulding being created under atmospheric pressure during the early

development of the vent inserts, demonstrating the view provided by the setup.

The quality of the images captured, due to the lack of background features,

meant that the image analysis process was achieved with ease in comparison

the pressure chamber frames (Section 3.2). It was also noted that if the image

analysis process could be automated in the future, it should be possible to provide

a feed-back loop to the robot, allowing the robot to automatically control the

vacuum pressure applied. This could mean the machine operator could input a
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specific average cell size for a moulding, while the robot automatically optimised

the parameters to achieve the desired settings, a level of control which cannot

be obtained when producing foams with CBAs. Further details regarding the

apparatus, the experimental procedure, and the experimental work conducted

using the inserts is continued in Section 4.8.3.

Figure 3.43: Images frames captured during initial development, demonstrating

the view provided by the episcopic illumination setup when producing a moulding.

3.3.3 Data Capture System

It was intended that the technology developed so far could be further advanced

for monitoring a live moulding using an electronically heated tool. For data

capture and real-time analysis purposes, a Dell industrial PC was mounted to

the frame of an electronically heated mould, as show in Figure 4.14. This PC

provided a number of advantages. Firstly, the PC could be powered by a 24

VDC supply, taken from an existing circuit on the robot. For safety the 240

VAC circuits are not powered unless the robot is in motion, the 24 VDC circuit
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is continuously powered though, allowing the machine operator to view the PC

even if a moulding is not being made. Secondly, using the PC opened up a

number of possibilities for potential sensors to be explored, as most modern

sensors use either USB, such as the camera used in the vent insert system for

vacuum foaming, or for a thermocouple logger. Additionally the PC provided

Ethernet connections, which were needed for the pulser-receiver used for driving

the high temperature ultrasound transducers, and for communication with the

light source to change illumination settings. The PC had a large SSD storage

drive, a suitable processor, a familiar operating system and software packages,

and on-board wireless connectivity. Through a wireless WiFi connection it was

possible to get real-time access (from anywhere in the world if necessary) to the

PC mounted on the mould, providing access to the data being captured by the

sensors. This setup also meant that familiar software packages, such as

LabVIEW, MATLAB, MIPAR, and ImageJ could be used for the interpretation

of results. Figure 3.44 illustrates the layout of the devices, and the system as

installed on the electronically heated mould.

To drive the ultrasound transducers, an LT2 pulser - receiver from Peak

NDT was purchased, as shown in Figure 3.45. Although more advanced than

necessary for the initial studies, the device provided scope for future expansion

with capabilities to drive up to 8 transducers in pulse-echo mode. The LT2

device was designed for industrial applications, with the capability to be

powered using a power-over-ethernet injector, making the connection to the

data capture system simpler. The LT2 system was also designed to be built into

custom applications, meaning the software and programming could be

specifically tailored in the future for the RM process. An example of the code

used to drive a probe in pulse-echo mode using the LT2 is provided in Appendix

B.
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Figure 3.44: Images showing (A) layout of the data capture system, (B) the frame

used to attach the data capture system to the electronically heated mould, and

(C) a view of the inside the cabinet showing the industrial PC.

Figure 3.45: Image of the LT2 pulser-receiver used to control the ultrasound

probes in the work.

A Schott ColdVision light source was purchased to drive the lighting system

for the inserts discussed in Section 4.8.3. The light source connected to an

example of a fibre optic ring light is shown in Figure 3.46. Similar to the PC,
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the light source ran on a 24 VDC power supply. The device also had an

Ethernet connection, allowing for the illumination settings such as light

intensity to be controlled remotely.

Figure 3.46: Image of the Schott ColdVision light source connected to a ring

light.

A Graphical User Interface was developed in LabVIEW to display the data,

and control the sensor devices such as the thermocouple logger, pulser-receiver,

and USB camera from one location. Sections of the LabVIEW environment were

based on programs that were provided by the device manufacturers, these were the

pulser-receiver interface provided by Peak NDT ltd, and the thermocouple logging

interface provided by PICO Technologies. In addition to controlling the sensors

and displaying the data, the Graphical User Interface also provided settings for

data logging. The developed interface is shown in Figure 3.47. A single TDMS

(Technical Data Management Streaming) file was produced by the LabVIEW

program, saving the temperature, pressure, and ultrasound data in an organised

manner. The images captured from the camera system were saved individually in

a separate folder. While developing the data capture system, it was thought that

it could be possible to use the data from the sensors to drive the moulding process

via a feed-back loop in the future. Further detail of the experimental programme,

apparatus, and methods used in further work making use of the instrumentation

technology and knowledge developed in this chapter are continued in Section 4.8.
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Chapter 4

Experimental: Materials,

Equipment & Methods

4.1 Experimental Plan

Following the method development work, a series of comprehensive studies were

conducted to identify the e�ect of process and material variables on the

development of foams under RM conditions. To create a polymer foam, a resin

and CBA was first selected. An assortment of polymer and CBA materials were

identified for study, and their thermal and physical characteristics analysed

using methods established from the literature. The foam observation method

discussed in Section 3.1 was then used to observe the e�ects of material and

processing variables on growing foam structures. A validity study was then

conducted to create foam mouldings using industrial scale equipment to

compare with the o�ine foam behaviour findings.

Sintering and densification are processes that any rotationally moulded

product must go through, starting life in either pellet or powder form. From the

literature it was identified that these processes were also important for the

optimisation of polymer foam structures. The pressure chamber method
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discussed in Section 3.2 was used to investigate how pressure, heating rate, and

powder particle size might be used to influence the speed of densification of

polymer melts. The conclusions from this study were then applied in the

manufacture of a series of industrial scale foam structures.

The same pressure chamber (Section 3.2) was also used to study how

sintering and densification could be used to create foam structures by vacuum;

encouraging what would usually be considered ‘poor’ sintering and densification

behaviour. A series of trials were subsequently attempted at a larger scale using

an electronically heated mould and a camera system discussed in Section 3.3.2.

Finally, using the same electronically heated mould, further studies were

completed to develop the knowledge obtained from the preliminary testing of

ultrasound technologies discussed in Section 3.3.1. This leads to a series of

mouldings being created where ultrasound is used monitor the polymer melt

changes of a moulding in real-time.

4.2 Materials

4.2.1 Polymer Resins

The most commonly used material in the RM industry in reported to be PE, as

it flows easily when in a melt form [164]. The rheological properties of polymer

resins are known to have an e�ect on the foam structure developed during

expansion, and materials that sinter well are thought to provide the most

optimal foaming performance [22]. Most RM grades of PE have an MFI in the

range of 2-8 g/ 10 minutes to ensure adequate densification [164]. As a result,

many of the past foam studies report using materials that fall within the same

range [66, 67, 77, 87]. A number of PE powders were investigated in the work,

and Table 4.1 outlines the main properties of the resins selected. To represent a

typical RM grade of material that would be widely available in an industrial

manufacturing setting, PE-1 was used.

In order to further explore the e�ects of polymer rheology in the creation of
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foam structures, PE-2 - PE-6 were used. These materials all came from the

same LDPE product range, and were available in a wide range of the MFI

options, covering the processing windows common for most polymer

manufacturing processes. In injection moulding, where the polymer must flow

easily to fill a cavity, typical MFI’s are reported to be 1-6 g/ 10 minutes [165].

For more specialised applications, such as mouldings for the medical industry,

materials with an extremely high MFI can be found, which is reflected with

PE-2 and PE-3. As these materials are LDPE, PE-4 represents the LDPE RM

grade of material, for comparison with PE-1. In contrast, in extrusion polymers

must have su�cient strength to prevent sag, MFI’s are reported to be 0.1 - 2 g/

10 minutes [165]. PE-5 and PE-6 were therefore selected to reflect materials

typically used in this process. PE-2 - PE-6 were supplied in pellet form, and

were cryogenically ground using a Wedco Grinder prior to moulding. For

simplicity, when referring to a particular resin its acronym will be used. The

material specification sheets for all the resins used are provided in Appendix B.
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4.2.2 Chemical Blowing Agents

A collection of CBAs were analysed in the early work, exploring the thermal

characteristics of a range of commercially available CBAs employed by previous

researchers’ work (Summarised in Table 2.5). Emami et al claimed that GEN-OB

provided the best foam structures in their studies [87]. In agreement, during the

development of the rapid foam growth test method (Section 3.1), it was identified

that GEN-OB usually out-performed any other other CBA tested for comparison

purposes. Therefore, this became the main CBA used for the majority of the

studies conducted. The datasheet for GEN-OB is provided in Appendix B. Table

4.2 summarises the properties of the CBAs used in the work. For simplicity, when

referring to a particular CBA its acronym will be used.
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4.3 Polymer Resin Characterisation Methods

4.3.1 Di�erential Scanning Calorimetry

The thermal behaviour of polymer materials is commonly assessed in RFM

literature by DSC [67, 71, 77, 126]. For this purpose, a Perkin-Elmer DSC-6 was

used. DSC is defined as a method of measuring the change of the di�erence in

heat flow rate between a sample compared to a reference sample, under

controlled temperature conditions. The DSC method is capable of measuring

the thermal transitions of a material, by converting the temperature di�erence

between the pans (Equation 4.1) to an energy per unit mass value. This value

can be associated with a phase transition of a material during the experiment

(e.g. the energy per unit mass required to melt a solid material to a liquid).

Samples of 10 mg +/-1 mg of each polymer were placed into a sealed

aluminium pan and heated in a continuous nitrogen purge at 10 °C/ min

(representing a standard RM heating rate) to 200 °C where it was held

isothermally for two minutes, before being cooled at 10 °C/ min to 70 °C.

Figure 4.1 shows a schematic of the method.

�T = Ts ≠ Tr (4.1)

where �T = total temperature change, Ts = temperature of sample pan, and

Tr = temperature of reference pan.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the DSC method.

4.3.2 Resin Particle Size Analysis and Separation

Polymers used in the work were received in either powder, or pellet form, to

be ground in an additional step. Once ground, all the powders have di�erent

particle size distributions associated with them. Particle size analysis is a common

technique used in RM to quantify the particle size distribution, providing data

to enable the comparison of one powder with another [85].

Particle size analysis was conducted using a Retsch AS200 Sieve Shaker, as

shown in Figure 4.2. Seven sieve pans were mounted vertically in descending

order of mesh size. The sieve sizes ranged from 600 microns (mesh No. 30) to 90

microns (mesh No. 170). A collection pan was placed at the bottom of the stack

for any particles that were smaller than the last pan mesh size. In accordance

with ASTM D 1921, the weight of each empty pan was first recorded using a

balance. 50 g of material was weighed out and transferred to the pan at the top

of the stack. The stack was then covered and placed on the sieve shaker for 10

mins at an amplitude of 2 mm. At the end of the cycle, the pans were separated,

weighed, and the tare weight subtracted from the total.
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Figure 4.2: Retsch AS200 Sieve Shaker.

In some experiments it was necessary to obtain powder particles of a similar

size. The Retsch AS200 Sieve Shaker was again used to achieve these narrower

resin particle size distributions, adapting a technique that has been discussed

by previous authors [74, 132]. Sieving was performed for 30 minutes at 2 mm

amplitude using 300 g of powder for each batch to avoid blinding the sieves. The

material from each tray was separated into individual sealed bags between each

run to prevent cross contamination. This yielded the controlled resin particle

sizes set out in Table 4.3 for analysis:
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Table 4.3: Sieve Pan Sizes Available.

Sieve Pan Number Sieve Pan Size

1 <600 µm

2 >500 µm <600 µm

3 >425 µm <500 µm

4 >300 µm <425 µm

5 >212 µm <300 µm

6 >106 µm <212 µm

7 >90 µm <106 µm

8 <90 µm

4.3.3 Resin Bulk Density

The bulk density of a resin powder is defined as the weight of powder that is

held in a given volume without packing [169]. The test consists of a cylindrical

cup with a volume of 100 +/- 0.5 cm3, which is placed below a funnel, as shown

in Figure 4.3. A 100 g sample of resin in powder form was first poured into

the funnel, which was sealed at the bottom end with a flat plate to prevent

the powder from exiting the funnel. To start the test the flat plate was opened

quickly, allowing the material to freely flow into the cup below. The excess of

material was removed from the top of the cup using a ruler, and the material in

the cup was weighed. The bulk density was calculated as the weight in grams of

1 cm3 of the material.
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Figure 4.3: Bulk density test apparatus.

4.3.4 Resin Rheology

As indicated in Sections 2.4.2, 2.4.3, and 2.4.4, rheology plays an important role

in the foaming process as the polymer is deformed and displaced as bubbles form

and grow. The speed and ease of bubble growth is related to the melt properties

of the polymer. Rheometry is a method used by a number of authors to study

the melt behaviour of polymers used in RFM during deformation [22, 74, 77, 83],

and more widely on the role of rheology in sintering and densification [62, 63, 79].

Strain sweeps were performed in a stepped viscosity test measured over the

range of 0.01–100 1/ s using a TA Instruments ARG2 parallel plate rheometer.

This allowed comparisons to be made between the resins at a near zero shear

rate, which is typical of the RM process [82]. Zero-shear viscosity values for

the resins were extrapolated from the data using the Cross Model. The sample

plate diameter was 25 mm and the gap between plates was set to 1 mm. Disc

test samples having the same diameter as the rheometer plates were produced
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by compression moulding. The viscoelastic properties of the polymer resins, the

storage modulus (G’), and the loss modulus (G�), were also measured over the

range of 0.1–500 rad/ s using the same equipment in dynamic oscillatory mode.

All studies were conducted at a temperature of 190 °C.

4.4 Chemical Blowing Agent Characterisation

Methods

4.4.1 Di�erential Scanning Calorimetry

The thermal characteristics of each CBA were analysed using the DSC technique

already mentioned in Section 4.3.1. DSC is typically used when studying CBAs

used in RFM to understand the notable thermal reference points, such as the

onset temperature for the decomposition of the material [67, 71, 75, 84, 92]. DSC

is also able to identify whether the CBA is endothermic or exothermically reacting

by analysing the heat flow during the experiment. Samples of 10 mg +/- 1 mg of

each CBA were sealed in an aluminium pan and pierced to prevent pan rupture.

The pan was heated from 30 °C to 250 °C at a rate of 10 °C/ min (representing

a standard RM heating rate) in a 20 mL/ min stream of nitrogen. In a further

second study, observing the e�ect of a reduced heating rate, the samples were

heated from 30 °C to 250 °C at a rate of 0.5 °C/ min.

4.4.2 Thermogravimetric Analysis

The decomposition temperature on its own is not a good predictor for the

performance of a CBA, as it provides no information regarding the rate of

decomposition. The decomposition rate of two CBAs with a similar

decomposition temperature can be di�erent. The rate of decomposition is

claimed to be important, as a low decomposition rate can cause uneven growth

of cells and lead to a poor foam structure due to cell coarsening [22, 46]. TGA

was used to study the thermal stability of the CBAs, a method used by previous
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researchers in RFM literature too [22, 67, 84]. Approximately 10 mg of CBA

was placed onto a microbalance and heated from 40 °C to 300 °C at a rate of 10

°C/ min (representing a standard RM heating rate). A stream of nitrogen gas

was used for purging. The weight of the sample pan was recorded as a function

of temperature.

4.4.3 Analysis of Chemical Blowing Agent Gas Yield by

Stoichiometry

Ruiz et al demonstrated that it was possible to observe the evolution of the total

quantity of moles of created gas from the stoichiometry of the decomposition

reactions of sodium bicarbonate and citric acid [118]. The same technique was

adapted for the exothermic CBAs in the work, to identify their respective gas

yield from the TGA results obtained in Section 4.4.2. Using the datasheet for each

material, the CBAs fell into two chemical composition categories, either OBSH

(CEL-OT [87], GEN-OB [166], TRA-120 [168], TRA-160 [166]) or AZ (CEL-130

[167]), each with their own respective gas composition after decomposition as

detailed in Figures 4.4 [170] and 4.5 [171].

Figure 4.4: Decomposition reactions for OBSH re-produced from [170].
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Figure 4.5: Decomposition reactions for AZ re-produced from [171].

To obtain the evolution of the number of moles of gas per g of CBA generated

during the decomposition reactions from the TGA data the following process was

followed:

1. The percentage weight loss was calculated using Equation 4.2, Initial

sample mass was 10mg in the work (Section 4.4.2.

Percentage Weight Loss = Initial Sample Mass

F inal Sample Mass
◊ 100 (4.2)

2. The weight of the decomposed element of the sample in g was found using

Equation 4.3. The initial mass was assumed to be 1 g.

Decomposed Sample Mass = 1 ≠ Percentage Weight Loss

Initial Sample Mass
(4.3)
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3. The number of moles of the gas components produced during decomposition

was calculated using Equation 4.4:

Moles of Decomposed Sample = Decomposed Sample Mass

Relative Formula Massú (4.4)

úFor OBSH C12H14N4O5S2 RFM = 358.4 g/ mol

úFor AZ C2H4O2N4 RFM = 116.08 g/ mol

4. The stochiometric equations were used to calculate the moles of gas

produced from the moles of decomposed sample. The molar ratio of the

reactants to products was taken from Figures 4.4 and 4.5, assuming that

the 1st and 2nd reactions are most dominant in both cases. Therefore:

1 mole of OBSH decomposes to produce 2 moles of N2 and 2 moles of

H2O.

2 moles of AZ decomposes to produce 1 mole of N2, 1 mole of NH3, and 2

moles of HNCO.

5. To find the gas yield in mL/ g for comparison with the data provided on

the material specification sheets Equation 4.5 was used. Using the ideal

gas law, the CBA gas yield was converted from mols/ g to mL/ g per 1 g

of CBA using the data at 300 °C. Values for Standard Temperature and

Pressure conditions were used for comparison with the datasheet values:

Gas Y ield = ÷ ◊ R ◊ T

P
◊ 1000 (4.5)

where ÷ = gas yield in mols per 1 g of CBA, R = Ideal Gas Constant, T =

temperature, and P = pressure.
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4.5 Foam Characterisation Methods

4.5.1 Foam Density

Density analysis is a common method for accessing the quality of a foam, allowing

comparison between machine settings for example [67, 74, 75, 91, 92, 94]. The

density of foam samples manufactured in the work was determined using the

immersion method, as adapted from BS EN ISO 1183-1:2019. Samples were

produced in a convenient size to ensure clearance between the sample and the

vessel, ensuring a minimum mass of at least 1g. The sample cutting methods are

described in Sections 4.6 and 4.8.1. Specimens were weighed to the nearest 0.1

mg. The temperature of the water was recorded initially, and then monitored

at regular intervals. Samples were immersed in the water and visibly checked

for large entrapment of air bubbles during testing to avoid introducing significant

errors. The density of the foam, fls, in grams per cubic centimetre, was calculated

using Equation 4.6.

fls = msA ◊ flIL

msA ≠ msIL
(4.6)

Where:

msA mass of specimen in air, in g;

msIL mass of the specimen in the immersion liquid, in g;

flIL density of the immersion liquid at the recorded temperature, in g/cm3.

4.5.2 Cell Density

The cell density of the foam samples was analysed by adapting BS EN 15702:2008.

Samples were cut using a sharp blade, forming samples of roughly 20 mm square,

such that the plane surface was large enough to accommodate a counting glass. A

magnifying device (of su�cient power to allow identification of each cell), shown in
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Figure 4.6 with a scale, capable of measuring a length of 10 mm was used. Images

of the cross-sections were captured using a camera mounted on a tripod above the

magnifying glass, enabling the image to be zoomed, calibrated with the scale on

the magnifying device, and digitally marked to ease the cell counting process. In

addition, a flat LED light panel was used behind the sample, providing a higher

contrast of the the cell walls in the images. To the same e�ect, the surface of the

samples was coloured with a yellow paint marker, providing greater clarity of the

cells in the image. The number of cells was counted along two edges of the 10 x

10 mm square, and multiplied together to obtain a prediction for the number of

cells in 100 mm2.

Figure 4.6: Foam cell counting tool.

4.5.3 Cell Diameter

Using the same images captured for the Cell Density test (Section 4.5.2), the

average diameter of the samples was obtained. The cells were measured in the

same 10 x 10 mm square placed over the sample using ImageJ. The scale on the

magnifying glass was used to calibrate the measurement of the cell sizes in each
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image. A basic thresholding was applied to the images in ImageJ. The analyse

particles tool was then used to identify features with a circularity between 0.3

and 1, and with a minimum size 0.02 mm2. ImageJ then analysed all the images

in a set, and output the average diameter for each image.

4.6 Polymer Foam Development Observations

4.6.1 Experimental Procedure

Following the development work completed in Section 3.1, a formal experimental

procedure was established to ensure all experiments were conducted in the same

way. Figure 4.7 illustrates the final equipment arrangement established from the

development work. A digitally controlled hot plate was used to maintain the

temperature of a glass beaker containing high-temperature silicone oil, providing

control over the heating rate. The oil bath was allowed time to stabilise before

beginning the experiment. Test tubes were used as a mould and were coated with

a mould release agent on all surfaces, to enable de-moulding. A 5 g shot weight

of each prepared mixture was used in all studies.

The experiment consisted of four significant steps: sample preparation,

insertion into oil, removal from oil, and sample cooling. Figure 4.8 shows the

steps involved and the state of the foam sample at each stage of the experiment.

At the start of each run, the prepared test tube containing the resin/CBA

mixture was lowered into the oil bath at the predetermined temperature.

K-type sheathed thermocouples, and a temperature data logger were used to

continually monitor the temperature of the polymer melt and oil during the

process. The boiling tube was removed from the heating oil bath at the

predetermined temperature +/- 2 °C and moved to cool at ambient room

conditions until reaching 70 °C, or moved to another oil bath at a lower

temperature to control the cooling rate.
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Figure 4.7: Boiling tube experimental apparatus.

Figure 4.8: Boiling tube experimental steps.
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As discussed in Section 2.4.1, adequate mixing of the CBA and resin has

been claimed by previous researchers as an important factor in ensuring uniform

foam development. As foamed mouldings are not usually part of a large

production run in industry, many moulders will mix polymer and CBAs by

manual agitation in a container, i.e. a bag or bucket. For larger production

runs, mixing equipment known as turbo-blenders might be used, providing

greater e�ciency over the mixing of the powders. The drawback of using

turbo-blenders, however, is the large quantities of powder required. Due to the

size of the samples in the experiment it was decided that mixtures of polymer

resin and CBA would be prepared using a Rondol Centrifugal Blender, a small

batch mixer. The blender was thought to be an appropriate compromise

between the in-e�cient manual process, without the large quantities of powder

necessary for full scale blending equipment. Material was prepared according to

the experimental programme provided in Section 4.6.2. The polymer was sieved

prior to blending, when necessary, according to the experimental programme

using the procedure outlined in Section 4.3.2. Weighing of the samples for

blending was completed using a balance accurate to +/- 0.01 g. 20 g material

mixed as ratio of CBA to polymer. The blender was used at 1500 RPM for 5

minutes for each sample.

Image Capture & Analysis

A Nikon D3200 digital camera was used to capture images of the foam in the

test tube during experimentation. A Nikon DX VR AF-S Nikkor 18-55 mm 1:35-

5.6 G II lens was attached to the camera. A steel rule suspended from a retort

stand was used to calibrate the scale of each image when conducting digital image

analysis at a later stage. A rate of one frame per 20 seconds was found to be

su�cient to capture the sample height behaviour changes in the experiment. A

Schott ColdVision light source connected to fibre optic light panels were used to

evenly illuminate the experiment. A green plastic screen was used to cover the

background of the sample in the images captured.
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MIPAR image analysis software was used for the extraction of transient height

change data. MIPAR uses recipes to establish the ROI in an image for analysis.

Figure 4.9 shows a breakdown of the image analysis process. The crop tool is first

used to reduce the image to only the ROI. Due to the complexity of the images,

colour segmentation tools were found to be the most useful for extracting the data

from the image, establishing the white shades in the foam to separate them from

the other background colours of the image. The two segmentations could then

be used to select the white foam region when performing the thresholding of the

foam sample. The measure tool was then used to place a bounding box around

the ROI and extract the length of the long axis of the box, providing a single

measurement of foam height change. Once setup, the recipe could be applied to

a set of frames to obtain results for each time interval in a set of results.
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Figure 4.9: Image showing a step-by-step breakdown of the MIPAR recipe used

to analyse the change in foam height from the frames captured during the

experiment.
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Sample Cross-Sectioning

Once de-moulded, the samples were cross-sectioned to conduct visual observations

and to conduct density measurements. The region from which samples were taken

was selected during the initial development work, discussed in Section 3.1. Figure

4.10 shows the cross-sectioning layout. A fine toothed saw and a simple jig was

used to cross-section the samples. Once prepared, the foam cross-sections were

characterised using the methods described in Section 4.5.

Figure 4.10: Layout and dimensions of foam sample cross-sections.

4.6.2 Experimental Programme

As the experimental variability was largely dependent on operator skill, after

the completing the development process and ensuring all other variables were as

controlled as could be, a variability study was conducted. This study used process

and material settings that were found to perform well during the development

stages of the work, repeating the same foam structure ten times under identical

conditions. Table 4.4 sets out the variables and settings used in this study.
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The influence of processing and material parameters were studied to

understand their impact on the development behaviour of polymer foam

structures. From the literature a number of variables were identified that were

claimed to have an e�ect on the foam structure developed. From these

variables, a series of experiments were conducted changing only one variable at

a time to identify its e�ect. The processing parameters studied included

maximum sample temperature, heating and cooling rates, and mould

pressurisation. The material parameters included CBA type and concentration,

polymer particle size, and polymer viscosity. The studies were conducted using

the values originally used in the variability study (Table 4.4) as a set of central

fixed values. From the centrally fixed conditions a single variable was selected

and controlled at a time. For example to study the e�ect of heating rate the oil

temperature was changed, adjusting above and below the 180 °C value, while all

other variables remained at the central settings. Table 4.5 provides the levels

applied to each individual variable in the studies.
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Table 4.6: DOE Variable Level Settings.

Factor
Level

-1 0 1

Polymer Particle Size (µm) 106 300 500

CBA Concentration (wt%) 1 4 7

Maximum Sample Temperature (°C) 170 175 180

The DOE technique was identified in the literature as a useful technique for

the advanced study of foam behaviour, cutting the number of experimental runs

needed, and providing information on multi-factor interactions. The technique

was applied in a first attempt to understand if interactions between variables

can be detected. A multiple variable study was conducted with GEN-OB using

variables that showed large responses in the one-variable-at-a-time study. The

three variables studied (polymer particle size, CBA concentration, and maximum

sample temperature) and the corresponding three level settings (-1, 0, 1) are

described in Table 4.6. As results of this type had not been presented before,

the levels in the study were selected to cause a large measurable response in

the results, aiding the interpreting the results, and hence were not expected to

create optimal foam structures. For simplicity of result analysis a full factorial

experiment was conducted whereby all factors at all levels were studied, creating

a 27 run study. The levels applied to each factor in each experimental run is set

out in Table 4.7. All experiments were completed in random order.
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Table 4.7: DOE Experimental Run Factors and Levels.

Run
Particle

Size

CBA

Concentration

Maximum Sample

Temperature

1 -1 -1 -1

2 0 -1 -1

3 1 -1 -1

4 -1 0 -1

5 0 0 -1

6 1 0 -1

7 -1 1 -1

8 0 1 -1

9 1 1 -1

10 -1 -1 0

11 0 -1 0

12 1 -1 0

13 -1 0 0

14 0 0 0

15 1 0 0

16 -1 1 0

17 0 1 0

18 1 1 0

19 -1 -1 1

20 0 -1 1

21 1 -1 1

22 -1 0 1

23 0 0 1

24 1 0 1

25 -1 1 1

26 0 1 1

27 1 1 1
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4.7 Sintering & Densification Studies

A schematic of the final apparatus used for studies relating to sintering and

densification behaviour under pressure, established from the development work

discussed in Section 3.2, is provided in Figure 4.11. Heat was provided by a

digitally controlled hot plate placed below the pressure chamber. A K-type

thermocouple was inserted through the lid of the chamber. This was used to

measure the temperature of the base within the chamber, which used as the

control parameter for pressure application where necessary. A USB

thermocouple data logger was used to regularly capture the temperature data

during the experiment.

Figure 4.11: Vacuum foam experimental apparatus.

After conducting the literature review, and completing some initial studies,

it was decided that vacuum was a safer option than using positive mould

pressurisation. Therefore, positive pressures were not studied beyond the

preliminary development work. The Leybold SCROLLVAC Plus vacuum pump

was connected to a pressure regulator, providing control over the pressure in the

chamber. The regulator was connected to the pressure chamber by a 6 mm

nylon airline, and push-fit pneumatic connectors through the lid. A second port

on the lid of the pressure chamber was used to connect to a vacuum gauge,
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which was used in conjunction with the pressure regulator to ensure the

chamber pressure was correctly set.

Polymer samples were prepared on a thin glass microscope slides, which were

painted with a silver high temperature paint on the back surface (discussed in

Section 3.2). The behaviour of the polymer melt in each trial was recorded using

a FLIR BlackFLY USB camera fitted with a Computar MLH-10X F5.6 10X

zoom C-Mount lens. The camera was held above the pressure chamber looking

through the glass viewing window in the lid of the pressure chamber. Images

were captured at a rate of one frame every ten seconds. In all trials the camera

was focused on the centre of the polymer melt. A SCHOTT light ring attached

to the camera lens was used to illuminate the polymer sample inside the pressure

chamber. A light di�using filter was placed over the light ring to reduce the

intensity of reflections in the captured images. The light ring was connected to a

Schott ColdVision light source.

To replicate the thermal environment of the RM cycle, samples were heated

under non-isothermal conditions. The samples were placed into the pressure

chamber at room temperature. The pressure chamber was then heated up using

the hot plate temperature settings established in the experimental programmes

(Sections 4.7.1 and 4.7.2). The timing of the vacuum application was based on

the chamber base temperature, which was established along with the maximum

pressure in the experimental programme. The powder used in the trials was used

as received, or after particle sieving as described previously in Section 4.3.2, in

accordance with the experimental programmes.

ImageJ was used to analyse the images and a calibration tool used prior to

beginning the experiment. The calibration tool (a USA01040 PS1-Stage Mic) is

shown in Figure 4.12. The tool had a 10 mm: 0.1 mm scale bar etched on it,

allowing for the conversion of pixels in the images captured to a length

measurement. As the images captured were optimised for thresholding, the

process of image analysis was made much simpler, simply requiring the ImageJ

basic thresholding holding tool to be applied. ImageJ automatically analysed
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the images once the thresholding was applied, provided results such as the

bubble area, which could be used to show the global e�ects on bubble size for

example. In a small number of cases the cell density was required instead. In

these cases the bubbles were manually counted in a single frame measuring 50

mm2 area.

Figure 4.12: Calibration tool used to define the ratio of pixels to length in the

frames captured.

4.7.1 Experimental Programme for Studying

Densification Under Vacuum Conditions

The e�ect of heating rate on the densification behaviour was explored first of all,

as this would be a logical first choice for a moulder, who might begin by simply

increase or decrease the oven temperature to optimise a foam structure. The

quality of the grinding is known to have an e�ect on the size of bubbles formed

during sintering, therefore, the e�ect of polymer particle size is also compared [81].

Table 4.8 shows the variable settings at a low hot plate temperature, representing

a low heating rate e�ect, with changing polymer particle size. For comparison,
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the same experiment is repeated at a higher hot plate temperature (Table 4.9),

representing a higher heating rate.

Table 4.8: Settings for E�ect of Particle Size at a Low Heating Rate.

Variable Level

Hot plate Temperature (°C) 200

Polymer Resin PE-1

Particle Size (µm) >500 <600, >300 <425, >106 <212

Vacuum Pressure (kPa) Atmospheric

Table 4.9: Settings for E�ect of Particle Size at a High Heating Rate.

Variable Level

Hot plate Temperature (°C) 250

Polymer Resin PE-1

Particle Size (µm) >500 <600, >300 <425, >106 <212

Vacuum Pressure (kPa) Atmospheric

Economically it was thought to be cheaper to grind a coarse particle size.

From the literature it is claimed that a course particle size will result in a non-

optimal foam structure though [22]. As a result, an investigation was conducted

to see if vacuum pressure could be used to optimised the densification behaviour

of a coarsely ground polymer. A low heating rate is also said to be important for

optimal foaming, ensuring that the foam expands uniformly by avoiding a steep

temperature gradient through the melt [45]. The lower hot plate temperature

was therefore used in the study. A vacuum was pulled at the start of the hot

plate being turned on, and the pressure returned back to atmospheric pressure

when the base temperature reached 130 °C, which was just above the melting

point for PE-1. Table 4.10 summarises the settings used in the study.
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Table 4.10: Settings for E�ect of Pressure on a Course Particle Size and a Low

Heating Rate.

Variable Level

Hot plate Temperature (°C) 250

Polymer Resin PE-1

Particle Size (µm) >300 <425

Vacuum Pressure (kPa) Atmospheric, -25, -50, -75

4.7.2 Experimental Programme for Studying Vacuum

Foaming Behaviour

The vacuum foaming technique is predominately controlled by the entrapped air

within the polymer melt. Therefore, it was hoped that by reverse engineering

the previous findings of studies relating to sintering and densification, it would

be possible to quickly establish properties that would encourage the entrapment

of many small uniform sized bubbles within the polymer melt [81]. Based on the

previous studies, a number of variables were identified for further study, including

polymer particle size, heating rate, polymer viscosity, and vacuum pressure. For

time e�ciency it was decided to apply the vacuum during heating, unlike Werner

et al who applied the vacuum during cooling [119]. The vacuum was manually

applied when the chamber bed temperature reached 130 °C, which was known to

be just after the melting point of the materials used. At the same time as the

vacuum being applied, the hot plate was turned o� to begin the cooling stage.

The studies began with using a low hot plate temperature setting, which was

found to be suitable from a previous studies (Section 4.7.1) for providing a cell

density. An initial study was conducted to analyse the e�ect of vacuum pressure

on a standard RM grade of material. The variables for this study are presented

in Table 4.11. From this study an optimal value of vacuum pressure (-55 kPa)

was selected for the rest of the studies.
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Table 4.11: E�ect of Vacuum Pressure on Bubble Size.

Variable Level

Hot plate Temperature (°C) 200

Polymer Resin PE-1

Particle Size (µm) Natural

Vacuum Pressure (kPa) Atmospheric, -25, -50, -75

The e�ect of the polymer particle size was studied at a fixed vacuum pressure,

as set out in Table 4.12. The e�ect of polymer MFI was also studied using the

series of resins presented in Table 4.13.

Table 4.12: E�ect of Particle Size on Bubble Size.

Variable Level

Hot plate Temperature (°C) 200

Polymer Resin PE-1

Particle Size (µm)

>500 <600, >425 <500,

>300 <425, >212 <300,

>106 <212, >90 <106

Vacuum Pressure (kPa) -55

Table 4.13: E�ect of MFI on Bubble Size.

Variable Level

Hot plate Temperature (°C) 200

Polymer Resin PE-2, PE-3, PE-5, PE-6

Particle Size (µm) Natural

Vacuum Pressure (kPa) -55

At this time, it was felt that the heating rate might be incorrectly set,

allowing the polymer too much time to sinter and densify. An experiment was
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conducted using PE-2, which had a high MFI and subsequently was challenging

to prevent densification from progressing too quickly. Using the high MFI

material it was thought that a higher heating rate would be beneficial, giving

less time for densification to occur. The settings for this study are established in

Table 4.14. The same experiment was then repeated with the lower MFI PE-1

material too, as set out in Table 4.15.

Table 4.14: E�ect of Heating Rate on High MFI Bubble Size.

Variable Level

Hot plate Temperature (°C) 220, 320

Polymer Resin PE-2

Particle Size (µm) >106 <212

Vacuum Pressure (kPa) -55

Table 4.15: E�ect of Heating Rate on Low MFI Bubble Size.

Variable Level

Hot plate Temperature (°C) 220, 320

Polymer Resin PE-1

Particle Size (µm) >106 <212

Vacuum Pressure (kPa) -55

A final vacuum foam sample was produced using the optimum settings

identified from the previous studies. The settings for this study are detailed in

Table 4.16.
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Table 4.16: E�ect of Particle Size Mixing on Bubble Size.

Variable Level

Hot plate Temperature (°C) 320

Polymer Resin PE-1

Particle Size (µm) >90 <106

Vacuum Pressure (kPa) -55

4.8 Industrial Validation of Results

4.8.1 Conventional Rotational Foam Moulding Trials

A Ferry Rotospeed 1600 carousel-type biaxial two arm machine (Figure 2.7) was

used to manufacture a series of mouldings for comparison with the test tube foam

results (Section 4.6.2). A variation study was conducted first using variables and

settings representative of those previously studied in the test tube study as far as

possible. As each moulding used 100 g of material, large amounts of powder were

required. It was decided to compare the variation of four mouldings where the

particle size was controlled (at the same setting as the test tube foam variability

study), with four mouldings using the natural powder. Following this a series of

studies investigating the e�ect of polymer particle size, CBA concentration, resin

MFI, and oven temperature were conducted. Table 4.17 shows the variables and

settings used for all of the validation studies conducted.

A multi-part bottle shaped mould, shown in Figure 4.13, was used to create

multiple foamed structures in one cycle. The rotational speed ratio was set to 8

rpm: 2 rpm. The oven temperature was established for each cycle based on Table

4.17. A Datapaq device was used to monitor the oven and air temperature inside

the mould throughout the moulding cycle. K-type exposed thermocouples were

used in four of the moulds, and the temperature data was wirelessly transmitted to

a receiver located external to the RM machine. All the mouldings used GEN-OB.

The materials were prepared using a Thermo Scientific Pilot 3 High Speed Mixer
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at 1000 rpm for 5 mins in batches of 600 g, where multiple studies used the same

material settings. Where this was not possible, such as the CBA concentration

study, each moulding was individually mixed by manual agitation in a bag for 5

minutes. The peak IAT was maintained at 170 °C for all mouldings, 10 °C above

the decomposition temperature for GEN-OB, before being cooled to 70 °C by

forced air cooling, followed by de-moulding.

Figure 4.13: Images showing (A) multiple bottle mould tool installed on the

straight arm of the Ferry Rotospeed 1600 machine, and (B) detail view of the

bottle mould shape.
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4.8.2 Monitoring Mouldings using Electronically Heated

Tooling with Ultrasound

A series of trials were completed using an AMS Robotics RoboMould machine

fitted with the data capture system discussed in Section 3.3.3. A cast aluminium

mould (Figure 4.14), representative of a fuel tank for a car was used in all trials.

The heating cycle on the machine was achieved via electronic heating elements

embedded within the wall of the mould, instead of placing the mould into an

oven. A set of room temperature tests were completed first to help optimise the

programme driving the ultrasound transducer, based on the lessons learnt during

the initial method development stage (Section 3.3.1).

Once optimised, single skin mouldings were completed using 1 and 2 kg shot

weights of PE-1 to investigate if the ultrasonic technique could be used to detect

thickness changes during the moulding. A foamed moulding was also created

using 2 kg of PE-1 with a CBA concentration of 3 wt% GEN-OB. A-Scan data

was captured every 30 seconds by the LabVIEW programme and saved to a

TDMS file (Section 3.3.3). The mould was heated evenly in all zones at a rate

of 10 °C/ min to a maximum mould temperature of 250 °C, representative of a

standard RM cycle. The mouldings reached a PIAT of 220 °C in all cases. The

final program used to send and receive data too and from the LT2 pulser-receiver

is included in Appendix B.

4.8.3 Studies of Vacuum Foaming using Electronically

Heated Tooling

Vacuum foamed mouldings were also produced using the AMS Robotics

RoboMould machine fitted with the data capture system discussed in Section

3.3.3. The mould was manufactured with a channel for a seal around it’s

split-line. A seal was fitted, but due to warpage or poor machining this was not

su�cient to create a vacuum. A high temperature mouldable compound was

pressed onto the split-line to create a seal in some locations. This compound
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was changed between each moulding, as it formed a hard skin, preventing

sealing on the next run. The mould inserts, discussed in Section 3.3.2, were

attached to the mould to monitor the behaviour of the polymer melt during the

production of the mouldings. The insert featuring a window was pre-heated on

a hot-plate to 150 °C prior to starting each moulding for 15 minutes. 2 kg of

PE-1 was used for each moulding. Three mouldings were produced at

atmospheric pressure along with -25 kPa, and -50 kPa vacuum pressures. The

vacuum was applied at the start of the cooling cycle, at approximately 200 °C.

The mould was heated evenly in all zones at a rate of 10 °C/ min to a

maximum mould temperature of 250 °C, representative of a standard RM cycle.

The mouldings had to reach a PIAT of 210 °C in all cases to ensure the polymer

on the glass window was fully molten.

Images were automatically captured using a FLIR BlackFLY USB camera

with a Computar MLH-10X F5.6 10X zoom C-Mount lens at a rate of 1 frame

every 10 seconds. A Schott ColdVision light source was used to illuminate the

window of the insert using a fibre-optic light guide. A calibration tool, shown

in Figure 4.12, was used for the conversion of pixels in the images captured to a

length measurement. The tool had a 10 mm: 0.1 mm scale bar etched on it. As

the images captured had very few imperfections due to the lack of background,

automatic thresholding could be used. The ImageJ basic thresholding holding

tool was applied automatically to analyse the images in a single run. Once the

thresholding was applied, results such as the bubble area could be obtained, which

could be used to show the global e�ects of vacuum pressure on bubble size for

example.
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Figure 4.14: Image showing the fuel tank mould during de-moulding.
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Chapter 5

Results

A study of the thermal and physical characteristics of the selected resins and

CBAs was completed initially to narrow down the choice of materials and

investigate how they might be combined and manufactured into foam

structures. The sintering and densification behaviour of the PE-1 was then

explored using the method developed in Section 3.2. The rapid foam

observation method developed in Section 3.1 was used to analyse material

combinations and process setting e�ects on the developed foam structures. For

comparison, foam mouldings were produced using industrial scale moulding

equipment based upon the findings from the rapid foam observation method to

validate the results. An exploration of process and material e�ects upon foam

structures created using the vacuum foaming technique was conducted by the

method developed in Section 3.2. Industrial scale mouldings were then

produced using the vacuum foaming technique, making use of the visual

imaging system developed in Section 3.3.2. Finally, a series of mouldings were

created and simultaneously monitored using the ultrasound inspection

technique developed in Section 3.3.1, to investigate whether the thickness of a

moulding could be observed during a moulding cycle.
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5.1 Resin Characterisation

5.1.1 Resin DSC Results

Careful selection of the polymer resin used to create a foam structure is necessary

to ensure optimal foaming performance. DSC analysis is used to analyse the

thermal changes of a material, and provides quantifiable data regarding phase

changes of polymers during melting. Figure 5.1 shows the DSC results for each of

the resins selected for study. A heating rate of 10 °C/ min was chosen to replicate

the heating conditions of a standard RM cycle. It can be seen that the materials

have similar melting onset temperatures of +/- 10 °C. The melting process is

endothermic, requiring additional energy to be added to continue the process as

shown by the direction of heat flow. The completion of the melting process is

shown by the peak on each trace, and are found to be within +/- 18 °C of each

other.

Figure 5.1: Resin DSC results.

5.1.2 Resin Particle Analysis

Figure 5.2 shows the particle size distribution of the resins. Commercially

available polymer powders typically have a mean size of 300 µm, as
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demonstrated by PE-1. As PE-2 - PE-6 were supplied in pellet form, requiring

an addition grinding step prior to experimentation, they are found to have a

higher percentage of coarser particle sizes than PE-1, due to non-optimal

grinding. Sintering and densification behaviour is known to be a�ected by the

polymer particle size, therefore particle size separation was completed (details

in Section 4.3.2) to compare alike particle sizes where necessary in the work.

Figure 5.2: Resin powder particle size distribution.

The bulk density of material is a measure of the weight per unit volume of a

material, including any voids in the material, quantifying the e�ciency of powder

particle packing. Good powder quality is made up of ‘clean’ particles with no

tails, and will have a high bulk density as a result of more e�cient packing. Bulk

density is also dependent on the particle shape, size and particle size distribution

of the powder. Figure 5.3 shows the bulk density results for the as-ground resins.
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Figure 5.3: Polymer powder bulk density results.

5.1.3 Resin Rheology Study

The results from the stepped viscosity tests (Method discussed in Section 4.3.4)

are shown in Figure 5.4. It was observed that decreasing the MFI of the LDPE

resins (PE-2 - PE-6) incrementally increased the viscosity. PE-1, the resin

representing a standard RM MDPE resin in the study, was found to su�er from

shear thinning earlier than its closest LDPE counterpart PE-4. The zero shear

viscosities obtained using the Cross Model from these tests are shown in Table

5.1.
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Figure 5.4: Results for the stepped viscosity tests (flow test) at 190 °C.

Table 5.1: Zero-Shear Viscosity of Resins at 190 °C (Cross Model).

Resin
Power Law

Index (÷)

Time

Constant (⁄)

Zero-shear

Viscosity at

190 °C (Pa.s)

PE-1 1.411 0.1421 2115

PE-2 2.011 3.142 385.3

PE-3 1.12 0.9129 939.7

PE-4 3.117 5.55 4739

PE-5 0.9689 0.794 8817

PE-6 0.8696 2.936 39260
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Figures 5.5 and 5.6 presents the storage moduli (G’) and viscous (loss)

modulus (G”) of the materials, respectively, as a function of angular frequency.

The G’ and G” of all of the resins (PE-1 - PE-6) displayed an increasing trend

with frequency, and were found to be sensitive to changes in MFI (PE-2 -

PE-6). The RM grade of MDPE material PE-1 showed the steepest response to

G’ and G” with increasing frequency.

Figure 5.5: Results for the storage modulus (G’) from the oscillation test at 190

°C.
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Figure 5.6: Results for the loss modulus (G”) from the oscillation test at 190 °C.

5.1.4 Sintering & Densification Analysis

The sintering and densification of polymer melts was studied using the method

established in Section 4.7. The polymer particle size, heating rate, and mould

pressure was varied during the experiment. Figure 5.7 shows the behaviour of

the PE-1 at a hot plate temperature of 200 °C at various particle sizes. It can be

seen that during the densification stage, increasing the particle size reduces the

number of bubbles present in the melt, and also increases the size of the bubbles

present too.
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Figure 5.8 demonstrates this behaviour, showing the change in area of the

bubbles with time by analysing the images captured during the experiment. It

can be seen that the bubble area increases towards the end of the sintering process,

reaching a maximum, before slowly reducing during densification. By changing

the polymer particle size the area consumed by the bubbles changes. The smallest

particle size shows the largest peak in bubbles, whilst the coarsest size shows the

least bubble area. The un-sieved material and <425 >300 µm were found to

behave similarly. This was thought to be due to the similarity of the un-sieved

powder distribution, which was found to peak at 300 µm during particle size

analysis, as shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.8: Graph showing the change in total bubble area relating to the sintering

& densification behaviour of various particle sizes of PE-1 using a hotplate

temperature of 200 °C at atmospheric pressure.

Figure 5.9 shows the same experiment at an increased hot stage temperature,

thereby increasing the heating rate. It can be seen that the polymer sinters much

faster than in Figure 5.7, forming bubbles much sooner. Increasing the particle

size has a similar a�ect, reducing the number of bubbles present in the melt,

and also increases the size of the bubbles present too. In comparison though,
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the higher heating rate quickly densifies the samples, meaning there are very few

bubbles present after only a short period of time regardless of the particle size

used.

Figure 5.9: Images showing the sintering & densification behaviour of various

particle sizes of PE-1 using a hotplate temperature of 250 °C at atmospheric

pressure.

Figure 5.10 shows the bubble area results at the higher heating rate. It can

be seen that changing the particle size has very little e�ect on the rate of bubble

removal, with all samples densifying e�ectively and in a timely manner.
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Figure 5.10: Graph showing the change in total bubble area relating to the

sintering & densification behaviour of various particle sizes of PE-1 using a

hotplate temperature of 250 °C at atmospheric pressure.

In addition to changing heating rate, the e�ect of pulling a vacuum was also

studied. A course <425 >300 µm particle size was used as this would be more

di�cult to densify e�ectively, demonstrating the ability of the the vacuum

technique. The vacuum was applied prior to the start of the experiment and

was held until the end of melting process. The vacuum pressure was increased

in increments of -25 kPa in each experiment. In agreement with Spence,

densification can be sped up using this method [81]. Figure 5.11 shows the

results from this study, demonstrating that the application and removal of

vacuum pressure, even at -25 kPa was enough to noticeably improve bubble

removal.
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The bubble area results shown in Figure 5.12 demonstrate the increasing

bubble area during sintering, reaching a maximum peak once melting is

completed. Around this time the vacuum is then released and the bubble area

rapidly decreases, achieving more e�ective bubble area reduction with each

incremental increase in vacuum pressure. It can be seen that there is very little

di�erence in the bubble area reduction beyond -50 kPa.

Figure 5.12: Graph showing the change in total bubble area relating to the

sintering & densification behaviour of PE-1 with a particle size of <425 >300

µm using a hotplate temperature of 200 °C at increasing increments of vacuum

pressure.

The change in bubble area for the results obtained comparing vacuum pressure

with un-sieved PE-1 at a hot plate temperature of 200 °C may be plotted against

the recorded hot plate temperature, allowing for a comparison with the DSC

results for PE-1. The hot plate temperature gives a heating rate of approximately

15 °C/ min, measured from the chamber base. In reality the heating rate in RM is

said to be 10 °C/ min, which is the rate the DSC results were conducted at. This

means that densification in the process would take a little longer than these results

demonstrate. In Figure 5.13 it can be seen that the PE-1 is completely molten
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around 125 °C by the DSC curve. In agreement, at atmospheric pressure the peak

of bubble area occurs at this temperature too, signifying the end of the sintering

process. In the densification stage the bubble area reduces quickly initially, but

reaches reaches a plateau after which further bubble removal is slow. At 160 °C

the bubble area at atmospheric pressure is 1.34 mm2. In comparison, by applying

a vacuum at the start of heating and removing it once the melt has sintered at

around 125 °C, the bubble removal process can be sped up dramatically. A

significant improvement is noted at 160 °C using -50 kPa pressure, with the

bubble area result reaching less than 1 mm2 at 140 °C, and reaching a bubble

area of 0.11 mm2 at 160 °C.

Figure 5.13: Plot showing the DSC results for PE-1 VS the change in total bubble

area relating to the sintering & densification behaviour of PE-1 with a particle size

of <425 >300 µm using a hotplate temperature of 200 °C at increasing increments

of vacuum pressure.

5.2 Chemical Blowing Agent Characterisation

Figure 5.14 shows the DSC results for the endothermic CBAs at a heating rate

of 10 °C/ min. As the reaction is endothermic more heat must be added to

maintain the reaction, therefore the heat flow must increase to continue raising
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the temperature of the sample at the set heating rate. The endothermic blowing

agents tended to have lower decomposition temperatures and showed heat flow

changes across a wide range of temperatures.

Figure 5.14: Graph showing the endothermic DSC results at 10 °C/ min.

Figure 5.15 shows the TGA results for the endothermic CBAs. It is claimed

that endothermic CBAs do not create satisfactory foam structures in RFM, due to

their slow decomposition rate [66, 75, 87]. The rate of weight loss of the samples

in the TGA study gives an idea of the reactivity of the CBAs. It can be seen

that this rate is slow for the endothermic CBAs, with the reaction taking place

over a wide temperature range, in agreement with the findings during the DSC

study (Figure 5.14). For this reason, the endothermic CBAs were not studied

any further in the work.
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Figure 5.15: Graph showing the TGA results for the endothermic CBAs.

Figure 5.16 shows the exothermic CBAs at a heating rate of 10 °C/ min. As

the reaction is exothermic less heat is required to maintain the reaction, therefore

the heat flow must decrease to continue raising the temperature of the sample at

the set heating rate. It can be seen that the onset of decomposition occurs at

a higher temperature than the endothermic CBAs, and that the decomposition

occurs quickly resulting in a sharp peak.

Figure 5.16: Graph showing the exothermic DSC results at 10 °C/ min.
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Figure 5.17 shows the TGA results for the exothermic CBAs. The CBAs

show a sharp weight loss at the onset of decomposition in comparison to the

endothermic CBAs. TRA-130 was also ruled out from further experimentation

at this point, as the decomposition temperature was thought to be too high to

achieve e�ective foam structures using the PE resins.

Figure 5.17: Graph showing the TGA results for the exothermic CBAs.

The method set out in Section 4.4.3 was used to estimate the number of moles

of gas produced by each exothermic CBA. Figure 5.18 shows the results from this

analysis, illustrating the evolution of gas with increasing temperature during the

TGA experiments.
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Figure 5.18: Graph showing the number of moles of gas produced during the

decomposition of the exothermic CBAs.

Using Equation 4.5 it was possible to calculate the total gas yield for each

exothermic CBA in mL/ g per 1 g of CBA. CBA material suppliers typically

provide a single value for gas yield as detailed in Table 4.2. A comparison was

therefore done between the calculated gas yield from the TGA results and the

datasheet values. It can be seen from Figure 5.19 that the calculated gas yield

values closely approximate the given values by the material suppliers. Further

experimentation would be necessary to understand the e�ects of other variables

on these results however, such as CBA particle size [171].
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Figure 5.19: Graph showing the calculated gas yield from TGA and stoichiometry

at 300 °C Vs the material datasheet values given in Table 4.2.

It is said that CBAs are sensitive to changes in heating rate. Figure 5.20

shows the remaining exothermic CBAs at a slower heating rate of 0.2 °C/ min. It

can be seen that at this much slower heating rate the onset of decomposition can

be shifted significantly in comparison to Figure 5.16. Additional peaks at higher

temperatures are also noted too, which was thought to be related to additional

materials in the CBA to improve particle flow or to improve the decomposition

behaviour for example.

Figure 5.20: Graph showing the exothermic DSC results at 0.2 °C/ min.
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Similar to Figure 5.13, the CBA DSC results may be plotted along with the

change in bubble area too. First a comparison of GEN-OB is presented, which has

been discussed in the literature as a suitable CBA for RFM [87]. It can be seen

in Figure 5.21 that the bubble area remains high for the atmospheric study, and

is unlikely to approach zero before the onset of decomposition of the GEN-OB

CBA. In comparison, by applying a small vacuum at the start of moulding and

then releasing after melting is complete, the densification may be significantly

improved, reducing bubble area quickly prior to the onset of decomposition.

Figure 5.21: Plot showing the DSC results for PE-1 and GEN-OB VS the change

in total bubble area relating to the sintering & densification behaviour of PE-1

with a particle zize of <425 >300 µm using a hotplate temperature of 200 °C at

increasing increments of vacuum pressure.

Figure 5.22 shows the same GEN-OB material along with the lowest onset

temperature exothermic CBA analysed, TRA-120. By using a vacuum,

densification is sped up enough to ensure bubble removal before this lower onset

temperature is reached too. The reaction rate is much slower than GEN-OB

though, meaning that the temperature will still need to be increased up to the

same temperatures required for foaming GEN-OB in order to complete the

reaction, making it a non-optimal choice in this case.
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Figure 5.22: Plot showing the DSC results for PE-1, GEN-OB and TRA-120 VS

the change in total bubble area relating to the sintering & densification behaviour

of PE-1 with a particle size of <425 >300 µm using a hotplate temperature of

200 °C at increasing increments of vacuum pressure.

5.3 Analysis of Process and Material Variables

and their E�ect on Foam Growth Behaviour

Figure 5.23 shows images captured from a typical video recorded during

experimentation following the method described in Section 4.6. Prior to the

development of the method, making real-time observations of foam growth using

the pre-existing experimental methods was challenging. The transparent

glassware in conjunction with silicone oil to heat the system, provided a unique

view of the foam behaviour during experimentation.
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Figure 5.23: Typical frames captured during experimentation showing sample

behaviour.

5.3.1 Experimental Variability Study

A study of experimental variability was conducted. A 1 wt% GEN-OB structure

was repeated ten times under controlled conditions (see Table 4.4). As well as

facilitating real-time observations, the sample height change was extracted using

digital image analysis. Figure 5.24 shows the average sample height results from

the ten identical runs alongside the average melt temperature.
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Figure 5.24: Example of extracted sample height change.

It can be seen that the results quantitatively reflect the behaviour seen in

the example images provided in Figure 5.23. During the heating stage (90 °C

- 115 °C) there is a small reduction in sample height as a result of powder bed

compaction during consolidation. As estimated by the TGA and DSC analysis of

GEN-OB, between 160 °C - 170 °C the height of the samples increased rapidly as

the CBA decomposed. Upon removing the boiling tube from the oil at 167 °C the

foam continued to expand, reaching an average peak height of 42.75 mm, from

the minimum of 28.8 mm. During the cooling cycle, the average sample height

decreased to a final value of 35.5 mm, an 11.1 % decrease from the average peak

height to the final value.

The repeatability of the height data obtained at each time interval was

analysed using by plotting the coe�cient of variation (CoV), as shown in Figure

5.25. The experimental method was found to have a maximum CoV value of 10

%. During the first 400 seconds of the experiment the CoV was found to be

noisy, this was thought to be dominated by the image ROI analysis method

used. As discussed in Section 3.1, the image analysis technique required a

di�erence in colour between the polymer samples against a blank background to

identify the region of interest. When pouring the powder into the test tube, fine
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particles of powder stick to the glass surface. These stuck powder particles do

not move with the bulk of the polymer during compaction as a result of

sintering, causing the analysis software to identify a larger region for the foam

sample than actually occupied. At the onset of foaming this noise reduces to a

minimum CoV value of 4 %, as the sample expands above these stuck particles.

Di�erences in time caused by the manual movement of the test tube from the

heating oil to the cooling oil bath was found to impact the sample height

reading, causing greater variation in the results. This causes the CoV to

increase up to a maximum of 10 % at the end of foaming. Finally, it must be

remembered that the results of sample height are recorded from the images of

outer surface of test tube. During the sintering stage at the start of the

experiment, or during the cooling process, the centre of the sample may be

below the outer edges in contact with the glass surface, and therefore cannot be

seen from this angle. The results of the sample height change are, therefore,

most useful and reliable in the region between the onset of CBA decomposition

(CoV = 4 %) up to the peak height measurement (CoV = 10 %).

Figure 5.25: Coe�cient of variation of sample height change.

Figure 5.26 shows the density variation of the samples measured using the
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method discussed in Section 4.6. The ten samples produced under identical

conditions were found to have an average density of 0.319 g/cm3 and a standard

deviation of 0.007 g/cm3.

Figure 5.26: Plot showing the variation of foam density.

Figure 5.29 shows images taken of the samples using the method discussed

in Section 4.5.2, demonstrating the repeatability of the method (Section 4.6) for

cross-sectioning the samples. From these images the variation in cell density

(discussed in Section 4.5.2) and average cell size (discussed in Section 4.5.3)

were obtained using digital image analysis. Figure 5.27 shows the variation in

average cell size results. It can be seen that the ACDi changes very little

between samples, with an average diameter of 0.1 mm, and a standard deviation

of 0.01 mm identified. Figure 5.28 shows the variation in cell density of the

foam samples, which was manually counted for each sample from the 100 mm2

cross-section images. An ACDe of 412.9 cells/ 100 mm2 is found, while the

standard deviation of the result is 82.7 cells/ 100 mm2.
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Figure 5.27: Variation of the ACDi result.

Figure 5.28: Variation of the ACDe result.
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Figure 5.29: Cross - section images of the foam samples showing the cell structure

variation.
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5.3.2 Process Variable Studies

Using the same settings used in the experimental variation study, but changing

one variable at a time, the e�ect of process variables on the developed foam

structure was investigated. A summary of the conditions used in the experiments

is presented in Table 4.5. It was decided that samples would be repeated three

times after analysing the results from the variability study. This would allow more

reliable results to be to obtained, and would not overly extend the time required

to complete the experiment as roughly 15 samples could be made in one day,

if preparation was well completed before hand. For reference, the cross-section

images of the foams produced are provided in Appendix C.

Heating Rate

Investigating the e�ect of heating rate, the oil temperature used to heat the foam

was varied in increments of 10 °C. Figure 5.30 shows the melt temperature change

for each oil temperature setting used as an average of the three samples produced

at each level. It can be seen that increasing the oil temperature decreases the

time taken for the sample height to begin increasing. At the lowest heating

rate the sample height shows a prolonged period of time where the PSH remains

constant, having expanded before target melt temperature for removal from the

oil is reached. This sample then collapses once removed from the heating oil bath

and placed into the cooling oil bath. In comparison, at all other heating rates the

sample reaches a maximum at around the same time that the sample is removed

from the oil to begin cooling. As shown in Figure 5.31, an optimal heating rate

is found, with samples made at the 180 °C providing the tallest foam structures

on average.
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Figure 5.30: E�ect of heating rate on the sample height and melt temperature.

Figure 5.31: E�ect of heating rate on the average sample height.

The e�ect of heating rate on the measured density is presented in Figure 5.32.

The optimal foam density is created at the 180 °C heating oil setting, which was

previously shown to produce the tallest foam (Figure 5.30).
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Figure 5.32: Variation of foam density with change in heating oil temperature.

Figure 5.33 presents the change in bubble count with change in heating rate.

Despite showing the biggest increase in foam height, samples produced at 180

°C are found to have the lowest cell density on average. Samples produced at

the highest heating rate in the 200 °C oil show the highest bubble count with

the lowest variation. Figure 5.34 shows the change in ACDi, demonstrating that

there is a general decrease in the average diameter of the cells in the final

structure as the heating rate is increased. Optimal foam structures are said to

have high numbers of small uniform cells to maximise mechanical properties

[2, 22]. Therefore, a mid-range heating oil value of 180 °C or 190 °C must be

used to create a foam where the cell size and foam density are minimised, and

cell density is maximised.
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Figure 5.33: Variation of ACDe with change in heating oil temperature.

Figure 5.34: Variation of ACDi with change in heating oil temperature.

Cooling Rate

Figure 5.35 shows the melt temperature and sample height behaviour for samples

where the oil temperature of the cooling bath is varied. Small changes in the rate

of shrinking of the samples during cooling can be seen in the sample height results.

The highest cooling rate setting used room temperature water as the cooling

medium, and provided the quickest decrease in sample height. Additionally, the
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faster cooling of the water caused the sample height to reduce more than samples

cooled in the higher temperature oil cooling bath.

Figure 5.35: E�ect of cooling rate on the sample height and melt temperature.

Room temperature water used for 20 °C result. All other samples cooled in oil.

Figure 5.36 shows the density results for the study. It can be seen that samples

cooled in the 40 °C oil bath produce an optimal low density foam with very little

variation.

Figure 5.36: Variation of density with change in cooling media temperature.

Room temperature water used for 20 °C result. All other samples cooled in oil.
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Figure 5.37 illustrates the e�ect of cooling rate on cell density results. It can

be seen that the sample produced in the 40 °C oil bath had an increased cell

density in comparison to the water cooled sample. Decreasing the cooling rate

further showed an increasing trend in the ACDe, with the 60 °C showing the

highest cell density with the lowest variation. Figure 5.38 shows the change in

ACDi with respect to cooling medium temperature. It is observed that the ACDi

changes very little, but the variation shows an increasing trend as the cooling

rate is decreased. To create a foam where the cell size and foam density are

minimised, and cell density is maximised, a cooling oil value of 40 °C should be

used, as this provides samples with these properties at minimum variation.

Figure 5.37: Variation of ACDe with change in cooling media temperature. Room

temperature water used for 20 °C result. All other samples cooled in oil.
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Figure 5.38: Variation of ACDi with change in cooling medium. Room

temperature water used for 20 °C result. All other samples cooled in oil.

Peak Melt Temperature

Figure 5.39 shows the behaviour of the melt temperature and sample height when

varying the removal point of which the test tube is removed from the heating oil

bath. The melt temperature continues to rise after removal from the oil, reaching

a peak temperature. This is referred to as the PST. To meet the peak temperature

the test tubes had to be removed a few seconds earlier to control the overshoot.

The timing for this was established by trial and error, but once well practiced it

was possible to maintain an accuracy of +/- 1 °C. In Figure 5.40, it can be seen

that increasing the PST increases the sample height incrementally on average,

reaching a maximum at the 180 °C level. However, in all cases the samples

shrink during cooling, and the results show that any additional initial height gain

is lost.
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Figure 5.39: E�ect of PST on the sample height and melt temperature.

Figure 5.40: E�ect of PST on the average sample height.

Figure 5.41 shows the foam density behaviour of the samples with change in

PST. It can be seen increasing the PST reduces the foam density of the foam

for the lower temperatures, but an optimum value is reached, at which point

the foam density begins to increase instead. 180 °C is found to be the optimum

setting to produce the lowest density foam with the least variability.
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Figure 5.41: Variation of foam density result with change in PST.

Figure 5.42 presents the ACDe results for the samples. It can be seen that the

ACDe increases with increasing PST, but 180 °C is found to be a good balance

with a high cell density and low variability. Figure 5.43 shows the ACDi results

with respect to change in temperature. It is observed that the ACDi is slightly

higher at 180 °C than the other temperatures studied, with 160 °C producing

the lowest average cell size result. The variability of cell size with respect to

change in PST appears to remain constant until the 190 °C setting. Therefore,

to create an optimal foam structure, minimising the cell size and foam density,

and maximising cell density, a PST value of 180 °C should be used, as this level

provides samples with these characteristics with minimum variation.
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Figure 5.42: Variation of ACDe with change in PST.

Figure 5.43: Variation of ACDi with change in PST.

Vacuum Pressure

As the melt temperature could not be obtained during the creation of the samples

in this study, the removal temperature was based on the time of events from the

variability study. Therefore, the samples were moved from the heating oil bath

to the cooling oil bath at 12 minutes. Figure ’5.44 shows the behaviour of the

single foam samples produced under increasing increments of continuous vacuum

conditions, in comparison to the average data from the initial variation study.
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Plotting the for the atmospheric samples and the single samples produced under

pressure, in Figure 5.45, it can be seen that increasing the vacuum pressure

incrementally increases the height of the foam produced.

Figure 5.44: E�ect of vacuum pressure on the sample height and melt

temperature.

Figure 5.45: E�ect of vacuum pressure on the average sample height.

Figure 5.46 shows the density variation of the samples with changing
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vacuum pressure. It can be seen that each incremental increase in vacuum

pressure decreases the density of the foam samples produced though.

Figure 5.46: Variation of foam density with change in vacuum pressure.

Figure 5.46 shows the cell density results for these samples. It can be seen

that increasing the vacuum pressure decreases the number of bubbles in the foam.

Figure 5.48 shows the ACDi changes with vacuum pressure. It is observed that

each incremental increase in vacuum pressure increases the ACDi of the samples.

Interestingly, if the results are compared with the variability study, which had the

same material and process settings applied to it (excluding the use of vacuum),

it can be seen that the -25 kPa setting produces a more optimal foam than

the variability samples. The use of this low vacuum setting reduces the foam

density by 24 %, increases the cell density 16 %, and produces no change in the

ACDi result. Due to health and safety concerns though, the number of runs

was minimised in this experiment, therefore, the sample variation could not be

studied and further investigation would be necessary to confirm this finding.
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Figure 5.47: Variation of ACDe with change in vacuum pressure.

Figure 5.48: Variation of ACDi with change in vacuum pressure.

5.3.3 Material Variables

The e�ect of polymer flow behaviour, polymer particle size, and CBA

concentration were studied under identical processing conditions. Table 4.5 sets

out the conditions used in these experiments. For reference, the cross-section

images of the foams produced are provided in Appendix C. In addition to these

material variables, preliminary trials were also conducted to create multi-layer
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structures using the rapid observation method. Figure 5.49 shows example

cross-sections of samples produced during this preliminary investigation. With

careful handling it was possible to layer pigmented skin layers and foam layers

in the test tubes, but it can be seen that the foam layer tended to expand into

the resin, forcing the resin towards the glass surface. As this behaviour did not

represent the distinct skin-foam layer separation expected with RFMs, this

technique was not explored further.

Figure 5.49: Examples of multi-layer foam structures created in test tubes.

Melt Flow Index

Figure 5.50 demonstrates the behaviour of a range of polymers with varying melt

flow properties. The height of the samples is found to decrease with increasing

MFI. From Figure 5.51 it can be seen that PE-2 produces the tallest foam on

average, having an MFI of 70 g/ 10 mins. In contrast, PE-6 produces the smallest

foam on average with an MFI of 0.8 g/ 10 mins.
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Figure 5.50: E�ect of MFI on the sample height and melt temperature.

Figure 5.51: E�ect of MFI on the average sample height.

Figure 5.52 shows the foam density behaviour of the various resins. It can be

seen that the foam density decreases with increasing MFI. PE-2 with an MFI of

70 g/ 10 min produced the lowest density foam. Conversely, Figure 5.53 shows

the ACDe, it can be seen that increasing the MFI decreases the ACDe of the

samples.
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Figure 5.52: Variation of foam density with change in MFI.

Figure 5.53: Variation of ACDe with change in MFI.

Figure 5.54 shows the ACDi change with respect to MFI. It is observed that

the decreasing the MFI level decreases the ACDi of the samples. Therefore,

to create an optimal foam structure, minimising the cell size and foam density,

and maximising cell density, PE-4 (7.5 g/ 10 min) should be used, as this level

provides samples with these characteristics with minimum variation.
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Figure 5.54: Variation of ACDi with change in MFI.

Polymer Particle Size

Figure 5.55 shows the e�ect of polymer particle size on the height of the foam

produced. As illustrated in Figure 5.56, it is found that decreasing the particle

size increases the height of the foam produced.
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Figure 5.55: E�ect of polymer particle size on the sample height and melt

temperature.

Figure 5.56: E�ect of polymer particle size on the average sample height.

Figure 5.57 shows the foam density behaviour, demonstrating that

decreasing the particle size of the resin reduces the density of the foam

produced. No significant change in variation between particle sizes is observed.
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Figure 5.57: Variation of foam density with change in particle size.

Figure 5.58 shows the ACDe change with respect to polymer particle size. It

can be seen that a particle size of <212 >106 µm provided the best ACDe

response, but with a higher variability in comparison to other particle sizes.

Figure 5.59 shows the ACDi with change in polymer particle size. It can be

observed that <106 >90 µm provides the smallest ACDi response with the

lowest variation. For an optimal foam structure, minimising the cell size and

foam density, and maximising cell density, <106 >90 µm should therefore be

used, as this level provides samples with these characteristics with minimum

variation.
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Figure 5.58: Variation of ACDe with change in polymer particle size.

Figure 5.59: Variation of ACDi with change in polymer particle size.

CBA Concentration

Figure 5.60 shows the e�ect of CBA concentration on the foam sample height.

From Figure 5.61 it can be seen that increasing the CBA amount incrementally

increases the height of foam produced on average. It appears there is an upper

limit to this e�ect though, with concentrations above 3 wt% presenting a smaller

height increases.
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Figure 5.60: E�ect of CBA concentration on the sample height and melt

temperature.

Figure 5.61: E�ect of CBA concentration on the average sample height.

Figure 5.62 shows the variation of density with increasing concentration of

CBA in comparison to the predicted foam density calculated using Equations 2.6,

2.7, and 2.9. It can be seen that each incremental increase in CBA concentration

reduces the density of the foam produced. An optimal value exists though, as

concentrations above 3 wt% only produce a small reduction in foam density.
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Comparing the calculated density with the measure density, an under prediction

is found for the lower CBA concentrations, and similarly and over prediction

at higher concentrations. There is, however, a good approximation between the

calculated and measure densities at the optimal value of 3 wt%.

Figure 5.62: Variation of density with change in CBA concentration.

Figure 5.63 demonstrates how the ACDe changes with increasing

concentration of CBA. The results illustrate that the 3 wt% concentration level

also produces a foam with the highest cell density too.
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Figure 5.63: Variation of ACDe with change in CBA concentration.

Figure 5.64: Variation of ACDi with change in CBA concentration.

Figure 5.64 shows the ACDi with change in CBA concentration level. From

this result it can be seen that the 5 wt% sample shows the lowest ACDi with the

lowest variation. It is thought that this has been influenced by the large di�erence

in the images though, and the inability of the thresholding method to correctly
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identify the cell diameter changes. Figure 5.65 demonstrates the di�erence in the

cross-sections obtained from the samples made with increasing concentrations of

CBA. Based on a visual inspection of cell diameters instead, it is thought that

the 3 wt% sample produced the most optimal foam structure with minimum

variation, minimising the cell size and foam density, and maximising cell density.
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Figure 5.65: Sample cross-sections showing the e�ect of change in CBA

concentration.
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5.3.4 Multi-Variable Study

An experiment was conducted based on a simplified DOE technique using GEN-

OB to investigate if it could be used to study polymer foams using the rapid foam

observation method. The factors and levels used were established to provoke

large responses, which it was hoped would make interpretation of the results

easier. Using the DOE approach, it is possible to study numerous variables at

di�erent levels simultaneously, thereby providing an overview of the relationship

of material and processing variables on the developing foam structures. Three

factors were studied at three levels. A full factorial experiment approach was

taken, producing a single result for all possible combinations of the three levels

of all three factors, know as a 33 design. Table 4.7 sets out the schedule of the

samples that were manufactured, known as a run. The factors and levels used in

each run is detailed in Table 5.2, which is reproduced below for ease of reading.

The full response data from this study is provided in Appendix C for reference.

Table 5.2: DOE Variable Level Settings.

Factor
Level

-1 0 1

Polymer Particle Size (µm) <106 >90 <425 >300 <600 >500

CBA Concentration (wt%) 1 4 7

Maximum Sample Temperature (°C) 170 175 180

Figure 5.66 shows the maximum sample height data arranged in ascending

order. Known as an ordered data plot, the overall impact of the changing factors

and levels can be seen from a global point of view. The smallest sample was

produced at the lowest settings of each factor, producing a foam with a density

of 0.442 g/ cm3. At the maximum setting of all three factors a foam density of

0.337 g/ cm3 is obtained, while at the mid settings the density is 0.261 g/ cm3.

The tallest sample was achieved using a polymer particle size of 300 µm, a CBA

Concentration of 4 wt%, a maximum sample of temperature of 180 °C. At these

settings the lowest density foam is produced, measuring 0.232 g/ cm3.
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These results can be further analysed by re-organising the responses of foam

density and sample height of each run into groups corresponding to the level of

each factor used. Figure 5.67 shows one example of this, demonstrating how

the density of the foam samples changes at the levels of 1, 4, and 7 wt% CBA

concentration. Using these plots, its possible to interpret how changing the levels

of the other two variables of polymer particle size, and PST, e�ect the foam

structure within each CBA concentration level. The predicted density is also

shown, calculated using Equations 2.6, 2.7, and 2.9. It can be seen that for the 1

wt% and 4 wt% levels, there is at least one combination of polymer particle size

and peak melt temperature that produces a foam close to the predicted value.

As previously discussed, extreme levels of each factor were chosen to provoke

responses in foam density and PSH. Due to the extreme settings used in the

experiment, at the 7 wt% the measured foam density fails to closely approach

the predicted foam density value for any combination of level of polymer particle

size and peak melt temperature.

To analyse these results further, main e�ect plots can be produced, showing

the average response at each level of a factor. For example, the main e�ect plot

for the e�ect of CBA concentration on the foam density shown in Figure 5.68

displays three points corresponding to the average of the results found at the

three levels of CBA concentration provided in Figure 5.67. This means that the

e�ect of changing the peak temperature and the polymer particle size are

compounded within the average result. These types of plots are useful for

comparing the relative strength of the e�ects of the factors studied. There are

strong responses in foam density when changing the CBA concentration (Figure

5.68 A) and maximum sample temperature (Figure 5.68 B), where optimum

values are clearly found to produce a foam with minimum density. Similarly for

the average sample height response, optimum values are identified for the levels

of CBA concentration (Figure 5.68 D) and polymer particle size (Figure 5.68 F)

used to maximise the sample height. The e�ect of changing the level of

maximum sample temperature on the average sample height (Figure 5.68 E) is
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found to be a weaker than the response for the CBA concentration and polymer

particle size levels. It is noted that the polymer particle size does not respond in

the same way as previously identified in the one-variable-at-a-time study

(Figure 5.57) for either the average foam density (Figure 5.68 C) or average

PSH (Figure 5.68 F), suggesting there may be interactions present between

variables.

The results may be further analysed by finding the average response for

changing two variables at the same time. Going back to the CBA concentration

example from Figure 5.67, as discussed, for the groups of results at each CBA

concentration level, the results compounded the e�ect of changing the resin

particle size and peak temperature. These results can be re-organised to

separate the three levels of resin particle size at each level of CBA

concentration, as shown in Figure 5.69. Known as interaction plots, Figure 5.69

can be used to interpret how changing the level of the PST has an e�ect on the

foam structure within each polymer particle size level and at each CBA

concentration level. This can then be compared with the predicted density,

calculated using Equations 2.6, 2.7, and 2.9.

By plotting the average of the new groups for each particle size level at each

CBA concentration level shown in Figure 5.69, it is possible to distinguish the

e�ect of changing both variables on the density of the foam. This process can be

repeated for all the variables and their associated levels for the two responses of

foam density and PSH, as shown in Figure 5.70. Interactions are identifiable in the

plots when two lines cross each other. Interactions are identified for both of the

responses of foam density and PSH in all cases, which is thought to be influenced

by the purposefully extreme levels selected for factors in the study. Studies at

lower factor levels would give a more realistic indication of the interactions e�ects,

and their role in optimising a foam structure.
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Figure 5.68: Main e�ects plots showing the average e�ect of changing the level

of each factor on the PSH and foam density.
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Figure 5.70: Two factor interaction plots showing the average e�ect of changing

the level of polymer particle size at each level of CBA concentration on the PSH

and foam density.
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5.4 Using Vacuum to Create Naturally Foamed

Structures

As this was the first time vacuum foaming behaviour results could be obtained

in realtime, an initial study was conducted to investigate the e�ect of pressure

using PE-1, according to the variables and levels set out in Table 4.11. Increasing

increments of vacuum were applied after 750 seconds, when the chamber bed

temperature had reached 130 °C. Figure 5.71 shows the frames captured from

this study, demonstrating the di�erence between natural powder behaviour at

atmospheric pressure and the foaming e�ect of applying the vacuum. It can be

seen that each incremental increase in vacuum pressure increases the size of the

bubbles.

Figure 5.71: Example frames showing the e�ect of pressure on bubble size.

The bubble behaviour was analysed using ImageJ to extract the area of the

image occupied by the bubbles, which was then divided by the total area of the

image. Figure 5.72 shows the e�ect of changing pressure on the bubble area after
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1000 s on the bubble area. It can be seen that the bubble area increases linearly

with increasing vacuum pressure.

Figure 5.72: E�ect of pressure on the measured bubble area at 750 s.

Further experiments were conducted in the same manner, investigating

variables associated with sintering and densification to understand if they could

be manipulated to optimise the vacuum foaming technique. The variables

studied included the polymer particle size, heating rate, and the polymer flow

behaviour.

E�ect of Particle Size

Table 4.12 details the variables and settings used for the study. Figure 5.73

shows the behaviour of samples foamed using di�erent powder particle sizes,

obtained from particle size separation using the method described in Section

4.3.2. All foaming was conducted using -55 kPa pressure at 750 s. It is found

that a reduction in the polymer particle size produces an increase in the number of

bubbles, and reduction in average cell size of the bubbles formed during sintering.

Figure 5.74 displays the bubble density results analysed from a 50 mm2 section.

At >106 µm < 212 µm there was approximately 3 times the amount of bubbles
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observed when compared to >500 µm < 600 µm. A steeper increase was found

though between the smallest particle sizes, suggesting that finer ground powders

were most e�ective for a high cell density vacuum foam.

Figure 5.73: Example frames showing the e�ect of polymer particle size on bubble

density at 750 s.

Figure 5.74: E�ect of polymer particle size on the cell density at 750 s.
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E�ect of MFI and Heating Rate

To understand if polymer rheology could be used to positively influence vacuum

foaming behaviour, an investigation was conducted using PE-2 and PE-3 to

observe the e�ects of high MFI materials, and PE-5 and PE-6 for the e�ect of

low MFI, in accordance with Table 4.13. A vacuum pressure of -55 kPa was

used to produce all of the samples, applying the vacuum when the bubbles in

the polymer were clearly visible. The polymer powders were used in their as

ground condition. Figure 5.75 shows the e�ect of changing the polymer MFI. It

is observed that under these conditions very few bubbles are remaining in the

melt, with only PE-5 showing noticeable higher numbers of bubbles. In RM it is

said that 40 % of a standard cycle can be attributed to the removal of bubbles

by holding the polymer at elevated temperatures [15]. By holding the polymer

at high temperatures, it is claimed that the higher melt temperature makes it

easier for bubbles to di�use. Using a low heating rate will therefore extend the

length of time the polymer is exposed to the increased temperatures, providing

more time for densification to occur. It was therefore thought that by applying

the same hot plate temperature as used in the previous studies (200 °C), the

heating rate was set too low, and as a result the amount of time available for

densification to occur was extended, reducing the cell density.
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Figure 5.75: Example frames showing the e�ect of polymer MFI on bubble size.

An experiment was conducted to better understand the e�ects of heating rate

on the densification process, using PE-2, as when using ‘higher MFI materials

(i.e. shorter chains), air molecules have an easier path to the free surface, and so

bubbles have ample time during the rotational molding cycle to di�use out of the

polymer’ [79]. Details of the variables and settings used for the study are provided

in Table 4.14. Powder with a polymer particle size >106 µm <212 µm, found to

be the most optimum in previous studies, was observed at three di�erent hot plate

temperatures, 120 °C, 200 °C, and 300 °C. Increasing the hot plate temperature

in turn increases the heating rate of the sample, therefore decreasing the time at

which the polymer reaches a fully homogeneous molten state. In agreement with

the previous finding, observations at the lowest hot plate temperature, which was

set slightly above the melting point of the polymers used, found that there were

no bubbles observed in the melt at the visible end of the melting process. Figure

5.76 shows examples of the frames captured for the medium and high heating

rate experiments. The number of formed bubbles was found to increase with an

increased heating rate, creating more optimal foam structure.
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Figure 5.76: E�ect of heating rate on bubble size of PE-2.

The experiment was repeated using PE-1 with a particle size of >106 µm <212

µm, in accordance with the details in Table 4.15. Hot plate temperatures of 200

°C and 300 °C were used, applying the same - 55 kPa vacuum pressure. Figure

5.77 shows that the number of bubbles maintained in the melt is again found to

be higher at 300 °C than at 200 °C. In agreement with previous findings, a high

heating rate reduces the time available for densification to occur, and increases

the number of bubbles maintained within the melt.

Figure 5.77: E�ect of heating rate on bubble size of PE-1.
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In a final study, the optimum parameters of minimum particle size, at

maximum heating rate were used to create a vacuum foamed structure using

PE-1. Using the material from the sieve separation (Section 4.3.2) it was

possible to create a sample where the particle size was >90 <106 µm. Details of

the experimental conditions used are listed in Table 4.16. As the higher heating

rate was found to be most suitable for vacuum foaming, a hot plate temperature

of 300 °C was used. A vacuum pressure of -55 kPa was applied after 750 s.

Figure 5.78 shows frames captured during the experiment, demonstrating the

structure formed under these conditions.

Figure 5.78: Example frames showing the foam structure created using the final

optimised conditions.

5.5 Validation of Results

5.5.1 Industrial Scale Foam Mouldings

A series of foam mouldings were produced using industrial scale equipment to

understand how the foam would respond to process and material variable

changes in comparison to the studies conducted using the rapid foam

observation method. Details regarding the variables and levels used in the study

are provided in Table 4.17. A variability study was conducted using the rapid
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foam test method, producing the same 1 wt% GEN-OB sample in identical

conditions ten times (Figure 5.26). The foam density was found to have an

average of 0.319 g/ cm3 and a standard deviation of 0.007 g/ cm3. A similar

study was conducted using a conventional RM machine, producing a 1 wt%

GEN-OB sample in identical conditions four times. The results of this study are

shown in Figure 5.79. The foam density was found to have an average of 0.379

g/ cm3 and a standard deviation of 0.012 g/ cm3.

Figure 5.79: Study of variability of foam density of foam produced using industrial

scale moulding equipment.

Figure 5.80 shows the e�ect of particle size on the density of the foams

produced, demonstrating that decreasing the polymer particle size reduces the

foam density.
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Figure 5.80: Study of polymer particle size e�ect of foam density of foam produced

using industrial scale moulding equipment.

Figure 5.81 shows the e�ect of MFI on foam density. It was found that

decreasing the resin MFI increased the density of the foam produced.

Figure 5.81: Study of MFI e�ect on foam density of foam produced using

industrial scale moulding equipment.

Figure 5.82 shows the e�ect of CBA concentration on the measured density of
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the foam structures produced. This is compared with the predicted foam density

calculated from Equations 2.6, 2.7, and 2.9 (Section 2.6)[22, 87]. It can be seen

that incrementally increasing the CBA concentration decreases the foam density,

and closely matches the predicted foam density behaviour.

Figure 5.82: Study of CBA concentration e�ects on measured and predicted foam

density of foam produced using industrial scale moulding equipment.

Figure 5.83 shows the e�ect of heating rate through the incremental increase

of oven temperature on the density of the foam structures produced in the study.

It can be seen that the cell density at the 200 °C and 300 °C settings produced

a lower density foam structure than the 250 °C setting (measured at 156 to

586 bubbles/ 25 µm2). Changes in the variability of the foam density at each

temperature are also observed. This was thought to be largely influenced by the

accuracy of the PIAT achieved in the study, which could be maintained at +/-

10 °C based on operator skill.
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Figure 5.83: Study of heating rate e�ects on foam density of foam produced using

industrial scale moulding equipment.

5.5.2 Industrial Scale Vacuum Foaming Trials

Following on from the study of vacuum foaming using the pressure chamber, trials

were conducted using an electronically heated mould and the inserts developed

in Section 3.3.2, to observe the creation of mouldings at a larger scale. Section

4.8.3 details the conditions for the study. Figure 5.84 shows example frames

taken during the experiment. Figure 5.85 shows the bubble area results from

the moulding with respect to the average IAT and pressure. It can be seen that

the behaviour of the polymer melt under increasing increments of pressure aligns

with the findings from the o�ine study presented in Figure 5.71, where increasing

the vacuum pressure increases the area of the detected bubbles, confirming that

vacuum foaming can be studied with the apparatus.
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Figure 5.84: Example frames demonstrating the e�ect of increasing increments of

vacuum pressure on the bubbles contained within the melt on the inside surface

of the glass window.

Figure 5.85: Plot showing the change in bubble area with respect to vacuum

pressure and average IAT from images of melt on the inside surface of the glass

window.
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5.5.3 Ultrasound Process Monitoring

Figure 5.86 shows a diagram of the sound wave path from the IONIX transducer

mounted on the mould wall during the experiments conducted in this section.

The details of the method used to obtain the results presented are provided in

Section 4.8.2.

Figure 5.86: Diagram showing the path of the sound wave created by the IONIX

transducer and the returning echo’s.

Figure 5.87 shows the A-Scan results for the Ionix Transducer in a preliminary

comparison with the room temperature results conducted in Section 3.3.1. The

empty mould trace shows the behaviour of the signal at room temperature on

an empty mould. T1 an echo from the end of the transducer delay line, and

can be seen even when the transducer is not mounted to the mould surface.

The mould wall creates a repeating echo, labelled M1 - M3. The same polymer

samples, which increased increments of thickness, used during the development

of the ultrasonic inspection method (Section 3.3.1) were analysed to confirm their

e�ect on the ultrasound signal of the new setup. In agreement with the previous

results, it can be seen that placing the increasing thickness of polymer plates

onto the aluminium mould it is possible to identify changes in the time of flight

of the ultrasound signal. Figure 5.88 plots the peak time of flight change with

increasing thickness of polymer plate, and demonstrates the same linear trend of
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increasing time of flight as found previously (Figures 3.37, 3.38, and 3.39). Note

that due to the repeating echo of the aluminium mould, it can be seen that the

2.6 mm sample echo appears at the same time as returning echo from the mould

back wall (M2), meaning it is di�cult to determine an exact peak. This had to

be considered when selecting the shot-weights of the mouldings later in the work,

as the echos relating to the thickness of the polymer sample being moulded would

have to fall outside of the mould wall echos to be easily interpreted.

Figure 5.87: A-Scan data of increasing increments of polymer plate thickness

place on the inside surface of the electronically heated mould.
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Figure 5.88: Plot of shift in time of flight of polymer peak echo with increasing

increments of polymer plate thickness.

From the early development work it was identified that the back wall echo of

the mould could be sensitive to the presence of polymer in the mould (Section

3.3.1). The peak amplitude of the M2 and M3 echos were plotted to analyse

their response. In agreement with the previous findings (Figures 3.24, 3.33, and

3.27), the amplitude of both echos is found to reduce in the presence of polymer.

However, the signal was not found to be sensitive to thickness. This was thought

to be due to the coupling, as the samples were manually pressed against the

surface of the mould, which was known to have an e�ect on the degree of coupling,

and therefore, the amplitude of the mould wall echo.
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Figure 5.89: Plot of mould wall back echo amplitude change with increasing

increments of polymer plate thickness.

From the work in Section 3.3.1 it was also identified that temperature had

an e�ect on the ultrasound response. To understand how much this would e�ect

the ultrasound results during a moulding, an empty cycle was conducted where

the mould was heated to 200 °C (based on IAT) before a cooling cycle was

began, reaching a final temperature of 70 °C. Figure 5.90 shows the A-Scan

results from that cycle. In agreement with the previous findings (Figure 3.32), it

was found that the time of flight again increased during heating, and a

subsequently decreased with cooling during the moulding cycle.
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Figure 5.90: Plot showing the e�ect of increasing and decreasing temperature on

A-scans taken during an empty moulding cycle.

Figure 5.91 demonstrates how the amplitude of the M2 and M3 echo’s changed

with temperature during the empty moulding cycle. It can be seen that the

amplitude increases initially, possibly due to thermal expansion improving the

coupling between the transducer and the mould wall. At an IAT of 210 °C, the

amplitude has decreased, reaching a minimum value. During the robots transition

to the fans to begin the cooling cycle, the amplitude reverses direction and begins

to increase again, returning back to its original value during the cooling cycle.
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Figure 5.91: Plot of mould wall back echo amplitude change with increasing and

decreasing temperature during an empty moulding cycle.

After gaining an understanding of how the amplitude and time of flight of the

new setup responded in relation to changing material thickness and temperature,

it was decided that two mouldings would be completed initially. The mouldings

were done with low shot weights of PE-1 to maximise the sound energy, and as

discussed previously to prevent overlapping echo’s, as it was hope that this would

provide more identifiable features in the ultrasound data. Figures 5.92 and 5.93

show the A-Scan results obtained from these mouldings. The same shift in time

of flight relating to the e�ect of temperature on the M1 - M3 echos is observable

again in the results.
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Figure 5.92: Plot showing the A-Scan results for the 1 kg moulding.
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Figure 5.93: Plot showing the A-Scan results for the 2 kg moulding.
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Unlike the empty mould trail (Figure 5.90), it was observed that new peaks

(marked by black arrows in Figures 5.92 and 5.93) appeared during the cycle

in the A-Scan data. Figure 5.94 shows the IAT trace for the two shot weight

mouldings. As discussed in Section 1.2.3 the mould IAT trace is a widely used

too for monitoring polymers in the RM process [125]. It can be seen that at

174 seconds (93 °C), the polymer begins to melt and adhere to the mould wall,

showing a plateau on the temperature trace. This process ends at approximately

300 seconds for the 1 kg moulding, and 380 seconds for the 2 kg moulding, where

the temperature begins to increase steeply once again, signalling the end of the

polymer melting stage and that the all the powder is now adhered to the mould

wall.

Figure 5.94: Mould IAT change for the 1 kg and 2 kg mouldings.

From Figures 5.92 and 5.93 it can be seen that the peaks (black arrows) are

detectable at 420 seconds for both the 1 kg and 2 kg mouldings. This does

not correlate directly with the detected changes in the IAT trace in Figure 5.94.

However, significant densification would have to occur prior to the sound wave

being able to pass through the melt, unhindered by the presence of air bubbles

which would scatter the returning echo. It is therefore thought that the new
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peaks appearing (Figures 5.92 and 5.93 black arrows) correspond to the sound

wave passing through the polymer and reflecting at the polymer air boundary,

and signifies the end of the densification process in that monitored region. The

time of flight of these peaks lengthened during the heating cycle, which it is

though is due to the continued temperature increase of the melt, before reaching

a maximum value. A small subsequent shortening in the time of flight as the

speed of sound in the material increases again due to cooling is then observed.

At the end of the cycle these peaks then disappeared, which is thought to be

a result of de-moulding [156, 157]. However, it is not known how the speed of

sound changes in PE-1 with temperature and densification though. Therefore,

much more work is required to confirm that these peaks do indeed correspond

to a reflection from the polymer back wall, and how this data might be usefully

interpreted in the future.

It was decided to analyse the amplitude response of M2 and M3 for

comparison with the empty mould results presented in Figure 5.91. The

polymer e�ect on amplitude was found to be more evident when comparing the

M3 echos, therefore this was selected to conduct the comparison, however

similar results are obtainable with the M2 data. In Figure 5.95, it can be seen

that in the increasing the polymer shot weight decreases the amplitude of M2

and M3 for the 1 kg moulding in comparison to the empty mould trace, showing

a clear di�erence in amplitude at the peak IAT. It identified that the build-up

of polymer on the mould wall may be observed too, shown as a reduction in

amplitude at around 100 °C, which from the IAT trace in Figure 5.94 was found

to correspond with the onset of the layup of polymer on the mould wall [125].

As the layup process continued, the rate of amplitude change shows a reduction

as the IAT reaches a maximum of 210 °C.
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Figure 5.95: Plot showing the change in amplitude of the 2nd and 3rd mould wall

echo’s with respect to time for the empty moulding and a 1 kg PE-1 moulding.

The time - amplitude results did not align for the 2 kg moulding due the

additional time needed to melt the powder (Figure 5.94). To overcome this,

the amplitude results were plotted with respect to IAT instead. Figure 5.96

demonstrates this for the heating cycle, analysing the M3 echos again. It can be

seen that the amplitude shows an incremental reduction with increase in material

thickness between the 1 kg and 2 kg mouldings, as the coupling is no longer

influenced by external forces during the process as was the case previously (Figure

5.89). Therefore, the technique could be used to monitor material thickness

changes in the future. In addition, during the heating cycle the change in drop

in amplitude of the 1 kg and 2 kg mouldings is found to align with the onset

temperature from Figure 5.94. This result demonstrates the technique may be

used to identify the moment that the polymer begins to stick to the mould wall

(90 °C), its thickness throughout this process, and the end of the adhesion process

(120 °C).
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Figure 5.96: Plot of mould wall back echo amplitude with respect to temperature

during the heating cycle of an empty moulding cycle, and 1 kg and 2 kg PE-1

mouldings.

Similarly, Figure 5.97 presents the amplitude change with respect to IAT

for the cooling cycle of the empty mould in comparison to the 1 kg and 2 kg

mouldings. It can be seen that the amplitude of the 1 kg and 2 kg moulds remains

lower than the empty mould throughout most of the cooling cycle. The changes

in amplitude of this data may relate to the shrinkage and warpage behaviour of

the part during the cooling cycle, however further work is necessary to explore

this, as the e�ect of cooling parameters were not explored in the study. It is

however found that at the end of the solidification process (approximately 110

°C), and in agreement with the results obtained from the IAT traces, the de-

moulding behaviour of the part can be observed [125]. This can be seen by the

return of the amplitude of the 1 kg and 2 kg traces back to the values obtained

in the cold mould trial, showing that the polymer is no longer in contact with

the mould.
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Figure 5.97: Plot of mould wall back echo amplitude with respect to temperature

during the cooling cycle of an empty moulding cycle, and 1 kg and 2 kg PE-1

mouldings.

A final moulding was trialled using a 3 wt% GEN-OB with a shot weight of

2 kg of PE-1, to investigate whether the method of monitoring the mould wall

amplitude was sensitive enough to detect the changes in the thickness of a foam.

The results from this moulding are showing in Figure 5.98. Figure 5.99 shows

the IAT change for the foam sample produced, showing the temperatures at the

completion of the end of the adhesion and melting process, the onset of foaming,

and the completion of the solidification process (as discussed in Section 1.3.1). It

can be seen that the amplitude of the M3 echo does not follow the same trends as

the 1 kg and 2 kg mouldings. Approaching the CBA onset temperature, a lower

amplitude is reached in the foam moulding than the 2 kg moulding, suggesting an

increased thickness is detected. However, it is then observed that the amplitude

increases at the onset temperature for foaming, which is identified from the IAT

trace (Figure 5.99) at 156 °C. It is not clear why this occurred. It was anticipated

that a further amplitude drop would occur as the foam developed, causing the

material to absorb more sound energy than the polymer alone. Further work is
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necessary to understand the e�ect of foam on the ultrasound amplitude in order

to fully interpret this information.

Figure 5.98: Plot of mould wall back echo amplitude with respect to temperature

during the heating cycle of an empty moulding cycle, and a 3 wt% GEN-OB

moulding using 2 kg of PE-1.

Figure 5.99: Plot of the IAT change of the 3 wt% GEN-OB moulding using 2 kg

of PE-1.

Figure 5.100 shows the amplitude changes for the foam moulding during the
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cooling cycle. It is found that there is much less variation in the amplitude

signal during the cooling cycle than the 1 kg and 2 kg mouldings. This could

be a result of less shrinkage and warpage occurring during the foamed moulding.

Further trials would be necessary to confirm this though, as the e�ect of the

cooling parameters were not studied. In addition, it can be seen that the part

does not show the same return in amplitude at 110 °C, suggesting that the part

does not de-mould in the same manner as the 1 kg and 2 kg parts. This was later

confirmed as the part was well adhered to the mould wall during de-moulding,

requiring considerable force to remove it from the mould.

Figure 5.100: Plot of mould wall back echo amplitude with respect to temperature

during the cooling cycle of an empty moulding cycle, and a 3 wt% GEN-OB

moulding using 2 kg of PE-1.
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Chapter 6

Discussion

The aim of the work was to develop processes and procedures to enable the

optimisation of foam structures for large-scale lightweight rotationally moulded

multi-layer products, as discussed in Section 1.4. From the literature a number

of gaps in knowledge were identified (summarised in Section 2.10) that

prevented structures of this type from being manufactured in a cost e�ective,

timely, accessible, and repeatable manner. Six objectives (detailed in Section

2.11) were established from the literature, covering the themes of monitoring,

control, and development of foam structures made either with or without CBAs.

Many major advances were made in the work, and the objectives were met. As

a result the project aim was accomplished, providing novel tools and knowledge

aiding in the manufacture of structures of this type.

6.1 Rapid Method for Monitoring Polymer

Foam Structures

Objective one related to the development of a new method for studying foam

development under conditions reflective of those in an RFM process. The new

method was necessary to resolve a number of drawbacks of the study methods
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used by previous researchers, discussed in Section 2.3.1, which hindered the ability

to obtain realtime results regarding foaming behaviour. When developing the

method, inspiration for solutions was taken from the glass vessels used in liquid

foam studied to enable foam behaviour to be observed in real time [48, 49]. In

the development of the new method, a number of iterations were explored before

an optimal setup was identified, as discussed in Section 3.1. Research in the field

of injection stretch blow moulding provided the idea for the final solution, using

digitally controlled silicone oil baths, which were used for uniformly heating pre-

forms prior to blowing [163]. The new method was faster than previous methods,

and scalable depending on size of sample needed, allowed multiple samples to

be created at once if necessary. Most importantly, the method allowed the foam

structure to be observed during growth, making use of glassware and translucent

high temperature silicone oil for heating the samples. The unique view provided

by the glassware and silicone oil was fully utilised, using a camera to capture the

foam development behaviour during each experiment. Image analysis techniques

were used to extract the height of the foam from the images captured of each

experiment. From the example in Figure 5.23, it can be seen that during the

heating cycle the sample height was found to decrease initially due to sintering

and densification, before increasing sharply during decomposition, followed by

shrinkage during cooling. Similarly, Emami et al plotted the height change of a

single foam moulding, taking measurements through a glass window of a uniaxial

RM machine [71]. In agreement with Emami et al, at the CBA decomposition

temperature the sample height increased rapidly, continuing into the early stages

of the cooling cycle, before beginning to reduce in height during a shrinkage stage

prior to solidification. The novel method and the results it provided helped to

facilitate the studies required to achieve objectives two and six, providing realtime

data regarding foam behaviour, and enabling the analysis of its relationship with

material and process variables.
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6.2 The E�ect of Process and Material

Variables on the Development of Polymer

Foam Structures

Objective two was to establish the parameters that control foam structures made

using CBAs, and to quantify their e�ect. This was done using both one-variable-

at-a-time type studies, and also using the DOE approach, in an e�ort to identify

interactions between process and material e�ects for the first time. This objective

was achieved, and a number of variables were studied, including some that were

made possible for the first time by the development of the rapid method for

monitoring foam development.

6.2.1 Material E�ects

The appropriate selection of resin and CBA is essential for the development of

a foam structure using any polymer manufacturing process. From the literature

it was established that the evolution of a foam structure has four stages pre-

nucleation, nucleation, growth, and stabilisation [22, 46, 64]. At each stage,

there were certain elements identified that must be completed prior to the next

stage beginning, to ensure optimal foaming. Of particular importance, the role

of sintering and densification was emphasised, which it is said should be fully

completed prior to the onset of CBA decomposition to avoid cell coarsening from

occurring [22, 71, 84]. Despite it being known that sintering and densification

was important to optimising foaming though, previous RFM literature had not

explored how it could be optimised using the practices already established for

non-foamed mouldings [81].

Polymer particle size was one of the factors known to play a role in

densification [81] selected for investigation, having identified from the literature

review that it had received very little attention previously in RFM studies

(Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3). Varying the polymer particle size between 500 µm
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and 106 µm produced foams with densities between (0.227-0.351 g/ cm3), the

fourth largest response of the parameters studied. From Figure 5.7, it was

demonstrated that finer particle sizes created smaller bubbles in higher numbers

during sintering than coarser particles. Finer particles also densified quicker.

During testing using the rapid foam observation method, it was observed

(Figures 5.57, 5.55, and 5.59) that finer particle sizes produced foams with lower

densities, smaller cell sizes, and created thicker foam samples. This finding

appears to agree with [22, 71, 84], however a detailed study of particle size using

the hot stage microscope would be beneficial to confirm that the faster

densification provided by the finer resin particle size is the reason for this

improvement in foaming behaviour, and not a result of some other factor, such

as better mixing quality for example. Consideration should also be given to the

economical impact of using a finer particle sizes for this purpose, as a higher

grinding quality will increase the cost of the resin.

The viscosity of the polymer must also be considered in its selection for

creating RFM foams. This is said to be split in to the optimisation of two

competing factors, decreasing zero-shear viscosity to improve sintering and

densification and prevent cell coarsening [22, 76, 83], and increasing melt

strength to prevent cell coalescence [22, 76, 88]. During the work, resins of

varying MFI were used to explore the e�ects rheology on the foaming

behaviour. Note that materials with a low MFI have a high zero-shear viscosity

and high melt strength. The results found that changing the MFI between

70-0.8 g/ 10 mins produced foams with densities between 0.290-0.598 g/ cm3,

the largest response of all the parameters studied. In agreement, it was found

that average cell diameters and PSH (Figures 5.54 and 5.50) decrease with

decreasing MFI. However, foam density and cell density (Figures 5.52 and 5.53)

increases with decreasing MFI. Materials with an MFI in the region of 2.4 - 7.5

g/ 10 mins are found to be most suitable, in agreement with [83].

Assuming the selected polymer is correctly sintered and densified, the

characteristics of the CBA decomposition become important. DSC and TGA
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were used to study a number of CBA types and CBA decomposition

temperatures. A fast reaction is claimed to better to ensure that all the CBA is

decomposed at the same time, thereby avoiding cell coarsening [45]. The results

(Figures 5.14 and 5.15) showed that endothermic reactions tended to be slower

than exothermic reactions, making them less suitable for optimal foaming. In

agreement with previous findings, the analysis of the exothermic CBAs (Figures

5.16 and 5.20) showed that they are sensitive to heating rate, and react at

di�erent temperatures and rates too [22, 46, 87]. Ruling out the endothermic

CBAs, and any slow reacting exothermic CBAs, the development work (Section

3.1 was used to identify an appropriate CBA for further study. In agreement

with Emami et al, out of the CBAs used in the work, GEN-OB was found to

perform best during early studies [87].

In addition to the thermal characteristics of the CBA, the concentration of

CBA must also be selected. This is can be predicted using Equations 2.6, 2.7,

and 2.9 [22, 87]. It is said that high concentrations of CBA are not good, as

mouldings are more expensive to produce, and leads to excessive foam coalescence

[22]. Equally though, too little blowing agent is also not good, as the desired foam

density will not be achieved. For the first time a detailed study was conducted to

observe the e�ect of CBA concentration on foaming behaviour. Varying the CBA

concentration between 1-5 wt% produced foams with densities varying from 0.291-

0.134 g/ cm3, the second largest response of the parameters studied. Comparing

the calculated densities with the measure densities, (Figure 5.62) there was an

under prediction found for the lower CBA concentrations, and similarly and over

prediction of foam performance at higher concentrations. There was, however, a

good approximation between the calculated and measure densities at an optimal

value of 3 wt% of GEN-OB using PE-1.

As previously mentioned, in the past, authors had focused on using materials

with a low zero-shear viscosity to ensure densification was completed prior to CBA

decomposition, thereby avoiding cell coarsening. The melt strength is sacrificed

by doing this though, leading to cell coalescence issues during the growth stage
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instead. Another solution was, therefore, sought. Mould pressurisation had been

successfully used for controlling densification in the past, with vacuum pressures

considered to be the safest option for achieving this [81, 86]. In agreement with

Spence and Crawford, during testing it was observed that the use of vacuum sped

up the densification process with each increasing increment of vacuum pressure

applied, and subsequently removed after the completion of the melting process

(Figure 5.12). This could allow coarser particles to be used, potentially reducing

the cost of the resin.

In the work, a unique method was demonstrated whereby the DSC results

were compared with the reduction in bubble area obtained from the densification

studies. It was decided to explore how the selection of a resin when using a

vacuum environment to speed densification would be considered from the point

of view of minimising cycle time. This is the first time results have been discussed

in this manner, and could be useful for future material selection purposes. Figure

5.13 demonstrated how using vacuum pressure made it possible to densify a melt

faster, and therefore a CBA with an earlier onset temperature could be selected.

Lowering the CBA decomposition temperature is said to be beneficial for RFMs,

increasing the melt strength and reducing the cycle time [22]. It was though that

the use of mould pressure to control densification could remove the need for the

careful balancing act of polymer rheology properties, meaning that higher zero-

shear viscosity materials with a high melt strength could be explored instead. In

Figure 5.22 TRA-120 was identified as a suitable exothermic candidate available,

however its slow reaction rate was not as suitable for foaming as GEN-OB. In

future work, it would be good to return to the endothermic CBAs, using a vacuum

to densify the resins to see if an optimal foam structure can be achieved with

the lower melt temperatures. Similarly, kickers could be explored to lower the

decomposition temperature of the fast reacting exothermic CBAs too [84].

Studying the e�ect of pressure in the work proved to be extremely challenging.

Due to health and safety concerns it could not be explored using the rapid foam

method beyond a few initial trials. Due to the limitations of the moulds available,
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it was also not possible to explore the use of pressure on industrial sized tooling.

In future work, it thought that a detailed study of low MFI materials would be

beneficial, with a focus on using low MFI materials to maximise melt strength,

and using vacuum pressure to aid densification. The same technique could also

be a useful tool for optimising foaming of recycled materials, where the viscosity

between batches can vary, leading to poor sintering and subsequently CBA gas

loss, or cell coarsening if the densification behaviour is not controlled.

Although the method proved useful for studying foam, multi-layer foam

produced in test tubes were not successful, as demonstrated in Figure 5.49.

Multi-layer foam structures have been found to have pin-holes in the skin layers

of mouldings [67]. Very few studies have approached the optimisation of

multi-layer foamed mouldings. It is thought that a detailed study of the use of

vacuum for the densification of multi-layer foam mouldings could be useful too,

and could potentially rectify the pin-hole issues in the skin layers, improve the

foam structure, and reduce heating cycle time times. By combining these

studies, it could be possible in the future to create optimum foam structures

where recycled foam cores are contained between virgin or recycled skin

materials, depending on the products end application.

6.2.2 Process E�ects

Heating rate is acknowledged to e�ect aspects of the RFM cycle. In agreement

with Crawford, an increased heating rate was found to increase the rate of

densification of a polymer melt (Figures 5.8 and 5.10) [81]. This is not thought

to be a good route to optimising the pre-nucleation behaviour though, as a

uniform polymer temperature should achieved across the melt prior to

decomposition, to ensure all the polymer is decomposed at the same time [45].

Heating rate was also found to have an e�ect on the CBA decomposition

behaviour (Figures 5.16 and 5.20), in agreement with Emami et al [87]. Varying

the heating oil temperature between 170-200 °C (influencing the heating rate)

had a small e�ect on the foam density results (0.315-0.344 g/ cm3). As
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discussed in Section 2.4.3, very few studies have investigated the e�ect of

heating rate on foamed structures in RFM. Pop-Iliev et al produced foamed

mouldings whilst changing the oven temperature and found that ‘too high a

temperature gradient yielded samples with very course structures’ [89]. In

disagreement with Pop-Iliev et al, samples produced at the highest heating rate,

a 200 °C oil setting, showed the highest ACDe (637 bubbles/ 100 mm2) and the

lowest ACDi (0.0783 mm).

Changing the heating rate using industrial scale equipment can be challenging

to achieve accurately, as discussed in Section 6.3. Peak temperature is much

more commonly used to control foam structures in RFM literature [22, 67, 75,

78, 84, 89, 92, 93, 113]. The results showed that increasing the peak temperature

increased the sample height incrementally, eventually reaching an upper limit.

Foam densities varied only a small amount, between 0.316-0.354 g/ cm3. In

agreement with Liu and Yang and Liu and Tsai, increasing the peak temperature

reduced the foam density for the lower temperatures, but an optimum value was

reached, at which point the foam density began to increase instead [92, 113].

It is reported that a much longer cooling times are required for foam processing

than for normal rotomoulding because of the insulative properties of the foam

structure developed [22]. This additional time is said to allow the cells to grow

in a foam, decreasing the quality of the structure through cell coarsening and

coalescence [45]. It is also known, however, that rapid uneven cooling is not

useful in RM as it causes large amounts of warpage in the part [95]. Until the

development of the rapid foam method, a detailed study of the e�ect of cooling

rate was practically impossible due to the time and complexity of conducting

accurate studies using industrial equipment. Varying the cooling rate provided

only a small change in foam density, with samples ranging between 0.313-0.329

g/ cm3. In agreement with both Throne, and Ogila et al, foams cooled rapidly

in water had a lower ACDe (384-624 bubbles/ 100 mm2) and showed higher

average foam densities (0.329 g/ cm3) than foams cooled in oil. It was also

found that cooling too slowly increased the amount of variation in measured
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foam densities. It is evident that there is much more to be understood regarding

the optimum cooling of foam mouldings. Maximising the cooling rate without

adversely e�ecting the foam structure is essential to the minimising cycle times

whilst maintaining the quality of the foam produced.

As already discussed, the use of mould pressurisation was demonstrated to be

a useful means of speeding up densification. Throne acknowledged that mould

pressures of 10 atmospheres would be beneficial for the nucleation process in

RFM, applying positive pressure after the melting of the polymer and before

the onset of CBA decomposition [45]. Meanwhile, Emami et al suggested that

a study of processing pressure on developing foam structures would be a useful

topic for future work [71]. As indicated, studies of mould pressurisation are

challenging using tooling that is not designed for that purpose. Pressures of 10

atmospheres are much higher than would be typically used in the process. It is

thought that a study using a dedicated pressure chamber on a hotplate would be

beneficial to confirm Thrones hypothesis. During the development of the rapid

foam development, pressurisation application e�ects after CBA decomposition

were also investigated. It was found that the foam responded dynamically to

changes in positive pressure, which acted to compress the foam, and negative

pressure, which expanded the foam structure (Figures 5.44 and 3.4). With further

investigation of this e�ect, it could be possible to use this as a means of optimising

foam structures in the future.

6.2.3 Prediction of Foam Height using Regression

Analysis

From the literature review (Section 2.4.6), it was highlighted that current models

developed for RM foaming conditions are primarily used to simulate individual

cell changes, and therefore do not fully encompass the behaviour of the whole

foaming process [35, 76, 88]. As a result, there is a lack of tools available to

industry for predicting the conditions required to produce a foam of a certain

thickness. From the initial variability study (Section 5.3.1) it was found that the
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results of foam height change VS process time were most reliable when the sample

reached a maximum. In addition, analysis of the foam height VS time graphs

(Figures 5.30, 5.39, 5.44, 5.50, 5.55, and 5.60) highlighted that the rate of change

during the expansion period changed linearly. Therefore, it could be assumed that

the peak sample height changes where related directly to the variable changed in

each experiment. The maximum sample heights were plotted for each variable

study in Figures 5.31, 5.40, 5.45, 5.51, 5.56, and 5.61, and trend lines fitted to

each. The equations obtained from the results, summarised in Table 6.1, provide

a tool for predicting the e�ect of each variable (x) on the peak sample height (y

in mm).

Table 6.1: Summary of Regression Analysis Equations for Predicting Foam

Height.

E�ect of Variable (x) R2 Regression Analysis Equation

Heating Oil Temperature (°C) 0.9474 y = -0.0061x2 + 2.1973x - 159.18

Peak Sample Temperature (°C) 0.9988 y = -0.0123x2 + 4.533x - 378.11

Vacuum Pressure (kPa) 0.9947 y = 0.0087x2 - 0.2102x + 46.934

Melt Flow Index (g/ 10min) 0.8558 y = 3.2899ln(x) + 31.528

CBA Concentration (wt%) 0.9779 y = -4.0809x2 + 34.538x + 25.525

Polymer Particle Size (µm) 0.9746 y = 0.0001x2 - 0.1124x + 68.635

It is noted that the study regarding the e�ect of cooling rate could not be

analysed in this manner, as all the samples were produced under identical

conditions during the heating stage the peak foam height changes were minimal.

In addition, the foam height at the end of the cycle could not be accurately

obtained as the foam collapsed in the centre (discussed in Section 3.1). A

modification of the measurement technique, such as a laser system [52] could

overcome this issue to provide relationships with final foam thickness values.

Despite these challenges, the equations and the method used to obtain them are

valuable to the industry for reducing the costs associated with developing new

foam moulded products. The equations should be developed further in future
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work through the use of machine learning techniques, which would allow a more

accurate model to be created by including the e�ect of interaction between

variables [106].

6.2.4 Process and Material Variable Interaction E�ects

From the literature review, it was identified that research in polymer foaming

processes outside of RFM were using statistical methods to study the e�ect of

multi-variable interactions, and reduce the number of runs needed to conduct

a study in their processes [108, 109, 110, 111, 112]. Advanced study methods

like these had never been applied in RFM literature, with studies using the one-

variable-at-a-time technique to conduct experimentation. In the work the DOE

method was applied in a preliminary study, exploring the interactions between

PST, CBA concentration, and polymer particle size, by observing their e�ect on

a foam structure produced using the rapid test method. The results indicated

that the DOE technique could be successfully used to study foam structures using

the rapid foam test method. As the technique had not been applied before, it

was decided that variable levels would be selected to cause a large change in the

measure responses of foam density and PSH. It was hoped that this would make

the analysis of the results easier, in absence of data for comparison purposes. The

e�ect of single variables (Figure 5.68) did not align with the findings of the one-

variable-at-a-time studies conducted in most cases, showing that the mid level of

all variables was the optimum for both the foam density and maximum sample

height responses. It must be remembered though that this data is averaged, and

reflects the e�ect of the other variable levels studied at the same time. For all

combinations, it was demonstrated that interactions exist between two variables

in the study. From this data (Figure 5.70), the lower levels of each variable were

found to more closely match the behaviour identified in the one-variable-at-a-time

studies. The optimum foam structure (0.132 g/ cm3, 69 mm PSH) was created

using the smallest particle size (>90 µm <106 µm) with 4 wt% GEN-OB, and

the lowest PST of 170 °C.
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The design of the experiment meant that the three factor interaction results

were di�cult to interpret without conducting further studies. A full factorial

design was used, meaning that a result was obtained for each variable at each

level, increasing the number of runs that had to be conducted, therefore limiting

the number of factors and levels that could be studied. The DOE method was

found to be a powerful tool for studying foaming behaviour, and has the potential

to be used to develop predictive models specific to combinations of process and

material variables in the future [109]. Other experimental designs, such as the

popular Taguchi method, could be explored in future work though, decreasing

the number of runs required [107]. This in-turn would mean that the number of

factors and levels could be increased, providing a more accurate representation

of the variable interactions, and their e�ect upon the foam structure.

6.3 The Validation of Process and Material

Variable E�ects on Foam Structures

Very few studies discuss the variability of their results in the literature, as the time

required to make numerous samples can be considerable when using industrial

scale equipment to produce them. In addition, there has never been a comparison

of the variability of results obtained between test methods either. Objective six

therefore sought to validate the e�ect of the process and material variables on the

foam structures created, by comparing the novel rapid foam development study

method with conventional rotomoulded foam samples under similar conditions.

The study methods were found to be comparable, but the conventional method

provided a higher level of variability in comparison to the rapid test tube method.

Comparing the di�erence of standard deviation of the samples produced using

both methods, a di�erence of 52 % was found. The increased variability of the

samples produced using the conventional RM machine is thought to be mainly due

to temperature influences. The temperature control of the hot plate experiment

peak temperature, with good operator ability, could be maintained within +/-
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1 °C. The PIAT control of an RFM cycle, by comparison, is quite challenging

to predict and control, as the mould movement to the cooling stage is relatively

slow. In addition, the heating rate did not exactly match between experiments,

which was also known to influence the foam structure from the observations made

with the rapid foam test method.

Results obtained with the rapid foam test method regarding the e�ect of

process and material variables were validated by comparing the data with foam

samples produced using the industrial scale machine too. The trends identified

matched those from the rapid foam test method in most cases. In agreement

with the results obtained for the e�ect particle size on foam density using the

rapid foam test method (Section 6.2.1), the samples produced (Figure 5.80)

demonstrated that decreasing the polymer particle size reduces the foam

density. Also in agreement with the results discussed in Section 6.2.1, it was

found that decreasing the resin MFI increased the density of the foam produced

(Figure 5.81).

Although it was identified that polymer particle size had an e�ect on the

foam, sieving large quantities of material using the equipment available was not a

viable option. Therefore, a similar variability study was conducted using PE-1 in

its as-supplied condition instead. The foam density was found to have an average

of 0.346 g/ cm3 and a standard deviation of 0.022 g/ cm3. Using the natural

PE-1 material, the e�ect of CBA content was studied (Figure 5.82). Comparing

the results with those discussed in Section 6.2.1, it was found that the measured

density more closely reflected the density predicted using Equations 2.6, 2.7, and

2.9 [22, 87].

Finally, the e�ect of heating heating rate was analysed using the natural PE-

1 powder (Figure 5.83). In the rapid foam test method results it was found

that increasing the heating rate decreased the density up until a limit, when the

density began to increase once again. The samples made using the conventional

RM machinery do not follow this trend though. It is thought that di�erences

in the PIAT is the cause of this di�erence in trends. The oven settings used to
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produce the foams created large variations it the time at which the mould must

be removed from the oven to attain the correct PIAT temperature. Optimising

the PIAT by trial and error was found to take considerable time and material in

order to optimise e�ectively. Even with multiple attempts at each heating rate

to obtain the correct values, the PIAT accuracy could only be held at +/- 10

°C with reasonable operator skill, demonstrating the di�culty of controlling the

moulding process at a larger scale.

6.4 Method for Monitoring the E�ects Mould

Pressure on Polymer Melts

For objective four, a method was developed based on the sintering and

densification study methods presented in previous studies [63, 97, 132]. A

pressure chamber was manufactured, allowing the study of mould pressure

e�ects, the details of which are discussed in Section 3.2. Building upon the

visual imaging techniques demonstrated Boyd et al, Spence, and Syler et al

[80, 132, 133], the pressure chamber method developed in the work allowed for

the investigation of the use of pressure in controlling the bubbles formed from

the sintering process. Although the results were successfully captured and

analysed using the pressure chamber, there were a number of alterations that

would make the device more much useful in the future. Firstly, the ability to

illuminate a sample in a diascopic manner for monitoring foams made with a

CBA in the early development stages would be very useful. Secondly, the ability

to control the heating rate of the pressure chamber base directly, would allow a

more accurate comparison of sintering and densification behaviour with DSC

results for example. Lastly, it was thought that a design that allowed mould

insert sensor systems the be developed on a hotplate under pressurised

conditions, making use of a camera for cross-referencing melt behaviour would

be advantageous for the development of new sensor systems for electronically

heated moulds in the future. This would mean the same sensor system could be
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moved directly to an industrial scale electronically heated tool once created and

tested, reducing the cost of development.

6.5 The Role of Variables Associated with

Sintering and Densification in Vacuum

Foaming

Objective five made use of the methods developed for objective four to establish

the parameters controlling foams produced without CBAs, and to measure their

e�ect on the structures created. The vacuum foaming technique uses the bubbles

trapped within the melt, that would usually be removed through densification, to

create a foamed structure. This technique was first demonstrated by Spence, who

created structures in a small mould placed on top of a hot plate [80]. More recently

it had been studied by Werner et al, who used a small custom made un-axial rig

to study the method, commenting that the technique has new potential, as more

blowing agents are phased out due to their health and environmental impact

[119]. It is known that the sintering and densification behaviour of polymers can

be controlled by polymer powder size, shape and distribution, as well as viscosity,

and subsequently temperature [81]. Therefore, a study was conducted to see if it

were possible to reverse engineer these findings, optimising bubble retention for

the vacuum foaming process.

In agreement with Werner et al and Spence, the initial results from the

study indicated the the air bubbles remaining from sintering and densification

increased in size with increasing vacuum pressure, applied after the completion

of the melting process. In their work, Werner et al suggested that powder

diameter should be investigated in future work. An optimal foam structure is

said to have a high cell density with a small average cell size for optimal

mechanical performance [2]. In agreement with the behaviour described for

standard RM sintering and densification studies, the results demonstrated that
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the particle size should be minimised as much as possible to create a melt with

a high number of small bubbles to form during sintering [79]. Using the

equipment available it was possible to create a powder with a particle size of

>90 <106 µm, but it is thought that with more e�ective grinding the cell

density could be increased even further. In addition to minimising the polymer

particle size, using a high heating rate (increased from 15 °C/ min to 25 °C/

min) was found to be best for optimal vacuum foaming behaviour, reducing the

time available for densification to occur (Figures 5.77, 5.73, and 5.78). By doing

this the measured cell density was increased by 115 % from 156 to 586 bubbles/

25 µm2. The hot plate used in the study was limited by a maximum

temperature of 300 °C. In future work, it would be interesting to explore

heating techniques designed for providing high heating rates to see if this

further optimises the retention of the small bubbles in the melt. It would also

be beneficial to explore the economic implications of the process. Having

identified that fine polymer powders are most desirable to achieve optimal foam

structures using the vacuum foaming method, consideration must be given to

the cost implications to achieve this. In addition, the use of vacuum pumps can

be costly too, so this must also be factored.

6.6 Method of Monitoring the Development of

Vacuum Foamed Mouldings Produced using

Industrial Scale Moulding Equipment

Image capture is a common tool used in RM literature to study the behaviour

of polymer melts in ‘bench based’ studies [63, 132]. Similarly in RFM literature,

image capture may also be used [22, 46, 71, 77, 83, 88]. However, from the

literature review, it was identified that there had only been one attempt at

using this technology to study mouldings created using industrial scale

equipment [133]. More recently though, in-process imaging has been gaining
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attention, as the industry progresses towards electronically heated tooling [134].

Following the studies of vacuum foaming (discussed in Section 6.5), it was felt

that a camera system could be developed to be able to monitor the vacuum

foaming process at an industrial scale. Contributing to objective four, the work

was conducted based upon the lessons learnt during the creation of the ‘bench

based’ method (Section 3.2). The device created provided a unique view of the

molten polymer laying up on the glass surface during the moulding cycle on the

robot. The development of the device, and the challenges that had to be

overcome to obtain the results is discussed in Section 3.3.2.

Following the method detailed in Section 4.8.3, three mouldings were

produced at atmospheric pressure, along with two increments of vacuum

pressures, contributing to objectives five and six. Bubbles were clearly visible in

the images, and were found to increase in size (Figure 5.85) with each

incremental increase of vacuum pressure applied, in agreement with the ’bench

based’ experiments (Section 6.5) and the findings of Werner et al [119]. The

initial results demonstrate that the device could be used to monitor the vacuum

foaming process at an industrial scale. With further refinement though, it could

be possible to use a device like this to control the foaming process via a

feedback loop, providing a level of control that would not be possible with a

CBA developed foam.

6.7 Method for Monitoring the Development

of Rotationally Moulded Products using

Ultrasound

Ultrasound has been used in injection moulding and extrusion processes for

monitoring the moulding process for many years [155, 156, 158, 159]. In RM it

is typically used for assessing the thickness of mouldings for quality control

purposes [138]. Ultrasound had never been explored as an in-process monitoring
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tool for the RM process though. Therefore, objective three was established to

explore how the ultrasound inspection might be used to monitor the RM

process. The closest example was found for the reactive RM process, where

ultrasound was used to monitor the curing of a thermosetting resin [162]. It was

important to develop background knowledge in the use of the ultrasonic

inspection technique prior to attempting to monitor a full RM cycle. This was

discussed in Section 3.3.1. From this work it was possible to identify the types

of changes that might be expected in an ultrasound trace captured from the RM

process, and to identify suitable transducer options. Moving to industrial scale

equipment a series of studies were conducted using the ultrasound system

developed in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.3 for objective three, to further build upon

the knowledge developed initially. In the final stages of the work, a novel

method was used to monitor the moulding a three parts, one of which was a

foamed structure, further contributing to objective six. The method made use

of the amplitude changes of the mould wall echo during the moulding cycle,

which was found to be sensitive to the presence of the polymer during the

moulding cycle (Figures 5.98 and 5.100). The mould wall echo amplitude is

found to reduce by 12 % for a 1 kg moulding, 19 % for a 2 kg moulding, and 15

% for a foamed moulding at the end of the heating cycle. For the foamed

moulding, at the onset of CBA decomposition the mould wall echo reduced by

another 16 %, in comparison to the signal at the end of the polymer lay-up

phase. This exciting finding is a break through for RM, which has been reliant

on temperature monitoring of the mould internal air since the 1990s [125].

The initial results indicated that changes relating to sintering and

densification, polymer thickness, foam development, shrinkage and warpage

might be measurable with further work. One of the main challenges to overcome

in future work is the automated interpretation of the ultrasound results. B-Scan

results were produced, which are also used in other ultrasound literature [139].

Although di�erences between mouldings can be detected in this manner, the

results are open to operator interpretation. A method therefore must be
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developed to analyse the results to obtain the change in material thickness for

example. This will require the development of a method for tracking the peak

time of flight and peak amplitude changes, as these were found to change

simultaneously throughout the moulding cycle. An understanding of the e�ect

of temperature on the speed of sound in polymers will also be necessary to

achieve this. In addition, filtering of results must be explored in future to obtain

higher signal to noise ratios to improve the sensitivity of the method [153].

6.8 Industrial Application of the Findings

The major parameters controlling foam structures produced using CBAs were

found to be mould pressure, polymer particle size, CBA content and polymer

MFI (Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2). Mould pressure was found to be useful to

optimise the pre-nucleation stage of foaming, speeding up densification. Mould

pressure was also found to e�ect the foam structure after CBA decomposition

(Figures 5.44 and 3.4). Vacuum pressures may be more favourable for safety

reasons, and even a small amount was found to be enough to create a positive

e�ect on the polymer/ foam behaviour. Significant challenges were experienced

in the work relating to the poor design of moulds and machinery for sealing and

pressurising mouldings. It is therefore suggested that the industry considers

sealing and pressure application equipment when designing new tooling or

installing new machinery. Thereby providing another avenue for optimising

foamed mouldings.

The vacuum foaming method was found to be a unique way to produce

foamed structures in RM without using CBAs Section 6.5. This technique again

requires moulds to be better designed for pressure application. To optimise

vacuum foamed mouldings the polymer particle size should be minimised, and

heating rate maximised. There are a number of benefits identified in the course

of the work that make the vacuum foaming process advantageous in comparison

to CBA produced foam mouldings though:
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1. As preventing densification is reliant on high heating rates, and melt

temperatures must be kept low, cycle times are shortened.

2. As the foam is normally produced during the cooling cycle, the viscosity of

the melt can be controlled precisely, and the developing foam does not su�er

from temperature increases during growth, unlike CBA foam mouldings as

discussed by Throne [45, 119].

3. As the foam is created during the cooling cycle, the cycle time is shortened

by the lack of insulating foam of a standard RFM [115].

4. As indicated by Werner, the processed materials will also have better

properties when recycled, as no CBA residues will be present in the

material [119].

It was shown that ultrasound can be used to monitor polymer behaviour

during a RM and RFM mouldings. There are numerous opportunities to be

explored using ultrasound inspection (Section 6.7) in RM if the cost limitations

are reduced. This could be achieved by using PEEK rods to separate the

transducer from the high temperature region of the polymer or mould surface,

meaning that lower cost standard ultrasound transducers could be used.

Exploration of cheaper pulser-receivers to drive the transducer on the robot arm

would also be beneficial. The pulser-receiver used in the work was an expensive

system suitable for research purposes, however lower cost alternatives can be

purchased. A dedicated low voltage industrial PC was used to capture the data,

this increased the weight of the mould though, which must be considered when

selecting the size of the robot arm. By achieving this though, a number of

possibilities can be explored:

1. Shrinkage and warpage could be studied using ultrasound, providing real-

time data for the optimisation of the cooling process.

2. Using electronically heated moulds, mouldings can change in thickness in

multiple regions. Ultrasound transducers placed in each of the regions for
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quality assurance purposes, providing tracking of both the thickness change

and the amount of curing in these regions.

3. In safety critical parts such as fuel tanks, the cure, thickness, warpage

data obtained from ultrasound could be invaluable, potentially reducing the

amount of post moulding testing that has to be conducted [136, 137, 161].

4. The data could be used in feed-back loops, providing information for the

robotic RM machines of the future to autonomously correct process settings,

such as shot-weights or rotation speed/ ratio to obtain highly repeatable

parts.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions, Recommendations

for Future Work & Industrial

Application of the Results

7.1 Conclusions

The aim of the work was to develop processes and procedures to enable the

optimisation of foam structures for large-scale lightweight rotationally moulded

multi-layer products. The main objectives of the work were: to establish the

parameters that control foam, and quantify how much they e�ect the foam;

and, to determine if ultrasound could be used to monitor polymer behaviour

during moulding. A number of processes and procedures were developed to

achieve these objectives, expanding the tools available for studying and

monitoring foams in the RFM process. In industry, these very important

processes and procedures enable optimised foam structures to be produced for

large-scale multi-layer mouldings. All of the key objectives for the project were

met, and a number of major contributions to RFM research were made. The

following key conclusions were drawn from the work:
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1. A unique method using a glass oil bath to heat test tubes containing

polymer/ CBA mixtures was found to be a very successful rapid method

for observing the evolution of a polymer foam structure during its

production. The method allowed for sample height changes to be recorded

during the foaming process, and provided samples suitable for

post-moulding characterisation, such as for density analysis, or for

capturing cross-sectional cell structure images.

2. In order of importance, the key variables that control CBA developed

foams in terms of foam density are found to be polymer rheology

(0.290-0.598 g/ cm3), mould vacuum pressure (0.131-0.319 g/ cm3), CBA

concentration (0.291- 0.134 g/ cm3), and polymer particle size

(0.227-0.351 g/ cm3). Heating rate, cooling rate, and PST are also found

to influence the foam structure, but their e�ects were less significant. The

DOE technique was successfully applied to study the interactions between

parameters and their e�ect on the foam structures produced for the first

time in RFM. The thickest foam with the lowest density (0.132 g/ cm3, 69

mm PSH) was created using the smallest particle size (>90 µm <106

µm), the 4 wt% GEN-OB, and the lowest PST of 170 °C.

3. In the early work, the ultrasonic inspection technique was found to be an

excellent tool for monitoring polymer behaviour under RM representative

conditions. Following the positive results, a novel method was developed

utilising the change in amplitude of returning echos from a mould wall to

monitor the polymer behaviour during a moulding. The mould wall echo

amplitude was found to reduce by 12 % for a 1 kg moulding, 19 % for a 2

kg moulding, and 15 % for a foamed moulding at the end of the heating

cycle. For the foamed moulding, at the onset of CBA decomposition the

mould wall echo further reduced by 16 % in comparison to the signal at the

end of the polymer lay-up phase.

4. A novel method was successfully developed for studying the e�ect of
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pressure on polymer melts. The same method was also used to study the

evolution of foams produced without CBAs for the first time. In addition,

a unique camera system was created to allow the evolution of foamed

mouldings produced without CBAs to be monitored on industrial scale

moulding equipment.

5. The key parameters that control foam developed without CBA were

identified to be vacuum pressure, polymer particle size, and heating rate.

By minimising the polymer particle size to >90 µm <106 µm, and

increasing the heating rate from 15 °C/ min to 25 °C/ min, the cell

density can be increased by 115 %.

6. Through validation trials it was proven that the procedures developed to

control and monitor foams can be successfully transferred to the industrial

process. The trends obtained for polymer particle size, CBA

concentration, and polymer rheology using industrial scale RM machinery

were found largely agree with those observed in the rapid test method

results. The variability of the results produced using the industrial scale

method were found to be greatly limited by the manual control of the

PST. Similarly, for foams produced without CBAs at an industrial scale,

it is shown that incrementally increasing the vacuum pressure causes the

cell sizes to increase in a moulding.

7.2 Recommendations for Future Research

Work

On the basis of the work completed, several areas were identified that would

benefit from further research attention:

1. Advantages for using pressure when creating RFM mouldings were noted

for structures developed both with and without CBAs. However, health and

safety concerns meant that an in depth study of the e�ect of pressure could
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not be conducted with the rapid foam observation method. In addition,

sealing moulds and controlling pressure to complete studies using industrial

scale equipment was found to be equally as challenging. Studies should be

continued in the use vacuum pressures to speed up densification in RFM.

This could be done by replacing the test tubes used in the method with

a glass vessel specifically designed for the application of pressures. It is

thought that this would have a number of advantages:

• A broader range of materials could be used, as the RFM process is

no longer limited to materials that naturally densify during a

standard moulding cycle. This might mean that materials that are

less susceptible to cell coalescence could be used.

• Lower CBA decomposition temperatures might be used more

successfully if the resin is correctly densified, either by re-visiting

endothermic CBAs which tended to have lower decomposition

temperatures, or by the use of kickers with exothermic CBAs. This

could lower the cycle times of mouldings, and allow more optimised

foam structures to be produced due to the lower viscosity of the resin

at the lower decomposition temperature.

• Recycled materials which typically show poor densification behaviour

in RM, might be used with more success to create foam structures.

Studies should also be conducted using the same method to observe how

pressure applied after CBA decomposition might be used to control the

foam behaviour. This could serve to maintain the foam structure and

prevent shrinkage up until the point of stabilisation if the pressure could

be dynamically adjusted.

2. The use of the ultrasound inspection method for RM shows great

potential for the industry. It has been shown to provide real-time process

monitoring data that is impossible to obtain using the established
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temperature monitoring technique. The method would benefit from

development in the following areas:

• The use of other polymer resins and shot weights.

• Ascertain if the same amplitude method employed in the work could

be used to monitor the thickness of foam mouldings.

• Optimisation of the signal to noise ratio should be conducted, with

consideration to changing the transducer type or pulser-receiver

settings for mould wall echos, or exploring the use of custom made

wave guides for polymer echos.

• The development of PEEK wave guides to separate transducers from

the high temperature region of the polymer or mould surface,

meaning that lower cost standard ultrasound transducers could be

used in industry.

• The development of techniques for data filtering and interpretation,

such as a method for monitoring the peaks obtained directly from the

presence of the polymer highlighted in the work.

• Investigate the use of ultrasound inspection as a tool for monitoring

the manufacture of skin-foam and skin-foam-skin mouldings.

• During the cooling cycle changes were observed that might relate to

the shrinkage and warpage of the part, and could be used as a tool for

the optimisation of the cooling process.

3. The use of DOE methods present an opportunity to reduce the number of

mouldings that would need to be created when using industrial scale

equipment for studies in RM. The technique should could be explored in

relation to the development of predictive models, which could be created

for specific combinations of polymer and CBAs with respect to changing

processing conditions. Models of this nature could aid in finding suitable

process and material settings for future mouldings, reducing the

development time for new product lines.
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4. The apparatus used to monitor vacuum foamed mouldings on an industrial

scale showed a unique view of the evolution foam structure in real-time

during the moulding. The device requires further development for it to be

properly utilised without the need for pre-heating. However if achieved,

the system could be used in the future to control pressure using a feed-

back loop based on the average cell size measurement. This would provide

autonomous means of creating a controllable and repeatable structure by

vacuum foaming.

7.3 Recommendations for the Industrial

Application of the Results

The process of optimising foam structures for large-scale multi-layer mouldings

will be eased through the processes and procedures developed in the work. For the

industrial application of the findings there are a number of key recommendations:

1. New methods were created for developing foam structures both with and

without CBAs under conditions reflective of those used in RM. It is

recommended that industry uses these methods when conducting the

initial trials of material and process parameters. These methods are

‘bench based’, meaning that established manufacturing processes do not

need to be stopped in order to optimise the parameters for a new foamed

moulding, and material usage is minimised.

2. Mould pressure was found to be useful for optimising the pre-nucleation

stage of foaming, and could also e�ect the foam structure after CBA

decomposition. For the industrial application of the findings relating to

pressure for foams manufactured with and without CBAs, it is suggested

that the industry considers the sealing of parting lines and vents of new

tooling, or including pressurisation systems when installing new

machinery.
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3. The vacuum foaming method was found to be a unique way to produce

foamed structures in RM without using CBAs. The key benefit of the

technique though, is that unlike CBA foam mouldings the foam is produced

during the cooling cycle, meaning that the cycle time could be shortened

by the lack of insulating foam of a standard RFM.

4. Ultrasound can be used to monitor polymer behaviour during a RM and

RFM mouldings, and the initial results indicated that polymer thickness

changes can be monitored in real-time during a moulding. Pulser-receivers

and high temperature transducers can already be purchased commercially

for robotically controlled electronically heated moulds. It is thought that

this technology could be particularly useful for a number of complex

moulding scenarios:

(a) Monitoring the development of foamed mouldings produced using the

RFM process.

(b) Monitoring the shrinkage and warpage of mouldings for the

optimisation of the cooling process.

(c) Mouldings that require a change in thickness in multiple regions

could be more e�ectively monitored using ultrasound, tracking both

the thickness change and the amount of curing in these regions.

(d) In safety critical parts the cure, thickness, warpage data obtained from

ultrasound could reduce the amount of post moulding testing that has

to be conducted.

(e) The data could be used in feed-back loops, providing information for

the robotic RM machines of the future to autonomously correct process

settings, such as shot-weights or rotation speed/ ratio to obtain highly

repeatable parts.
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Appendix A

Figure A1 shows the assembly drawing for the pressure chamber manufactured

in Section 3.2.

Figure A1: Assembly drawing for the pressure chamber.

Figure A2 shows the mould wall drawing for the pressure chamber

manufactured in Section 3.2.
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Figure A2: Engineering drawing for the mould wall.

Figure A3 shows the mould end cap (featuring a window) drawing for the

pressure chamber manufactured in Section 3.2.

Figure A3: Engineering drawing for the mould end cap with window.

Figure A4 shows the glass retaining disk drawing for the pressure chamber

manufactured in Section 3.2.
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Figure A4: Engineering drawing for the glass retaining disk.

Figure A5 shows the mould end cap drawing for the pressure chamber

manufactured in Section 3.2.

Figure A5: Engineering drawing for the mould end cap.

Figure A6 shows the modification made to the hotplate for the ultrasound

testing conducted at the University of Bradford discussed in Section 3.3.1.
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Figure A6: Engineering drawing for the modifications made to a hotplate for

ultrasonic testing.

Figure A7 shows the design for the window insert to allow a camera to

monitoring the vacuum foaming through a glass window discussed in Section

3.3.2.

Figure A7: Engineering drawing for the window insert.
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Figure A8 shows the design for the insert used to pressurise the mould, conduct

air temperature measurements, and provide a diascopic illumination source for

monitoring the vacuum foaming process discussed in Section 3.3.2.

Figure A8: Engineering drawing for the pressure insert.
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Appendix B

Figure B1 shows the datasheet for PE-1 (Section 4.2.1).

Figure B1: Datasheet for PE-1.
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Figure B2 shows the datasheet for PE-2 (Section 4.2.1).

Figure B2: Datasheet for PE-2.
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Figure B3 shows the datasheet for PE-3 (Section 4.2.1).

Figure B3: Datasheet for PE-3.
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Figure B4 shows the datasheet for PE-4 (Section 4.2.1).

Figure B4: Datasheet for PE-4.
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Figure B5 shows the datasheet for PE-5 (Section 4.2.1).

Figure B5: Datasheet for PE-5.
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Figure B6 shows the datasheet for PE-6 (Section 4.2.1).

Figure B6: Datasheet for PE-6.
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Figures B7 and B8 show the datasheet for GEN-OB (Section 4.2.2).

Figure B7: Datasheet for GEN-OB (Page 1).
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Figure B8: Datasheet for GEN-OB (Page 2).
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A breakdown of the program used on the LT2 pulser - receiver to drive the

IONIX ultrasound transducer to collect results from industrial mouldings using

the method discussed in Section 4.8.2:

* NUM 1 # set number of tests to 1

* TXN 1 1 # transmit on test 1 on channel 1

* RXN 1 1 # receive on test 1 on channel 1

* DOF 1 # set data output to 8 bits

* AMP 1 3 # set test 1 to output full Ascan data

* AWF 1 0 # set test 1 to rectified data

* PDW 0 5 170 # set all channel damping to 82 � and 170 nSec pulse width

* PSV 0 20 # set all channels to 20 Volt pulsers

* FRD 1 3 0 # set test 1 to digital filter to 4.0 MHz high-pass with no low-pass

filter

* GAN 1 100 # set test 1 gain to 100 (25 dB)

* GAT 1 0 3000 # set test 1 gate from 0 to 30 µsec

* PRF 500 # set pulser repletion to 500 Hz

* FRQ 1 5 5 # set test 1 to filter to 10 MHz with smoothing 5
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Appendix C

Figure C1 shows the cross-sections of the samples created when studying the

e�ect of heating rate (Section 5.3.2).

Figure C1: Heating rate sample cross - sections.
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Figure C2 presents the cross sections of the samples created when studying

the e�ect of cooling rate (Section 5.3.2).

Figure C2: Cooling rate sample cross - sections.
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Figure C3 shows the cross - section of the samples created when studying the

e�ect of peak melt temperature (Section 5.3.2).

Figure C3: Peak melt sample cross - sections.
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Figure C4 shows the cross-sections of the foamed samples created where the

polymer melt flow index is changed (Section 5.3.3).

Figure C4: MFI sample cross - sections.
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Figure C5 shows the cross sections of foams produced with varying resin

particle sizes (Section 5.3.3).

Figure C5: Particle size sample cross - sections.
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Figure C6 shows the cross-sections of the samples created when studying the

e�ect of vacuum pressure (Section 5.3.2).

Figure C6: Pressure sample cross - sections.

Table C1 shows the results from the DOE experiment presented in Section

5.3.4.
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